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PREFACE

The Adolescent Decisions program'represents, a cooperative effort among

a group of teachers, school counselors, administ7ators, students.; parents,

and researchers, under the ,umbrella of the Adolescent Issues Project

.(funded by the. United States Office of Education Special Education Projects

Grant G0.080.01910, and the. Judge Baker Guidance Centerl,

We: are. indebted to the students, staff, and parents of the Manville

School in the Judge. Baker Guidance Center, in Boston;. MassaChusetts - who

provided the initial, impetus and support for the program. We are alSo

thankful for the atapport, ideas, and feedback provided by students andl

staff at 15. schools wto have tested components of the program.-- especially

the Bay Cove High School,Holden School, Manville School and River Street

Mini- School, which all served as replication sites during the 1982 -83

school Alear.

We are thankful for the support pprovide.doby the staff of the United

States Office of-Education (Special EducationProjects)., and the staff
. 0

at_F-rogram__Development Assistance Systems, especially. Ms. Julie Becklund.
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GENERAL CURRICULUM GOALS

0

The Decisions-About Work curriculumcis designed to help
^

close the gap between adolescende and adulthood, by familiarizing

students with the world of-work and offerihg opportunities for

increased responsibilities and decisionrmaking.- Work experiences

are one opportunity to practice the skills of adulthood. The

Decisions About. Work, curriculum combines an interest general
1

job and economic awareness, witha focus'on specific skills. The

curriculum takes into account the specific developmental 'tasks

of adolescence and (tries. to address difficult topics simply and

concretely. One general goal Of our program is to help adolescents

understand, complex social phenomena -- like their own value systems

steps in procuring .a job, conflict resolution infemployment settings.

We believe that increased underStanding of these issues can .help

adolescents make better decisions - for themselves and their

communities-.

This curriculum also addresses the problem of adolescentt

--who have had few positive worker role. models. Children who are

exposed to widespread unemployment often see adults who are

forced to choose between welfare and jobs that are unfulfilling

and underpaid. Therefore, the second. general goal of the

curriculum is to expose students to positive job-related

experienCes, and at .the same _time to achieVejligher levels of

understanding and self- confidence which can help them think about

seeking satisfyingemployment.



The third general goal far. the curriculum is to integrate

decision- making skills intb both classroom and field-experiences
. .

in :a sequential, concrete. approach, that can .be used by students

with a wide range of learning styles and educational needs.

The decision-making componentis an 'essential Part of the

curriculum. Without, good deCision-making'skills,.the restricted

job options" for young people (stemming from high unempldyment,

and poor educational services) ,often lead to drastic consequences--

for example, accepting 'unemployment as a way of life chronic

patterns of quitting or being fired, pbor employment records,

boredom, frustration, etc. Adolescents need opportunities to
---

increase their self-esteem, obtain a better understanding of the

'economic system of which they are a part .anticipate consequences'

of their decisions (for themselves and others), and make more

positive choices.

So-called "problem-youth" often lose jobs because they lack

adequate skills for making interpersonal decisions -- for,example,

choosing.an appropriate job, completing an interview, resolving

conflicts with emp2oyers and co-workers. The Decisions About
.

Work curriculum addresses these needs as part of a comprehensive

job preparation and career awareness program..

THE CURRICULUM IN THE CONTEXT OF A COMPREHENSIVE.
JOB PREPARATION/CAREER AWARENESS PROGRAM

The Decisions About Work curriculum is intended to proVide

a systematic approach to several components of.a comprehensive job

preparation/career awareness program. It is not intended to cover

all relevant skills and content areas.



The sequence describedbelow is a sample of one way to

address job preparation/Career awareness needs -- beginning from

expldration, and including actual community job placements. We

have indicated those areas that the Decisions About Work curriculum

is designedito-emphasize, as well as other resources that are

,appropriate to areasnot covered by the curriculum.

GOALS AND STRUCTURE OF THE CURRICULUM

The Decision About Work curriculum focuses on 2 spcific.

skill areas: '(aY'Job-Finding Skills and (b) Problem-Solving
. -

Skills involved in getting and keeping a job. The structure o

the curriculum includes some activities from other areas ce.g.

joS exploration) but focuses on decision-making and negotiation

(skills as they relate to finding, getting and keeping a job.

Supplemental Activities:\

Many students need more review and practice than is provided

in this curriculum. Supplemental resources are provided for

each unit; -additional teacher-made activities may be netssary;

Structure: A Focus on Interpersonal Decisions.

Each unit'in.thelaurriculdm includes activities_ that address

interpersonal decisions. For example, "The Worldof Work" unit

in-ehides an,opportunity to think about the kinds-o-f-j-ob-b wittch-

are available in our society. However, units 4 ("Interests and

Skills"), and 7 .("Interpersonal Skills") focus specifically on

interpersonal decisions. dnit 4 emphasizes reflecting on-and

evaluating perosnal skills and interest - and making job- related.

decisibnS that are personally appropria 7 provides

Opportunities to practice interrpers nal.skills needed to successfully

7 1.



,MODEL COMPREHENSIVE
,1011B PREPARATION COURSE

0

CONTENT/SKILL
.

RESOURCE

.

. .

. _

Job Awareness All job exploration materials by
Janus Bopk Publishers, 2501 Industrial
Parkway/West, Hayward, CA 94545

EBCET, 640 Milton Ave., ,Salt Lake City,
Utah 84105 0

-
Project BICEP -7 Career Education
Resource Center, Barnstable Hkgh
School, 744 West Main St.-
Hyannis, MA 02601

Elementary
Middle
Junior High
High School

. _
.

2.
.

Awareness of How the
. .

Life On Paradise Island, W.H. Wilson,
Economy Works R.F.°Warnker Scott Foresman and CO.,

Glenview,, IL 60025

National Centen for Economic Education
,

for Children, Lesley College, Cambridge
. MA. 02238

*Decisions About Work Curriculum

.Elementary
Middle.
-Junior.High
High School

_ -

3.

.

Job-Finding Skills - -*Decisions About Work Curriculum

Junior High
High School

----

Usin the Want Ads by_Wing Jew, Janus
Book-Publishers__(see-above)

Gettine Hirdd: 13 Ways to Get a Job.
Janus Book Publisher (see above)

4. Problem- Solving Skills: *Decisions_About Work Curriculum

'

Getting and Keeping a Job ,,

Junior' High. A

High School

5. Hands-on Vocational Skills McKinley High School.'
50 St. Mary's St-;--
Boston, MA 02214Middle

Junior High
High School

See Decisions About Work Curriculum for more extensive resource-list.
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CONTENT/SKILL- .

a

RESOURCE .

.

.

School/Community Job Placement Division of M6ntal'Retardation,s'.1Q60
N.-Washington St., Boston, MA 02114
(617) 72775656

. .

cKinley School (see previous page)

EBCET (see previous page)

Program

Junior High
High School

.-

7. Choosing a Vocational AreaVocational McKinley School'(see'previous page)
--

Dearborn-Pre-vocational Unit\, 36
Concord Ave., Cambridge, MA 402138

Project CAST -- Charles4County
Board of Education, LaPlata,
Maryland -20646

Special Interests and Skills

High School

Visual Aids for Each Area:

'Zs

1. Guidance Associates -- Communications Park Publishing Group,
Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549

2. Sunburst Communions -- Room G 3535, 39 Washington Ave.,
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

4.



complete .a job inteiview, and resolve conflicts on the job site:

Supplemental activities should prbvide additional prac-ace and

review 'in these crucial interpersonal skills.

In addition,-students are encouraged to make decisions about

the curriculum itself (for example, choosing specific activities,

speakers, etc.). In this way, interpersonal' decisionS are- built

into-the process as well as the content of the: curriculum.

Job-Finding Skills.

Several units in the curriculum,emphasize job finding skills:

Unit 2 introduces the problems and challenges of finding a job

a high-unemployment economy; Unit 5 describes a sequence for`

finding jobs, ynit 6 provides practice in using want-ads and

Tilling. out. applications, Unit 7. provides practice in interview

skills.

Decisions About Workis made up of7 units which stress the

'.following skills and knowledge.

Course' Introduction - encourageS interest in learning about

work,and.a.sense-of-beinTz-a-cart of-a-grOup;.-

II. World of Work - encourages exploration of job possibilities;

Economics andUnemployment - offers information and ways

to begin thinking about unemployment. and its effects;

IV. Interests' and Skills - encourages self explora-aonabT::5Ut-----_----

interests and skills, and how to expand them;

V. Job Hunting Steps - offers- information about the job huntinq

process and practice following a series of job-hunting steps;

VI.. Personal Data and Using Want Ads - provides practice filling

out applications-and-using information from want ads;



VII. Interpersonal. Skills - provides practice

viewing an other workplace relationships.
. .

The curriculum has 25 lessons'. with related, activities,'

sequenced so that skills can build upon, each other. Each lesson

with inter-

is planned to la,it from, 45 minutes to one hour. Many of the

lessons can stand on their own as separate activities i=f the

teacher wants to use them in a single class or a;

Each leSson canbe supplemented with materials and resources

listed earlier arid throughout the curriculum.

Face Sheets

Each unit is introduced with a face sheet which identifies

the following:

Unit Name -and Number
oGoals of the Unit
Lessons within the Unit
Preface Notes

ResoArce Sheets 33,

Each unit face sheet is follawed.with a resource sheet

of related materials. As we mentioned earlier, Decisions About_

Work is designed to provide a framework of social skill
. /

necessary'for successful job experiences. The resources noted in

each unit. provide excellent follow-up practice and reinforcement

of these skills.

Assessments

Each unit .(except-for the introduction) has an assessment.

Please see the following_ section (p.8) for more information.

Lesson Plans

Lesson Plans provide an outline and sequence of activities,

as well as necessary materials. Each lesson provides a teacher

introduction to-help put the lesson in the context of, an overall



work related educational program:

"Notes to' the Teacher

Very often, lessOns
- .

need more explanation' or benefit from-
c

5.,Naribus approaches or_fsuggestionsc- .These lesson -plant are
. .

, .

-followed by "Ndtes to the Teacher" -.:We recommend' ding these

notes before attempting to teach the lesSon, to help anticipate

areas that might be problematic or need extra 'preparation.
c

-Strident Worksheets

Student workshops are all outlined with a box;, they fdllow

lesson plans and teacher notes/. Before each lessone enough

these sheets should be copied f r each student:

420'

Class ,Evaluation
4

See section on class evaluation, page 10.

,ASSESSMENTS

Throughout the curriculum, we emphasize

ass ss students' interests, needs, and skills;

the
, -

need to continually (
.

and eva.1..uate::the way

-eSsons are addreL:sing student needs. 'In addition, teacher decisions

about .the relative emphasis on specific units, (e.g. time soent,

supplemental activities) shoul be made' in 'response to assessments'

and evaluation. In this .way, the cur,ri,ulum can provide ,a flexible

structure.

Each unit contains an assessment. Assessment' are.lOcated
_-

after the unit °Fa e Set or are built into the lessons themselves,

(assessments located within lessons are 'noted on the unit face

sheet) . There is only one cow of each/ assessment. This copy,.

for,the pre- and post assessment, before beginning,should be used



the unit and after ,(though not necessarily directly after)

completing it.

Goal

Our two main goals for assessments are to serve as:

1. Pre and Post tests of content knowledge: The pre and

post tests can help you learn something about how well each

student, was able-to learn about various aspects of the course,

how effective your teaching methods are, and the course's relevance

to students.

2. Learning and planning tools for instructors: For\example,

The World of Work Assessment provides an idea of the student's

knowledge of job possibilities and pay scales, and their worker

role models (Unit II).

Understanding Unemployment helps prioritize specific aspects of

unemployment which need to a clarified for the student (Unit III).

What Are My Skills? helps provi-de a measure.of the students'

knowledge of and confidence in his/her Ownomarketable skills (Unit iv),

The Interest_ Inventory helps both you and t'ne student develop

connections between student's interests and related jobs (Unit IV).

'Ways'to Get a Job assesses how brOad the students' understanding of

the "Job Hunt" is, and hoW_individual students deal with alternative

thinking (Unit V).

Filling Out Applications-helps determine how much practice the

student needs a) to commit essential personal data to memory, b)

o improve hand writing and c) to increase speed. (Unit in)`.

Interpersonal Skills helps' measure the range of strategies students

deal with problematic situations (Unit VII).
e
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When to Administer Assessments

Each assessment is located at the beginning of the unit it

addresses. You have the option of administering all 7 assessments

at the beginning of the course in order .to' determine which units

are most pressing. if you do not have time to complete the whole

curriculum or of giving each assessment at thebeginning of each

unit as you approach it.

Make sure ro administer each unit's assessment again at the

end of the unit, or at the end of the course. As post- .tests, the

assessment give you a reading of the content knowledge learned.

CLASS EVALUATION

The last section of each class period should be used to

evaluate the lesson. Two areas of focus are:. (1) The content of

the lesson (whether the students found it interesting? difficult?

boring ?' 'what did they learn? How would-they like to change it?);

(2) process of the class (how did the students get along? were

expectations fair? were people sharing ideas? would you like to

change the activities to include (more role play? less role play?).
0

Each student should have the opportunity to rate the class. In

the past, we have used a five point scale, as follows:

Excellent Good Fair- Poor

Each teacher should decide and communicate whether rating the class

is a mandatory part of the student's expectations; or whether,

instead, each student will simply be-encouraged to participate.

We strongly urge use of this activity because it serves the following

purposes:



(1) to provide the teacher(s) with some concrete evaluation --

Class evaluations provide information about how the students

responded, in the here-and-now, to'each lesson. Although students

often -say things they may not mean (e.g., "This class stinks"), it

is possible to find patterns of response that can help the teacher

're-structure the program. in response to the students' needs. For

example, student evaluations led the first year team to change

the lesson plans so as to'include more and shorter exercises

Jrather than 1 or 2,1onger activities). It is also possible to

analyze changes in student evaluation over'the course of the year

in terms of

tia)___content---(what-kinds-of-activities do students like?

(b) process (do they like role-plays? discussions? filmstrips ?) and

(c) participation (do particular students always participate?

never? does' this change over time?)

(2) to encourage students to reflection their own behavior.

One-major- goal-of-th e-cl-as s-room-prog-ram-i,s-to-help-S-tuden ts

become more reflective and analytic about their own behavior. Most

students have difficulty accomplishing this self-evaluative task:

they depend on others (teachers, parents, peers) to tell them their

own worth or they are unable to note their strength's or admit any

areas where they need help. The classroom evaluation procedure is

a way to provide regular, time-limited, relatively neutraL and safe

opportunities for self-evaluation and self-reflection. With support,

students can make balanced evaluations Of their own behavior noting
-

progress as well as problems; and with help, other students can

'provide peer-evaluation in terms of help needed as well' as skills

shown.
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(3.) to include the students in the formulation of program goals

and ,expectations.

This is very important, since it provides:

(a) increased motivation to participate (instead of simply.

to complain, withdraw, or oppOse the classroom process);

(b) an, opportunity for students to practice using decision"

making skills by taking. concrete control over their school lives,

in a safe, limited but motivating structure;

(c) an opportunity for the teacher to remind students, in a
,Positive 'manner, of their.agreements (rules, expectations), and

of student proaess .(or problems) in living up to these expectations;

(d) an-opportunity for the teacher to have students establish

expectations so that when students misbehave the problem can be '

used as an opportunity to practice accepting re tsibility for

one's own behavior--rather than simply rebelling against teacher

(adult) rules. In other words the focus is on the students to be

__realistic about their interest and expectations and_ to commit them-

selves to a process,__

(4) to provide a concrete ending point to the lesson.

'This helps students get-closure, and provides a,transition time

to the following classroom peiiod, when students can shift out of

their focus on what can be potentially disruptive concerns (e.g. about

drugluse sexuality, their own experiences with juvenile courts, etc.).

It provides the, teacher an opportunity to help students "shift gears"-

thereby reducing the difficulties of transition to a new class.

The class evaluation should last no longer than 5"10 minutes.,\

This-will be enough time to ask each student to rate the class and

give one reason for their rating. The purpose is to help students
,\\
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reflect on their own behavior and offer thoughtful ideas about

-changing the program.

CURRICULUM TIME-FRAME

The curriculum is made up of 31 lessons and supplementary

activities. Each lesson plan is eqUivalent to a 45 minute to

one-hour session.

Many of the lesson plan activities include brainstorming,

discussion, role playing, etc. Activities such as these can last

anywhere from 5 Irlinutes to an hour (or more) depending upon an

infinite number of variables (e.g. the topic the teaching method,

the Troup-cohesion, etc.). We suggest-that-these activities-be--

emphasized and prioritized in time plans.

If your time frame allows for it, we suggest-allowing as

much time as possible for these activities, even if itmeans

not'completing the entire lesson.

-DECISIONS ABOUT-IMPLEMENTATION-

We are well aware that flexibre scheduling is not easy to

,come by. For those who have limited time, we have the following

suggestions.

1. Assess student needs - use the assessment at the beginning

each unit to determine how much practice students need for

those skills.

2. Get an 61.7erall'sense of each student'Sob-related

experiences - speak to the student preVious teachers, his/her

family involved counselors, oreviou8 employers, etc.; in order
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to learn about the students' job experiences, job readiness, worker

role models, etc.

3. Choose appropriate curriculum areas

These choices should be based on:

a. The student's most urgent needs - i.e., which of

these areas do you think will most benefit the student right now?

1 b. The student's job experiences - there are instances
4

when students who have not experienced.success in school have had

successful, job experiences. For example, a student may act out

during an interview role play, but act appropriately during a "real"'

interview. In this instance, interview role plays are not s'crucial

for the student as real job opportunities.

4. Use other school time

a. It is often possible to, use other periods for job-

related activities, for example:

1. Applications can be filled out during English

_Or Writing or during extra time in any of the Job Prep lessons.

?; Job-site visits and speakers can be scheduledias

- part -of- regular school trips and special activities.

3; Job eXploration material can be read during

reading periods.

ACTIVITIES REQUIRING PRIOR PLANNING

The JOb Prep curriculum dOes not depend on films, trips-, etc.

Dut it is greatly enhanced by, their use. A variety of;teaching

methods livens up the curriculum and utilizes all sensory modalities.

_(See-Resource Sheets at the-beginning-of-each unit for filmstrips.

and UnitII for lesson plansrelated to job site visits and guest



speakers.)

A. Student input

Students can help in the planning of activities. See Unit I

Lesson I.

Films

15

Films can be bought or borrowed from various institutions.

. --
See -ResOurce Lits at the beginning-of each unit. These can be used

-----
as often as possible for job exploration, job hunting, and evaluating

job interview activities.

C. Job-site visits

These should be planned as early as possible, since many

places that allow tours_are often booked.

1. Students can suggest sites and make necessary phone,

calls to plan the trips,

2. See Unit II, LessonI for suggested Preparatory and

Follow-up exercises for each visit.

3.- Request_applications from the site for the students

to fill out in ,school.

7-15. ageakdrs-7-

Speakers should be able to speak on either a variety of job

possibilities in their field or a variety of tasks of their jobs.

The jobs should be realistic possibilities for the students.

1,

to students.

The, speaker should be lively with experience talking

2. The_talk_can be made, easier to follow by using pictures

which refer: to. each iab (see'.Unft II 1A.:i'6-n

3. Reqites-that the -speah:er bring -along-an- appLicat-ion-(s )--

from his/her job site.

sri
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The basic goals of the Decisions About Work curriculum include

process and self evaluation-skills and exposureto job-hunt related

information.-- together intended to focus on making decisions about'

getting a job.

We are aware of how difficult it is for teenagers to find jobs
ob

during this time of economic recession. However without educational-

intervention and preparation for a job, students will graduate high

school with few job related skills and low self images as workers. _

One way to help adolescents and the community as well, is to help

adolescents develop skills and positive self images as workers-

so-that they can play active roles in changing political and economic

conditionsather than blaming themselves. We encourage students
to, learn all the job skills possible, not only (or not necessarily -)

to consciously compete with their-peers for jobs, b'Ut to acquire

skills that will help them become productive and socially responsible

community members.

Th-ebad-c-thTust of the-curriculum as to provider information

__IandLp_r_actiice-ilforj-A.ndividuas_tudents , to develop --alas siroorogroup

cohesion, and to encourage students to think for theMselves about

some of the difficult decisions that they Will face as adolescent's.

It is our belief that this kind of approach will help adolescents'

become more responsible as well as more autonomous.

We highly encourage instructors to use the Program. MaUal,

get an overall view of the role of decision making in the whole

As discussed earlier, the Decisions About-Work-cu riculum

s_just one of a_number_of_interventions_that-will-help ad lescents
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deal withthe transition to adulthood. Combined with -a whole
,

school approach to student decision-making, this curriculum cap be

a powerful impetus towaid more thoughtful and retponsible behavior

:among adolescents.
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edsions About Work
gs

(Alit Ihfroduchon: A class A.bou+ Notocli.)

,foals To encourage interest in the "Decisions About Work"
. course.

2. To share ideas and suggestions for making this a
relevant course.°

3

lessors
. To think about some of the purposes of work.

To learn that each student has skills to offer the
class, community, society.

Course Introduction

2. Stranded on an Island, or Stranded in Some-wtereS-ville

3. Introduction to Job Interests and Job Exploration* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

This is the first unit of the Decisions About Work curriculum.. The

most important goal of this unit_is goal #1: to encouragoa interest in the

curriculum. It is important to choose initial activities based on which

will be'most enjoyable (films, job site visits discussions, job hunt practice)'

We recommend starting with Lehon 1 'of this unit. Then read Note to the

Teacher for Lesson_ 2 before going on to teach it

Lesson 2 of this unit actually consis s of two, lessons: "Stranded on
so

an Island" and__"Stranded in Some-wheres-ville." They are both stories with

folloW-up exercises which serve.the-same_purpose. You might want to do one

or both, depending upon the interests of your students. The tea acher 1-e-t-son-plan

can be used for both stories.

Make sure to read Not6.to the Teacher for. Lesson .2 before teaching it.

. .
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Decisions Abod uhlt,
vimaterw=01.0600

rsour6es torments

1. To:encourage intel'os 1

the "Decisions About

WWcOurse

Filbstrip'"Careers and

Nalues", Sunburst Commuri!

.ications, Room G.3535;

39 Washington Ave,; Pleas-

antville, NY' 10510

Enjoyable, llight be beyond immediate

needs of your students, but is fun

to watch, non -sexist, racially Inte-

grated,*d thOught-stimulating.

Filmstrips on Career

,Exploration Seelorld
.

of Work Unit

2. To shire ideas tnd

suggestions for making

tiii6 relevant Course,.

3. To think abOLitsome of

the purposes of work.

1

4; To )earn that each stud-

ent has Skills to offer

the class; community,
f ;0

and ety



Decisions About Wor

less° IA Course Introduction

Lesson 1.'

goals: 1. To think aboUt what one could get out of a Job Prep class.

2. .To encourage interest in job exploration.

Detre

Introduce Class. Ask:

A. -Why am Ne offering,a Job Preparation course?

B.' Why is this course important for adolesCents?

C. What does "adolescence" mean?

D. What are some of the differences between adolescence and

.adulthood? 'Different activities (school vs.-jobs) ?.'

Different relatibnships? etc.

E. Has anyohe ever had aJob-Prep class before? What did you

-learn about?

'II. Class Content - discussion

A. Explain: This is.your class - to help you learn about the

world of work and how to get a job. We can design the

course around your needs.

B. Ask: What would you like to learn .about What should a

Job-Preparation course be? What do',you need to know to.

MaterecaS

Program Manual

help you. .get a job? .

.141-1te: One person write siiggeStions on board; one person

write suggestions on paper:

Explain:

1. We,will try to.include as many of these ideas as possibl

in this course.

AdOlescent Issues Project 1922 2
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....SS 00. Course Introduction. Unit esson 1,

tricrhioiNs Materials
2. These are some of the plans we have for this course: learning

.

about our. interests, skills, -filliiig out , applications -role----

playing \\job interviews; job site visits.
\ ,

3. Whatdo_you thic' nk Of those plans? Any other ideas?
\------4. Why, do you thin k-we-have chosen those,,pltans?
I---_________

5. What skill, will each activiti-help_you learn? What aspect
(,-of,

\
----------

S

getting a, job?

_III. What's My Line .or Fami, Feud

A. Explanation: The following is an exercise to liven up the class

and to encourage \sharing of job The idea is_for the-

class to try to guess the' job. that a volunteer is..thinkin9 of,
either by asking questions or by watching the volunteer,"act" a

job (like charades

1. Ask: Have any class members had a job?

2. Choose one per on to tell-the teacher their job.

Directions:

ee Notes to Teache)
or instructions
or--Fami ly-Feud-

3. The rest of thelclass asks questions of the volunteer (teacher

can help when necessary) in order to determine the job.

If class is stu k, .volunteer or teacher can. act out tasks

the job.

Do as many roun s as \class would like.

Students who ha e not had jobscan make, up a job 'for the

activity.

NB: 'If time, do the fol iowingl If no time, make sure it is done as,
soon as possible. Make sure to leave 10 minutes for the evaluation I_
procedure.



Unit , Lesson

MaterfaIs

IV. Job'Site Visits

B. Ask:.

need_.student iinputn:plinning job site visits.

1.' Why do you think we go on job site visits?

2. What are some things we may learn from them some`'ideas: to

learn about jobs, how to get jobi there; how systems work; t

have fun; tto.mee workers; to do learning outside of the

classroom):

. What kinds of places would you like to visit? What job(s).

might we learn about there?

(Teacher should keep a record of these suggestions and explai

the possibilities of these suggestions and the

apparent limitations.

Optional:

a. Atk for volunteers to be on a committee (with 'a

supervisor) to help set up the job site visits.

Ask the claSs to list the steps in setting up a

visit.

c. Keep the list of steps for use-in the student committee.

teacher-

job site

Explain the evaluation procedure.

Write:

board.

Students may choOse

excellent / good/ fair / poor or variations) on the

Check off student votes, or

their own,descriptors or

Combination 'of both. Students have the option of the set

.ratings,-Or their own:
Each.student is:encouraged and/or- required (depending on; class

least,one;reas'on4rune"s



Teachers unit LESSON:'Course IntrodUction

Family Feud is a game borrowed from t'f T.V. game show of the same name to liven

up learning.

--The game can be used at any time the group is trying to brainstorm ideas. It

encourages-a-team-effortT-stimulates thought,-and-is fun to-play.The followin is-a-sam

A. Teacher preparation: Write-as many food service jobs as possible on cards.

Keep them with you during game in alphabetical order for easy retrieval.

PossibTer-gawiral-es-Thased-ah---Sit-iTation where class is asked to brainstorm

jobs in food 'service):

1. Divide class into 2 teams. The teams should stand in "a line", so it is

clear who goes next.

2. Thetask for each team ts.:to try to come up with the most jobs ih food

services. Each team has minutes to brainstorm amang.themselves;

3: Each person is allowed 30 seconds to come up wit/1;a jab. If the person,

.guesses a joly.youhadan your card, show the card and mark ajoint on

'the hoard. If you do not have a'card fora'Correct ansWer, the team scores

a point anyway (record any new answers).

4: Whether or not a person answers correctly, the other team goes next.

5. The game is aver when all ideas are exhausted.

. Optional activities:

1. If students have not guessed all ideas on your cards, have the class play

charades or 20 questions to generate more answers.

. Appoint or ask-for volunteers to play all or parts of the role of the

teacher; e.g.,-writing up cards, keeping track,of time and points, holding

up card when it is guessed, etc.

Write a brief description of the jobs (with a picture perhaps) on the

`card to use for follow-up activities like Interview Role Plays or a game

where the class has to'guess the tasks ofa specific job.

1982;
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Pecisiorks About Worts Unit I, Lesson 1

la-S$Otett Stranded on an Island

Goa IS:
. To think.about the role that work plays'in ourlives.

. ,.: To learn that each student has a skill to offer the.group.

-Ditred-1-10Ks

. Introduce Lesson-

A. Explain: "We are going to read a story in' which you as a Notes to the Teacher

class will play an important role. You will determiner--

the outcome."

Mater d15

II.. Read'either story: "Stranded on an Island" Or 'Stranded in

Some-wheres-ville"

A. Ask, for volunteers to read the story out loud, or instructo

,read the story aloud. 'Do what will help students become

more involved.

B. Throughout the story, list items or ideas on the board that

will help structure.the exercise (e.g. what food did they

still have, what did they find on the island).

III. Follow-up Exercises - Options for various ways to structure the

discussion:

Very Unstructured

1. After the story is.read, let the class think about the

issues raised. Give students time to determine their

direction for dealing with either of the 2' basic tasks

with which they are faced:

. Survival, and

How to get home.

"Strandethon an Island"
.or "Stranded in Some.-
wheres-vi lle

Adolescent issiG



e. s s stranded, on
Unit I, Lesson

DIre 0ws
B.'.Very Structured

(If the class needs more structure to deal with these tasks. 15 Step .Decision-
Making Model

1. Pass out the 5 Step Decision-Making Model

Explain :' "We have a dilemma here. This

model can help us_deal_with-it,"-----

decision making

" .

. Write each step on board with room to write suggestions, next

to each.

3. Encouragestudents to volunteer ideas:for the first step.

Ask: "What is the dilemma here? What is one of our main

probleMs here ?"

4, Sample Structure:

a. Label the'dilemma - How are we

b. Possible solutions - divide up

for themselves

going to survive?

chores, or, everyone fend.

. Consequences - Everything will get done/Some won't sur-

vive/ Some won't like their job/Some will survive

Choose one - ?

MY it out - Once you come to nthis part you can use the

model again to help determine how you will try It out.

5 Once one major task is dealt with, deal with the other. In

this case: "HoW Will We Get Home? or

Less Structured

1. Follow the steps in the "5 Step Model without.following it

as closely'

InStructor provides the direction of the model with verbal

-cues..andquestions.



"Strandedon anitland" Unit: LesOn

1tre thions
Jobs to Be Done

J Nia-trict11.5

'-'Eventually help. students generate a list of jobs which need to

r
be.:donein order'to accomplish one (or both if you haim time)

/

of the 2 major taMcs...

B. Students determine the method for how to assign the jobs while

instructor facilitates the process.° Every student should be

assigned a job.

1. If students have difficulty, suggest that they first find out

each other's interests and related experiences (e.g., camping

fishing, etc.),

2. Ask "Has anyone ever made a campfire, CoOked on a

.etc-:?"(

C. Pass.oUt paper for each student to write doWn his /her j

-!
Papers:

A. ..Collect Ithe story

B. 'StUdent put. the-other papers in their notebooks.
]

campfire,

VI. EValUate the Class.



Teachers
. v

Unit I, Lesson. 2

10

LESSON: Stranded on an Island

The. next'lessons require. a lot of group work. They can serve as a,tool_to_help

solidify the group or they can put a strain orra class that has difficulty working as

group.

-7-7-ForiSOMe groups we have seen the lessons spark interest and enthusiasm for learning

about jobs and for other groups, we have seek-these discutsiqn-oriented lessons work

better later"on in the curric.uluM. We strongly recommmend that you think about the

timing of the lesson before using, it You may want to test out the student response by

inning the leSson and make your decision as you go along.

This lesson can last anywhere from 1-4 sessions i you have that flexibility,

:Rationale - There Are"many different ways to use the "Stranded. on an Wand" theme.

'-The )2 objectives ofthis leston, to think. about the-purposes of,work and to learn that
. ,

mach student has somethIng:to offer the group, 4etermine how this lesson should be used

Before high technology, high unemployment and the welfare system the reasons for

working were clear to people. Survival was a keY reason. The connection between survival

and.work does not exist in our country today due to many involved reasons including

high unemployment.

Thus it often is not clear to ourstuderits why they should work,or what they have

This leison is an attempt .to conceptually help re-connect the issues of work'o: offer.

and survival .'ii order to aid -.the process job readir'tets.
i

Many Issues to be Dealt with (fairness governance)

Decision-Making - In this lesson the:learning takes place through discussing with

peers the consequences of the group's decisions. This process is more important

than a particular outcome.

But, it is essential that each student be'assigned a job f that does not

occur, try to facilitate a discUstion about the class' decisions w ch Made that

Adoletcen ssuesProjec
-5;
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for Matchers Unit I, Lesson 2. L.ESSON: 'Stranded on 'an 'Wand

2.. Governance

'decisions.

will arise.

- (At some point the' grOp_will-Lhave to-decide:how-it will make

Issues of 'power, leadership, and how a group creates a system

These issueS can be 'dealt- with in depth if there is time.

3. Fairness - The issues of fairness may arise from.the decision-making process

and exercise IV. B. Many vestions can arise from exercise IV. B. such as,

"Can someone eat if they don't work? Is it fair to not allow someone to

work? Can you forbid someone to work? How can we make sure that everyone

works? Do; ve have a legal system to enforce our rules? What.do we do if

more than one person wants the same job? etc.".

. Peer Support - Encourage mutual support. Emphasize skills that can further

collectivize the situation. Ask questions like, "How can John help you

while you are doing that? You might figure out how to trap that animal but

won't you need help' carrying it?"

Adolescent'AsSues'grOjecti,.198



Unit I Lesson 2

MAKE

0 Ask (ao.k. de cisotn leas be. made?

t-Fkivo 8r (PAor aRernative sotatiovS,

_.ir\ic abet/ft ihe° consecLutences of eac,
moursei- cwicA for o+trters

sotut-b-ovi.t,

Cide OUN one solwi-iovi, ackd try it ocA.+-.

//-

cokd
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STRANDED ON AMISLAND

Swept 'Away But Still Surviving

It wasah-dt-SaturdaY-in -August.__.6The_sun was beating down on the

fishing trawler which carried Danny, Ann Marie, Marlowe, James, Adrianne,

JOseph, Troy, Kris, Kevin, Kristie, Maria and Darius. It was a Summer

reunion for old Jefferson High Studentg. They had rented a boat and a

skipper fora day on the ocean off Plum:Island. The skipper, whose name was

Bucco McTimbers, was a really nice guy. The kids kept telling him that they

kids shouted, "Hey! No land ahoy!

skipper felthe had.no choke.

wanted to head out to the."middle of

the ocean", far enough out so that they

see- any land. -j.So .Bucco

'decided to giVe it a try.

Before the captainand crew (the kids)

knew it, it was pretty dark.. .But just

the sun.was.setting, a' few of the
714

We can't see any land!" On that note, the

He. shut off the.engine and let everyone_

experience the silence and beauty.of the ocean.

After a while,/everybody got to talking about some old scarey story

they had heard about-thesea, or about other interesting adventures. By this
- k

time it was quite dark and Bucco was beginning to-get nervous. He had a hard

time getting his bearings,. He started up the engine and began looking for

some land. But after travelling a few hours, no land was visible.



By this time the crew was getting tired,

hungry, and cold. 'They wrapped, themselves up

in their blankets'and finishedthe,remaihdei.

of ti.jeir lunches. They still ,had a few piece's

of fruit among them, some water, and fruit \\
N

juice. Everyone had a sweatshirt, and a pair

of long pants to put on. But it was still a

little chilly. '

As the night hours passed, Bucco became

more and more nervous. "Try to get some rest,"

he 'told the kids, "and be back,

at ol ' Plum Wand when you 'wakeup.1.1-
,

4

Well, the morning came and as the crew woke up one by one, they realized

,o
that they were awfully lost. "I'm glad you're all up," Bucco said as he turned

to face 'them. "I have some 'disheartening news. Guess what?"

"We're lost,' all the kids chimed .in at once,.

"Exactly" said the captain, but Nforry you not

gas get Us.:.oVer to'somelandbefore long.

oyeve,got,

11

"Have you tried to radio the coast guard"' someone asked.

._."11.es the radio-seems to be broken Can't figure out whyi

.

The littlejishing-:.trawler sailed southwest until dusk of that day

Finally the captain land He had no.ChOice'but to dock becauset

1 i ttl e more

he only had a little bit of 'gas left.. So they landed.

:Adolescent IssUet ProjeCt.,..
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The crew left the.boat,'-taliinuall of their belbrigings With them.

,

Everybody,tooked ngwas and seemed unsure of. what. tq do net After a 'few

Minutes crfsilende'and looking aroun.cyn7awe, oneMthe kid's suggested,.

"Listen we can't just stand around and look at each other like a bunch of

monkeys. We'Ne.got some,decisions to make. But before we decide anything,

let's find out what we've got with us."

So another member of_the-cr0/ 'went ai.ouneto each kid anc[fotind but

-What they,had. This was the list:

7 blankett
16camping knives:

Wf2tishing'as
.1 saw
'7'1:14ckt..Of batches

2:cooking pots

the meantime th'e-group sent out

0. .

-returned with :this list: -1

$
apple and pear trees.
pond
berry bushes-
lot's of plants

5 ponchos
7 bolognasandwichei;

10-towels I

.6 canteens of water
.5'tUna'sandwithes
1.radiO with some prOblems

2 stouts to examine the island. They

rabbits and other small animal s

NO people, but a person's footprints and an open book-

When the searth w s 'over and the lis

made, Captain Bucc2called the group

together and saidf "O.K. crew, we've

got 2 big jobs a/ead of us. The first

to set up OYstem to help us surviv

herejbr a while: The second is to

.figure out hOw to get us back home. One

thing -is'fo sure. If we work together,

11 not: mighteven enjoy oursetkies."\
WHAT DT-YOU THINK THE-GROUP FIGUREDYOUTM

we

Adolescent Issues Project



S t r et n de s 0 ..566et.Oleres v i i t&

-Spring 114a finally come to 'Bostoli and the air was warm. It

had. been a cold winter, way too cold for Jefferson. High School
4

students* to go on an overnight.' But now the 'time had come and

the students were olanningan overnight.

(

The student, government_ representatives had been working very

hard tos'get their classmates,to come,up with-ideas for where'to

go. Soie people wanted to try--a new place. Some people wanted
.

to go . to Mt. 'Monadnock,. :Other:.a, wanted to go, some place with a
_

.

.

basketball court;-:..%Qther_., s wanted to just ..stay home and hang- out

The vote for, a--place was-made
. .

in a community Meeting. Each

representativerrd-out the

choices of their claspmates. Then

the whole group Voted .on the

_choices. The decision was made.

A place no one had ever gOne.,:;to
. .

'Far: away.. Where very few

people had ever dared to go. Thirty/ miles any majorxoed..-

the place was called---"Sorrie-wheres-ville" in Maine, One of the

students had,gone to camp not too, far from there and remembered

it being talked about.



Not-much was known about the place. But the. Jefferson High

students were ready to take the challenge. Now it was up to a

committed. of students and staff to find out if they could go

t. there .and what to bring,.

In a few weeks, all the.plans were made and the day of the

trip finally. arrived. Two vans.were packed and ready to go.
6

Each van had:

10 sleeping bags

.warm.,Clothes:fOr each person

enough food for 10 people for 3 days

matches

kitchen utens

some rope

The two.vans left together at 9:004n

the moihing .They-Purp6SelY started out

early becauSe theY:had-aSeVen.hoUr:ride

ahead' of them!. Some peOpleSlept,

others talked, others listened to the

radio and foughtover which station -to

listenito and some even played. ards.

After about 6 hours.of driving one of theyans took an exit

off the highway, onto a dirt road. Gregory, the driver. that

{

van', noticed that'the other van was nowhere in sight. He thought;

"Weli, I think that this s:the right turn. I

I don't want these kids

s the right



As the van started bumping al6ng the dirt road, all the kids

woke up from their sleepy activities and asked, "Hey, what's going

on? We didn't ask for no rollercoaster ride!"

"What do you want' mei to do about it?" asked Greg:, "get out

and pave the road for\you?"

q Each student became very interested in the scenery as they

continued down the road. All they could see was miles and miles
I.

of forest, and nothing ',else.

After about 2 hours, of making dots of turns on this road, some

of the students said, "Hey, look. I don't mean to get on your

case or anything, but do you know where you're going?"

"Well, er, uh, . of course I know! Well, gulp ',I

don't really know. Well tell you the:-LtrUth, LOST!!!"
. . .

At that point, the whole group laughed.

"Well maybe we should-try going back to t e main road,"

suggested a student,named Barbara.

'I hate to say this, but 'I

already tried that. When, I say

we're lost, I mean LOST:"

Again, another outbreak, of

laughing, but this

off slowly as each person started

think about the situation that the group was

AdaleScent Issues .Projec .1982,



"I-have a suggestion," said Tom. Let's drive until we find

a place where we can stop and sit for awhile and try to figure out

what to do. It is already 7 o'clock. It's going to be dark sobn."

Everyonethought that that -was a good idea. So they. all kePt

heir eyes open as Gregory drove, for a good place to sit down for

awhile.

Well, I hate 6o say it, but. after another 2 more hours of driv

ing they finally came to a/farge ,open space. The'. space was

surrounded, by trees, bushes, flowers and a small brook trickled by

"Ahhh, finally," said Ftuby. "I really need to get out and stretch.

"OK, everybody out."

So they all piled out.. Some walked around to stretch their

legs, others lay right down on the ground and others took care 'of

some important. business. "I'm hungry", said Gene "I'm going to

check out the food situation." When Gene looked in the food boxes

he saw enough food for atleast 4 more meals.

pP

44111Pago

,After about' 10 minutes of hanginT:

.around, Gregory called the group together. "OK you guys,i- here

we are ',We thOught.we were,going to Some-Hwheres7ville. But

guess where, we turned up? You got it' NO7WHERES-VILLE!!!.1!

AdolescentJssues Projedt 198



"Real funny," said Tanya. "What are we going to do'About it?"

/Well we are going to have to figure that out," said. Gregory.

If you think I got the Answers, you goat another thing coming to

you. No one person has All the answers here. The answers don't

-Afready exist. We have to figure them out."

Chapter a:':The Solution

The group sat around for a few hours discussing the situation

and coming up with decisions. Everyone had something to say and

everyone came out of the. talk with an important.job to do.

* * *

This is a difficult situation. And making decisions as a

group is not easy. What do you think should be done to deal with

this situatiori? A good way to start is to figure out what the

2 major problems of the group are',

Name the 2 problems (*See the hint below).

2. Now use the 5 step decision-making model

to figure out what to do.

3 work it out so that everyone has

a job to do.

*Hint: I hope you make it back

GOOD.LUCK!!1!

. in good shape.
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Detisiovts About Woric

iessoK
nit: I, .Lesson

Introduction to .Job Interestt and "Job Exploration

Dtreciiows

-----1-07-eifilore real job possibilities in relation to our experience
of being "stranded ". '

MaterialS
77- I. Introduce Lesson .

A. Sum up what was accomplished -or dealt with in the:last les-
,

son,_±Stranded-On-an-Islandor-"Stranded SoMe=where's-

ville"

B. Explain that now-We-willtry to apply..what we learned- -when

We were stranded to the world here and now.

I Island Jobs and Real Possibilities

A-. Ask each student to take out the piece of pad paper on

which they listed their "Island ". or "Some-wheres-ville'

Ask,each student to say what their job was.

1 : If a student did not receive a job, ask him/her to

choose a task-s/he would have liked to do on an island

or while camping. Write these on the board with the

student's name. (If a student does not think of a job

for him/herself, ask the class to vote on a job that

would have been needed.)

Now go around again, asking each student to think of a

similar or related job that s/he could apply for in a more

realistid'situation.

1. I.e.., gathering materials for shelter - construction

worker, .carpenter, etc.; fishing - fishing or working

fish market; campfire - fdrnace work, working with

Olescen



SSOK. Introduction to Job Tnterests and Job Exploration Unit I, Lesson

Dire CHO NI ate r (XIS

When student has difficdlty coming up-with one, ask other

students to help..

Each student writes this job on the same sheet as the "Stranded"

job and puts in folder for futu-reuse.

III. Introduce Importance of Job. Exploration-

A. Explain that some people grow up in towns _where_oneindusti---,-7
---,.

.provides the majority of jobs i.e. steel, autos, fishing, etc.

(If you or students have ever seen thy film "Breaking Away you

might ask if they remember what the town residents were called

and why. . They were called 'cutters because'stone cutting was th

major industry and the people in the town .were-expected eventuall

to work in 'stone quarries.)

Ask: .Do we live in that kind of situation? DO we have-a-one==

industry town? Do you have other possibilities for jobs? Do you

know them all?

Ask: How can We learn more about the jobs around us? (Possible

ideas: Speakers in school including former_ students, job site

visits, reading magazine's, books etc.; talking to family and com-

munity members; films- in and out of school, TV, movies, news

reports).

IV. Job Exploration Optibns

NB: Introduce these activities as ways to learn more about jobs and
expand our choices.

A. Show a job exploration filmstrip and each student fill in the

"What's in a Job" sheet, or

filmstrip add film7
strip projector--
see Resource Sheet_



Introduction to Job Interests and Job Exploration Unit Lesson

treckioAs Mater a:

Read material about job possibilities and d "What's in a Job"

'sheet.

Do the following for either choice #1 or #2 above.

1Students-may-fillin--the-sheet while watching / reading or

after they have finished.

Each student chooses which job they would like to apply for

rf-ToTie presented were desirable, they may think of an al-

ternative). This choice can be based on the rating scale

(e.g. from 1 to 10, poor to excellent, etc.), or by which

job had most items listed in the column: Good Things About

the job.

Evaluate the Clas's

See Unit II-Resourc
sheet for, material s



LeSson: Jobs Interests and Job Exploration

WHAT'S IN A JOB?

U i I Lesson 3

,Job Name Job Description.or _Tasks , Good Things Out it Bad Things About' it Ratic

I

+) -
c.
w

0





peosiolei8 Abot Work
; The Vva1440c.'41ovic (10-

,9oats 1.
0

To provide expog'ure to various types of work

2. To assess and increase knowledge of realistic job

possibilities, requirements, and pay scales

esson1. World.of Work -- Assessment

2. Sample Job Site Visit: Preparation and Follow-up
o

3. Job Exploration Speaker: Preparation and Follow-up

*- * * * * * *

This curriculum provides lessons for job'site visits,and speakers in%order to

meet thesefobjectivei. There are many exciting job exploration materials already
I

on the market (some of which are referenced on the following page.

The World of Work Assessment is a part of Lesson 1.

Adiqescent Is.sues:Po'ject



luorid of viol* ca

.

To assess knowledge of

realistic job. posSibili

ties., pay scales and.

requirements.

2 To' explore job a. AIP lesson 1, 12.

b. Janus Book Publishers,

2501 Industrial Pkwy,

West, Hayward,' CA

94545 (order catalogue

*Job, Interview. Kit

*People Working Today

(series)

possibilities

io-learn about realisti

job possibilities pay

scales and requirsents

The. Job Box and

Workbook Pacemaker

Vocational Resource

Model-Faron Pitman

Publ Inc.

6 D Dr, , Belmont,

CA' 94002

d/ Call or write your

local Dept. of Labor

Dictionary of Occupa-

tional Titles, State

Dept.,of, Vocational

and Technical ;Ed.,

Stillwater, Oklahoma

We highly recontend all the Janus

Job Exploration material. Simple

colorful, interesting, relevant,.

Good material for individual reading

and learning:about 'various occupa

tions.

l.

These statistics are always chOging

and the Labor Dept, freqUently

tupdtes their information.



Decisions boat Wor f(:,- World of ovo* or)

<a area
. d

es soh .resomrces 01thitems

(cont.)

...

.

d. Exploring Careers and

-

.

Occupational Outlook --

U.S. Dept. of Labor

Statistics, Washington,

D.C. (In Mass,:.

1603 JFK Federal Bldg.,

Government Center,

Boston, MA 02203,

617-223-6761).

e. Guidance Associates

Filmstrips, Communica-

tidns Park Publishing

Group; Mt. Kisco, NY

0549.
*Career Choice: A

Lifelong Process

*People Who Help Other

*People Who Make Thingl

*People Who Organize

Facts

*People Who Work with

-Art \

*People Who Work in

Science

0 Adolescent Issues. Project 19'82
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:Decisions About Waric.

leSSotelat.
1. To assess students' familiarity with job possibilities.

S
2. To learn about -students' experiences and role models. in the area of

work.

Unit% , Lesson 1

13trectiort.s MatericitS
Introduce lesson See Program Manual- -

A. Instructor explains the importance of finding out what Assessmerits

Notes to Teacher -- this
students .know about different-areas of work so that the isolust to get a sense

of student familiarity
instructor knows more about what to teach and what student with' the World of Work

`are ready for For other reasons, see Program Manual on

Assessments.

B. Explain that this is not a test. Students should not worr

if they have difficulty with some of theuestions.

11

II. World of Work Assessment

(NB: You may want to divide the assessment into 2 parts, to b

iyen on two different days, if it seems too long for your

students).

A. Hand out the assessment Student Worksheets'
"World of Work"

B. Ask students to put their name and the date on top. Assessments

C. Instructor reads each question to the class.

1. Explain directions further when necessary. ,Try,not

to giveexamples.

Allow each student to take as much time as necessary

complete the assessment:

?III.' 'Notebooks

A. liand out notebbok; White paper, and.markers to those who

are finished..

B. Ask students to put 'their name and the name of the course:

on the cover,'

Adolescent Issues 'Project ,1982



,C. If you-like, students who finish early can decorate their

notebooks until the end of the class.

Explain that the notebooks will be used each class to store

worksheets. The notebooks will be the basic "text" for the

class.

E. Make sure to allow time next session (or any other class

time in near future) for those who spent most of the hour

on the assessment to design their folders. It is important

that-students do not feel penalized for spending:time on the

assessment. =

IV. Options for students who finish notebooks early:

A. Do the .application assessment in Lesson 9.

B. !Look through printed job related materials.

V. Collect All' AsseL%lents.

File' them and record scores as for a pre-test. It is helpful

(Optional)

See Lesson 9 or .

Printed Job rel ted
materials (boo s,
magazines, new
papers, etc.)

to use assessment to aid evaluating the progress of students

during the class.

VI. Evaluate Class.



Name

Date

I. WORLD OF WORK ASSESSMENT

Answer the quesntion. Don't worry about spelling.

I. List some jobs. (any jobs) you can think of. Put them in the column

labelled Job". Then list how much money you think the job pays and/or

whether you think it is a high or low amount.

i` JOB PAYS HJGH, MEDIUM, or LOW

2.

8.

10.

Adolescent Issues Rrojea



. Match the Job/with its Requirement

If the job requires:

JOB

1. -Maintenance

2. Day Care

3. Veterinarian

4. Restaurant Worker

5. Police Offi cer

5. Postal Worker

7. School Teacher

8. Computer Work

. 9. Salesperson

10. Fire Fighter

a High School degree, write "H" next to the job

College degree, write "C"

only Training, write AT"
(no degree !heeded)

Requirement

(letter)

\

III, A. Tony and Lee apply for a maintenance job: Tony has:had experience
.

i

I '.

with maintenance work, but didn't finish high school. Lee has had experience

and a high school degree. Who do you. think will get the job?



. .

(Assessment-- cont.)

B. Beth .and George are applying for a car mechanics job. Beth has

high school degree and experience working with cars...._GeOrge has' a college

degree and has never WOrked with cars.. Who doLyomthink should get .the

job? WilY?

IV. Choose the skill that 'goes with the job, (There may be more than one.)

1. Secretary

a. Typing b. Painting c. Reading id. Making coffee

2. Bus driver'

a. Reading'. b. Car mecDanics . Speak foreign iangilage

d. Folding clothes neatly

3. Building maintenance

a. Measuring b. Fixing computers .'`Making coffee d. Using tools

4. Water/waitress

a. Carrying many things Working with numbers

. Using' a sewing machine d. Getting along with people

. Child care worker

a. Washing windows b. Getting along with people c. Reading

d. Telling time

Adolescent. Issues:Project 1982



. List 5, jobs that people you know have

VI': .. List 5 jobs you could be, hired for now:

Put an "X" next to the jobs listed.`above that you might need more

education or experience far.

3. a. How-much money an hour' do you think you can make now?

b. How much do you think youlcould.make in a whole year?

4. . Namethe jpb(s) from Question #3 that you-would like to have right now:

. Do you qualify for that job now? CirCl.e:



AsseSSmentHcont

..Name 'at least one job you 'WoUld like to have in the) future:

b. Do you need more experience or training? Circle: Ye

c; What level of educationdo you need?

High Schbol Yes \ No

College . Yes No

Graqate

School Yes No

What can you do now to work your'way into this job?

How often do you think about getting a job?

sometimes

. Would you like 'to work now? Circle: Yes

a

What skills do you have now thdt would help you get a job?

HoWMany hours a, week. do"yOu 'think most people work?
.



(Assessment-=cont.)

, .

15. Most jobs ,are easy/har'd'

(Circle one or add a dif erentOdord.)

16. When you get out of schoo and begin working full time do you think

you will: / 1

a. stick with the same job for mos of your fife.
b. switch 2-3. times.1

C. switch many times:

dole'scent IsuesProject 1982



DIRECTIONS:

Read each activity. Decide if you would

enjoy doing that activity. Then: 1

1.1 Circle the 0 if your answer is no

Circle the 3 if your,answar is

"I don't think so"

Circle the 5 if your answer is

"I'm not sure"

WORK INTEREST INVENTORY'

1. Would you enjoy.,.

a.' TYPing/leters .

b.. Selling things froM door to dobr

Dusting,,cleaning,- polishing

Moving furniture .. . .

\

e. Driving a taxi .

21
f. Fixing broken toasters/.,

/

/
g. Helpingriurses in a hospital
/

/h.: -Playing in a band (-

STUDENT HAND-OUT

circle/It:ha 7 if your answer is

"I think so"

Cirble the_10 if your answer is "yes"

2. /Writesthe number that you circleiin the

/lbox at the: end offthe row. For example,

/2 if you circle 5 for tow a, then ,e4rite
. .

. I

/ 5 in the box. Be sure to do this

.... ....

Would youenjcy .

for every raw.

I aon' I'm
think not

N0 so' sure

5'

I

think
so

7.

Yes

10 -

10

10'

10 ld.'771D',

10

- 10( lf.

10. lg.

110

Adding numbers with a machir e.`

\ ,

/Selling clothing in a store . .

Taking care of.people's pets

Loading, and Unlcading.trUcICS

Driving a delivery,van

Repairing/radios and W:
/ \

Helping a teaCher
i :

h. ,. DeSigningand painting signs .!.

,, - 1.1

1.
1

ly----:*Wa ware/gien,this form at:a scho1-conferce.nce sponsored by the Massachusetts..
,. Dept.:.cf.INOUthervioes,..,i The original source remains-a myste , despite our
tinveStigatiOnS:\

51

3 5

3 5

3 5

0 3' 5

0 3 5

. . 0 i 5

0. 3

10

'ld 0

10 2c.

10 - 2d. _

10 2e.

10 2f.

. 10

10. 2h. ;..3-



Would you enjoy... .?

a. Running a ccpying-machine . . 5 7 '1.0-,

b.' Selling cars 0 3 i 7 10'

c. Waiting on tables. . 3 7 10

thine
. so,

d.- Working on a 'farm. . 3 5. 7, 10 3d.

1

e. Driving a bulldozer. .. .. . 0 3 - t 5 7 10 3e;
.

. Fixing cars and trucks . . . 0 3 5 7 10 3f.

`g. Working in a child care center . "0 '5 7 IC 3g.

h. Singing or dancing in a shag . . 0 7 10

4.

a. Opening and sorting .mail 0 3 -5 7 10. 4a.

b.. \ Selling ,productS to stores . . 0 3 5. 7 10 4b.

c Waxing floors or shampooing rugs 0 (3 5 7 10G 4c.

l
- ,> Helping to drill for oil . . . 0 3 5 7 10 / 4d.

.
e. ,Running a printing press . . .. . 0 3 5 7 10 4e.

/
f. Fixing .Sinks,*drains, and Pipes 0 3 5 7 10 4f.

/.

I

.

4. Helping po\or people I. 5 7 10

.. -_
h. Erawing pictures for tooksi. 0 5 , 10 , /4h.

, ,.. /
/

b. Selling-- ruits and vegetables .

c. Preparingtkfy in a restaurant .

d. Installing steel beerns-in build.'izi4s0

e. Running factozy`machines,.. 0

f. Fiking typewriters ". 0

10 5a. ,

5 / 7 10 5b.

7 10 5c.

7 10 5d.'

7 10 5e.

5f.

7 10 5g.

10. 5h.



6. Would you enjoy. . ..?

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g
h.

; No

I don'tLI'm , I

.think Inot -(thinkl,
so sured so !Yes

Answering telephones 0

Selling products over the phone.. .0,

Cutting and styling people's hair 0

Installing, carpets 0

Driving a fork lift

Fixing broken watcheS : . 0

Talking with old people. . ,0

Making pottery 0

0

.Vibuldyou enjoy. . .?

a. Greeting visitors

3

3

3.

3

3

.3 .

0 3

3

3

b. MiOdeling clothes for buyers to see0

c. Carrying people's bags in a hotel 0-

d. Helping, bricklayers

e. Driving a t o w truck... ..

f.,_ Tuning and fixing pianos

. g. Helping people with problem4

h. Designing new clothing . .

0 3`T

0 3

0 3

0 3

0 3

5

5

5

5

5 ,

:7

7

7

-7

10

10

10

10

10

EL.!).[::":

6b.[::3

'6d.

6e.EI

5 7 10

10, 6g.[::]

5 7 10 6h.

7 10

7 10 71D-E1

7 10
7c4",:]

5 7- 10 7'11:7]

5 7 10 71:1]
7 10 7f.[::1

5

5

7 10 gr

10

7g-EI

71.1.7



:k0RE YOUR WORK INTERF,sir INtaIO.

You he been busy circling numbers to
shad had you feel about:certain work

.Now it is time to'see
all this means. Aere i!s-What to
1.- Look back at the numbers you wrote

in 'the boxes'on the:inventory.
Copy the

.

m ins-the boxe-belag,Be
1 / -sureto write

each number /in ti}e box that has the
same number-andletter as the' box y6u-

are copying fran. . "/

2. After yoU have filled all thelboxes,
add the/numbers across. Thad write-in
the to-6,1 at th end of the row. For
example, your first row might look
likeothis:

/ .

r.

, I

write the totalfor.e4ch row,
r

the graph on the next page,



\

When you ccmplet= the graph it will show \.

you the kinds of ,srk '1,at seem to interest
you the most. Here is what to do.
1. The bars of the graph are lettered the

:one as the'rows of boxes on p. 4.
Find bar..A on the graph. Mark-bar A so A.

----that-it shows the total you wrote at thee.
end of row A. on p. 4.

2. Darken the bar fran 0 to the 'Mark you
made. For example, if your total for
row A were 45, bar A on your graph
would be like this.

Clerics U lU 2b 3b lu A 6b

3. ipeat steps 1 and 2 for each bar on
the graph.

HC7W I RATE SOME KINDS ,CF WORK.

B. Sales

1

. Service

Physical

to- 10 3o 40 5o

L so
. Driving/Operating I

..,_Mechanical/Repairing

Caring /Helping

. :CteativT

:READ YOUR GRAPH

f
0 So C

TOTALS ON. INVENTORY

Have you darkefied all the-bars on your_
graph so they showthe-totalsyou had on
the inventory? If s6, then you can now
tell some kinds of Work thatinterest /
you.1

There may be other kihds_offwork that
interest:you-too. iThe.inventory:checks
your; interest in only eight kinds of work.
these are kinds of work that may be open
to yOung men and Women when they leave
highlsohbol;

0

-Look for your three longest bars
on the graph.- Then listbelow the

/kind of work th4t is printed before
each ofthcee bars.

Longest
.

Second-Longest.

Third Longest

Of the eight kinds of work listed'
abovei these three seem to interest,
you the most.



ilibc)07, khjOirF Unit 2 Lesson 2

1S:5;

feCal< To integrate job site visits. with. curriculum goals..0 ,

r.

Direct-1'ms Matericeis
NB: This lesson is probably best accomplished in 3 separate

Sessions. See ldtter to job sites for initial planning.

'See Lesson 1 for student input in planning for, visit.

I. Preparation for a Job Site Visit

A. Ask students to volunteer ideas about what is the pur-

pose of the job site.

B. Ask students to think of and list all the types of jobs

they'd expect to encounter on their trip.

(It is helpful to think about the purpose of the

business.)

C. Ask students to think of'questions they might like to

ask. To stimulate questions, ask things like: Now do

.....--

you suppose they keep the place clean? -Where do they

get all their equipment and how does it get there? Do

you know what training you peed to work there?

Then, let's ask!

D. Students should be prepared (with pens and pads if help

ful) to try to remember the job titles and tasks s/he

No?

observes at the site (as many as possible).

II. Job Site Visit

Be sure to review any safety-related issues..

Letter to Job Sites

Adolescent Issues Project 1982



Dort c-HolAS Materic:161S
.44,1 Al

III. Job Site Follow-Up

A. Initiate discussion about the visit:

1. What do students remember?

2. What did students learn?

3. What did they enjoy i'ncy't enjoy about the visit? Why?

4. What would they enjoy /not enjoy about working there?

'1ould they recommend other students visit this site? Why?

B. Pass out Student Worksheet, "What's in a Job?". Instruct stud Student Worksheets-.

ents to "What's in a Job?

(See Lesson3 )
1. Fill in the names of jobs that they observed.

2. Then fill out the other column as well as they can

3. Encourage those who wrote down information during the trip

to use it now.

Class Discussion / Sharing.

1. .As.each student to name a job they remember..

2, Copy these'on the board.

3. Ask for volunteers. to rate a few of.these jobs and diScuss

their reasons.

. Do the following_exercise only if you feel-that more knowledge See sample StUdent-

can be gained from it, or if you feel the students need more Worksheet--"Match

ing Job Name and
practice.

Task"

1. Pass out "Matching Job Name and Task"

2. Read directions out loud and allow each student to work

separately.

3.. Come together as'a class and share answers.
.... ...

4.. Rate the' jobs on the other sheets



aSSOK Unit 2, Lesson cont`.

. , .
otrect-tows M4-teri41.4::

E. Optional: Each student write a thank-you letter to the

'site. May be a form letter with the name and 'address of

the site on the front, or an informal note.

IV. 2 Evaluations

A. -Rate the visit.

B. Rate the class.



Dear

We are writing to let you know about our school and our Job Preparation
program.

We have enclosed a
. brochure and a description

Of our Job'PrograM. .Job Preparation is an important:part of our. school
prograMi which deals with;yariout ChangeS'experiente4 during the teen'

'years. _The -program attempts-to help students understand these changes and
learn.how.to make positive decisions.

\\ The Job Preparation program gives students practice with job interviews,
\applications, on-the-job conflicts and hands-on skills. We also attempt
to expose students to vo.!r!ous job possibilities in order to, open them up
to new job choices.

In the past, we have feiund.it helpful for speakers to address some specific
interests and questions. The following is a summation of topicS which you\
may want to touch upon:

entry -jobs in your field, especially jobs that an unskilled
\teenager might be able to get. i

2. Jobs that are available with more training.

Specific skills and training for the jobs previously Mentioned.
\

. The way in which:a person would apply for a job in your field.
If you\would like, you can share your experience in getting
the job\you, have now.

5. Activities\that may help an adoles6ent prepare for a job in
your field\(e.g. volunteering, practicing skills at home or
in school, reading more, etc.)



. Problems that cm may encounter on a job and possible strategies
for dealing witn them. If pbssible, related your own experiences
in deal ing with employers/employee relations; employee/customer
relations; employee/employee relations; difficult job tasks, etc."
It helps to ask studentt what they might do in a similar situation
and 'relate the solutions that'you might choose.

Range of wages/salaries in your field.

If possible, try to bring applications from your job site and any visual
materials to liven up the talk. Learning-disabled students often have
difficulty concentrating for extended periods of time The visual aids
are another way to help expose them to new possibilities.

Again, we would like to express our warmest gratitude for your contribution
to our Job. Preparation program. Speakers have often had a great impact
on our students. We are looking forward to'your visit and the channels
that you can open 'for us all



NB: This is a sample exercise that can adapted for any job site

Radio Station Jobs

Directions: Draw a line for each position to its correct job description.

POSITIONS

Receptionist
wo

. Accountant

. Disc Jockey D.J.

. Disc Jockey fntern

5. Engineer and Assistants

)6. Sales Manager

7-:--Secretary-and tour guide

8. Maintenance

9. Program Manager

*Have You seen the movie 'Nine to Five?

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

a. studies and practices being a disc
jockey. Helps the D.J that
he works with.

b. sets up, cares for, and fixes
equipment

must balance the budget for-the
station. Helps, make decisions
about money.

answers phones, takes messages, sets
appointments. .

.- coordinates advertising time*With
the companies that want to, buv.
air time

f. may do any of the following: plays.:

and intkoduces music, reads ad-
vertisements, announcements,
weather and news reports; conducts
interviews.-

..0 makes major decisions about policy
and the type of music that is
played .

keeps the offices neat andclean,
fixes or builds parts of the
building.

helps organize the business, does
the paperwork, typing, filing,
may conduct a tour, butdoes not
have to .make people coffee.*

Adolescent Istuet PrOjett



Decisions About Work
leSsow.

Unit1L, Lesson 3

. To learn more. about a field of work from a guest speaker.

90:ilLS to 2. To meet and talk with a worker.

Direti-ioKs MaterCals
Preparation for a Speaker

(Note: Ask speaker to bring job` applications from his/her

work place)

A. To make the talk more concrete, you can provide pictures

of the various jobs, or tasks of a job, which can be
referred to during the talk. They can be photographs,

magazine cutouts, drawings etc.

. Discuss these kinds of preparatory questions:

1. What kinds of things do you think the speaker does?

2. What do you think is the purpose of his/her job?

3. What other kinds of jobs do you think you'd find

where s/he,works?

. Do you have any questions you might like to ask?

a. Encourage each student to t1111.11LP:Lat_l east- one7--

---U:Wiie each down on a separate piece of paper. Have

..each student ask or read' his/her question to the

speaker.

Each student should be prepared (with pen and paper if

preferred) to try to remember at least 2 jobs or tasks

spoken about.
p

6.t. Don't forget to prepare the speaker, as well, for any

special questions or needs that your students may have

See Teacher Guide-L

"Planning Activities"

Sample Student Worksheet--

ictures of the various --

obs spoken about by

peaker. (Hospital jobs)-

A ole.scent Issues Project 1982



Dire 4-1-i oAs Materials
Speaker Visit

A. Pass out pictures of -related jobs to e referred to uring_

talk.

Encourage students o ask questions.

II. Speaker Follow-Up

A. Initiate discussion about the guest speaker.

1. What do you remember about the talk?

2. What did you learn?

.

3. Could you understand the speaker?

4. Did.-you enjoy the "visit?

B. Pass out a "Matching Job" Exercise ,relevant to

(see sample)

1. If necessary, go over key vocabulary words, before doing

the exercise.

2. Each student work on sheet individually:

3. -Pass out pictures of.the job, if you think it will help.

4.' Go over exercise together as a class.
,

-,

the speaker Student Worksheet:

"Matching Jobs";

See sample:. "Match-

ing Jobs in

Hospitals"

Student WorkSlieet:

"Job Pictures"

C. Cheosing-a Job to Apply for

1. Instruct students to choose one of the jobs on the

exercise sheet to apply fOr. If time, use the-"What's in

a Job" worksheet to help theprocess of-choosing.

Application to the Jobs

1. Ask students to namethejob they picked .and.why,-

2. Write these-Jobs on the-board:and -ask students what they

think the requirements of.ile.ach job: are high sChOol ,

Student. Worksheet

"What's in a job"-



-I
training, college experience,etb.)

/-

Application to .the- Jobs,(cont0 I\

1

Encourage-discussion but also correct misconceptions.
/

Pass out applicatioLl
I

a. -Zan student should fill out an application as

if they are applying fOr the jo0s/hd_chose.
-

1\1

(Try to give each student an applicat.on which

matches their Writing-abilities!)

If a student does not have enough time to

complete,the application, allow time to do so

\

,

next session (or during other, class time).

1
Proviae student with feedback 9n how well

\s/he did on the aPplication, a so\on al l

possible. This will help student See that

-6eir skills can be improved bii-practice.

o

Blank applications

various levels of_

diffibulty

IV. Evaluatibn

\

Evaluate the:sessi on with: the speaker.

Evaluate this clasS.

AdolOCent..ISsuds 1714cQ,edt
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'JOBS INJHOSPITALS'

Directions: Match the name of4 .the job with the

that job;

Name. of Job-.

la Transport People

correct description of I

Description oeThirlas0 Do i

. Draws blood fdr tests.

2. Nurses B. Care for patients, examine, diagnose.

3. Central Supply Workert/ C; Admit patients, give. Information to
people, fTh ctt forms, answer phone.

4. Security Guards, D. Clean sheets and hospital clothes of
patients.

5: Receptionists

6. Cafeteria Workers

.r

. Bring patients and equipment from
place to place..

F. Sterilize and know where all the_
einent is.

Laundry Workers

8. Order' i es

G. Tend to patient's everyday physical
needs, wheel patients,_taa o them,
help nurses and doctors.

H. Handle .spe6ial machinery such
X7ray and heart beat.

9. Technicians . Give directions, keep watch over the
propertyand'personal safety of the
people in the hospital.

_10 Blood Drawer (phlebotomist). J. Prepare and serve food to
the hospital.

cO Adoletc7r,-,t Issues PrOject 1982
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Decsions About Work..

Unit Economics aid Memplor

_goals

lessors:

leni-Lun

To.look. at ways that economic organization affects

people's lives.

To take a look at some,of the causes of unemployment

1. What is Economics?

2. What is Unemployment?

3. UnderStanding Unemployment

* * * * * * * * * * * *

This -unit. attempts to deal With a range of economic issues as they

affect people's everyday lives. We have chosen to focus primarily. on the

issue of unemployment since the present jobless rate : plaCes adolescents

. in a particularly difficult position.

'We ,have found that- the more one understands the political and economic

'system in which one byes, the more informed one's detisions will be. We

.intend to expand on the unit and welcome any sugesttions for how to proceed.

The assessment for: this unit is difficult. We suggest trying to get a

sense' of students' verbal responses to. thi's assessment since answers #2-4

will be difficult to write. Multiple choice in this instance is inadequate

since the questions involve Complex concepts.

Adolescent Issue's Projec 19820.



Dec,isions.A04-Wok,uilit;Econ.pocs1(iymplopte

resumes

1. To look at ways that

economic.organilation.

affects people's lives.

Dollars and Sense magazine,

38 Union Square, ,Rm. 14. .

SOmerville, MA 02143 .

What's Happen* to Our

Jobs?

Popular.Economic Press,

Dollars and Sense

38 Uni*S(iuere,

'Somerville, MA 02143.

2, 3 , Why AI'e We Spending So

Much Money?,

(same as above)

Comments
YI

A good resource, for teachers and high

school level readers for .current econ-

omic statistics anLissues.,

An excellent resource for teachers
.

and high school students for a simple

explanation of unemployment.' Good

illustrations.

Life on Paradise. Island,

Wilson and Warmke, Scott

Foresman and Co Glenview,:

IL 60025

The National Center of

Economic Education for

Children Lesley College;

Cambri0;,,;, MA. 02238

Same as above 16r understanding

inflation; good illustratiohs

ti

VOrowlem tit

Adolescent Issuos Project 1882



Unit III, Lesson

Introduction to. Understanding Unemployment

ASSESSMENT

. Unemployment means that there are:

a. People whc( do not want to.work.

b. Not enough 'jcq- for everyone. More. people want jobs than

there are jobs available.'

c. Too many jobs. Not enough people want them..

.Now does unemployment affect people?

3. What are some of 'the causes of unemployment?

. 4, How can a person learn more about unemployment?

OAdoles'cent rssuos °Proj'ect 1982



Decitio.hs VlorK

WHAT IS ECONOMICS?

Unit III, Lesson

Goals
1. To clarify the meaning.of "economics" and "the economy",

2. To look at ways that economic organization affects people's lives.

OAS Matertcas

1.. Class` Introductio What is economics?

.Write "Economics" on the board and ask group the following

questions. The questions are noted with "Q", and the

answe with "A". Write down their responses

Q rainstorm -.What is economics? or the economy?

1. Go around the room and have each student, brainstorm an

answer. In order to stimulate association with

__economics and to get more in-depth answers, ask:

a. Have you ever heard anyone, the news, T.V. shows,

etc. talking about the economy? What did they

say?

Economics. is talked about a lot today. Why is Lha

c. What do people mean by "it is hard to get by".

What could that have to do with economics?

A. Put a circle around all of the students' answers

and tell them that each answer is correct. The

economy impacts on all different areas of our

lives and our activities impact on the economy.

Economics mainly-deals with the ways in .which

people produce, distribute, and consume the gdods

they need to live.-

32.

see Notes to Teacher
(Q/A format and Defini-
tionLof_Economics.

See Program Manual:
Brainstorm.

?

see Notes to Teacher
(definition of "Econ-
omics").

Adolescent:Issiies:Project 1982u



What Is Economics? Unit III, Lesson 1 -

Dire c-Hovt5 Materials

lt

Wh do ou think. we are learnin about economics?

Why, is it important'for adolescents to learn about

economics? '

b. What will you be spending most of your time-doing in a

few years? CA: working, supporting yourself and/or

family). How does economics affect those activities?

0

II. Around My

What is the economy like around-your way? Do people hawl

jobs? What kinds of jobs? Ate there enough jobs for

adults and teens? What are houSes like? streets, cars,

etc.? Rate the economy around your way. Good Bad Why?

Survival

Q. What do we need to have in order to survive? For example:

a. What do we need to get by every day?

b. Where do we get our energy?

c. Where do we sleep?

d. How do we keep warm in winter?

A. Food, clothing, shelter.

How is survival related to economics, in this country?

A. (possible answers: jobs, money, inflation, unemploymen

welfare, etc.).

;),-.

How do We get :what we need to survive in our society?
_ -

a. .How do we get food, clothing, shelter?,

A. We exchange

How do most-peopI

A. :They work.

; buy it

gethioney2

90
o

see Program Manual
and Notes to
Teacher '(AroUnd My
Way).

.e7



"leSSOK What Is Economics? Unit Lesson 1

tre CHOK.5 Matericits
IV. The economy and our liyest

Explain that now we. are going to look at some ways that the

economy can affect the type of work we do.

A Pictures of various types of economic activities:

/(You can usually find good pictures in the public library.

to xerox for this exercise).

Hold up pictures of different kinds of economic-organiza-

tions of work. For example,' an agricultural: economy, a

slave economy, an industrial economy (or contemporary U.S.

economy), Gi'e the following explanation and then ask

these questions in relation to each picture. Explain:

1. That each picture represents a kind of economic

orclanization and tell the group what type it is.

In each of these pictures the economy is affecting

people's everyday lives. We can learn more about

the. effects by.asking ourselves these questions:

Q. What do these people do everyday?

Q: How do they woe ?

Q. How do they spendy their leisure time?

Can you sum up/hOw their liv8 are affected by the kind

of ecoriomy they live in?

117--E-lialuate the 'class .

student' worksheets=
pictUres.Of differer
economies. ..Find
pictUfes represent
ing different as-
pects of economitS-:
see Notes to
Teachers Wow EcOn:>.
Affects our Lives).:



/
Question/Answer format

/.

eacherg. Unit

11

11
1

/
III, Lesson 1 ' LESSON: 'What is' EconcimiOsT

I ,

The format for \the economics unit is different than that the

ther lesson's. The, forMat is based on the/ Collective Learning approach which
, / 1

,, ,
/I 1

,

Iwill be , cribed more fully. \
) ; ,

/
The sons al^e diVided up between explanations, guestiOnS, and)activi-\\ . ,

ties.
i.

Use the question format as \you' would any other lesson pan outline.
..,

.1
They

there to help guide the instructor\in his/her attempt to help students further

their "understanding of economics. , It
r

is important to not /follow !these ,guettions

s

are

religiously, but to take the \cues /from the class about how much/ they al ready "know",
.what the4 are interested in, theiir own qUestions, etc,:

Make Sure to cover the issues brought up in each question, but do SO/ in

the most appropriate way for your class.
7, /It is also as important to stick to the guestion/answer format as opposed.\ /

to lecturing or relying too much on the students to create the direction O+' th

discussion.

2. Whatis Economics?

\
,,vincy to teach economics to junior high school students-, I confronted

mult confl icting definitions of /economlcs.\ Because this, is such an iMpor:ant

and confusing topic I found it useful
-

to spend - '`some time clarifying my own

thoughts. The following section is an attempt to help' other teachers accomplish

,,,,
,.this task, before beginning to teach the course; \
N,

i
I 1

My intention is not to impart my own vi w of economics, As "truth" -. my
\

ii ntenti on i s to proVide a conceptual framewo ncluding some questions gnd
a

$

terms), that can hlp student's sort out the conf\usinq information and experiences .

.
,

. .

,they have when they .first start to con front the meaning of "economtcs"

111..../a,-,..,:,.17s. a "..4
).:AdOlescen,t rroject. 1982



Economics?

ForeXarTre,- the lessonS deginto/deal with the effeCtof econcmic

decisions' (like interest rates,.prOfitimargihs, andgovernMent spending) on their,
f

c,

\'

own liyes and the decisiont they.mUst make Oike4inding ajob,4ealing-with

unemployment and layoffs', organizing io effect changes, etc.)
1

/
,

\

In this spiri, t, the rr,xt- section deals. with various definitions ofc economics
1-

,und in my reSearCh.

B. 'what isi"Economics-"?
/ ,

1 ,

, 6

There are a' myriad of definitionsJor economics. The subject is quite

abstract,/eyen though it dels ,,,Ith.very real material phenomena.

f
rIn order to cumeto terms with a definition for economics, I pursued the

fdllowinq course:

1 I asked, people 1(teens

,economics was!,

l'ooked throu

and articles.

3. Illooked forde initions in daily news reports.--

4. Ii looked it up

is what I foun

People:;' Econo

u

andAdults what they thdUgh the meaning of:

elementary, high schod3 and college economics texts

the dictionary,
,.

,' How we buy and)sell

The way we get, the things'.We

The flnancial, condi. tiion of Reopile and busines

1982



it
i.Teachers Anit III;

1 '0

,LESSON: What Economics

1

. iFtxtbooks, None ac uallY defines "eco omits"
i

.', But they d'owriteomits ":
1

. ,

\ . !

t;a lot about economics and define particular aS'pects 'of. it. Here are
some definitions I foundr

'/
a. MacroecOnomits - a broad vi w of,tne economic

t
i

,

\ i' 1
, ',

-

such areas, as the measurement ancNetermih-a-tron df-natiohat income 1,

...
I . \i .. : : ./..... o . .

system and includt:'

/the 'ievel) of employment of 1 a or aid capital , the determinants and
I,rate 'of 'economic growth, e pt.Ice level ,ethe effects of the public

,secto:// n the econonij , and, the _effects of fOr'efgh trade on the
,

!domest c economy .

1

Economic for-ce.: inclUde Wall the 'labor that worker's dp,.

and m'athi;nery with which they'work , use :1°f nat ,reso

/
use of . . technology. Economfc relations a the

I
r

people deing economic acti ity -' fO,r eicampl e,-the-rela ionship between.
, "\,-..

, 1Slav slave owner, workers and cap tali sts, debtors and crecli

.tors.? ;

(
,

4'The world revolves around ecOnomics. A co try, and its ;people often
1 ----, I

act in waYs;bes xplained by their economy.. It is vi tal therefore, .1

the tools
r

rces, and

ations among

to understa'nd the-grinciples'of economics . . . The study of

economics- also helps' people understand; national /decisions andI ; ;

;

b,
31_,policies haisen-by L-el'ectedalovernment leaders. "

"Economi s is . -s.dence 'that affects everyday lives of us 'ar
. ,

None of us, asibe froint, the profess:tonal.; economist; feels real ly. ; I

1: ''' fl. - 1 .... ', : 1/1 . : .' ..,,comfortable witht-th" ---ubject.
, 'The ,factOry tip t 'iempl oyS one 0 T our

' '....j , ' '''t '; ;- '.'relatives or friefi §- c oses temporarily. The' interest rate./on. Our
;-;',4'

\'b
3 i - .1. /.ank Sayings accou u. /

Adolescent' i'ssueS P,'rdjec



r Teachers Unit III Lesson 1 LESSON:
What is Economics?

3. Daily news reports Economics is:

Inflation
*.

Unemployment

Recessioh

Stagflation

"Graphs and curves

Interest rates

Banks

4 .Dictionary (Merriam Webster-Pocket) - Economics is:

O

"A branch of, knowledge dealing with the production, distribution, and

consumption of goods and services."

A Working Definition

After_ synthesizing that information with my experiences and knowledge frOm:

studying economics,I,formulated this definition:

Economics is a science that was derived in the late 1700's in order to make

sense of a new and rapidly deve.ioping organization of production, distribution,

andeconsumption.

The way in which we are economically organized, i.e., the way in which we

are organized to produce, distribute, and consume our daily necessities affects

our everyday lives.

The\ways in which we live our everyday lives affects the state of our

economy
O

But economics is far different than a "bony of knowledge". Economics is

.what we understand, and have been to understand,is the way in which we as a

society are organized to produce, distribute, and consume our daily necessi,ties.

-Adolescent Issues Project '1982



How does-the .economy affect our lives?

PosSible answers for queStfons about Pictures:

A. HOW. does the economy affect everyday lives of the.:People in the

.pictures. How do'they work? Agricultural economy.: .peoPle work a lot outside,

depend,on the weather, work for long hourt,knowthe people they work with,

lives reYolye'ai-olind the:hothe, etc.

.Slave economy: work, limited free time, no option over what they do,

punishment_for-not following rules, etc.,

Today or industrial economy: spend a lot of time inside, polluted air,

buildings,'work5 days, 2 days off,.. possibility of travel, teleVision, etc.

How do the people spend their leisure time?

..Agricultural Economy: They probably socialize witil th\same people

\they work with and those who live near by, create their own entertainment, 'etc..'

Slave economy: not much leisure.time, activities are dictated, etc.

big

Industrial economy: movies, TV, travel, etc.

4, Around My Way

This activity will help make the tolifc of economics more relevant to the'

students.,. Encourage students to share their experiences and allowhas much time on

this activity as desired by the students. If they are involved in the aCtivity\

\note their responses (mentally and/or written) and be aware of theM while helping,

then to learn about the economy. (See General Procedural Manual fOr Arbund,MY Way.P
\



Footnotes:.

1.
ti

Macroeconomics Theory and Policy, Anthony.0ampagna, Houghton Mifflin,

Boston, 1974.

2. Economics: An Introducttan to Traditional. and Radical Views, E.K. Hunt and

Howard.J. Sherman, Harper & Row PublishersOew.York, 1975.

3. How A Market Economy Works, Marc Rosenblum, Lerner Publications, Minneapels-,:

Minnesota', 1970.

Understanding Today's Economics, Robert_'.Crane Franklin Watts, NY, .1979.

4
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cs,8,:citi ohs .ikilotAt Wm*,

1..$.S.:Otil.t Whatis nemployMent?,

a
. .

9 oc s
.

.

, 1. .To' explore where private sector jobs' dome from.
2. To. explore reasons for unemployment

Unit III, Lesson

Otre 0AS
I. Lesson introduction

_in. Last class we tried to answer the question: ,"What is

economics?" Today we are going to look.at what is

going on with economics today in our country (our

economy). We are particularly going to look at

unemployment because unemployment affects many

adolescents.

B. Ask -- Have any of you ever experienced unemployment?

In what way? What do you think were some causes of

the situation? What was your response?

C: First let's. review what we learned last class about

economics:

1. What is economics?

a. Go around room asking each student fOr an

answer.

2: How is economics related to survival?

a. same method as #1.

II. The Nature of Jobs. in this Country

A. Explain--In order to understand unemployment, we have

to look at jobs. (Write "Jobs" on.the board.)___

B. Review Why do people have jobs in this country?

1. There are many possible answers here.. Consider

and discuss all answer's, but make sure to 'include

\
the reason of "survival'

MaterfcaS

..%

e:Adolescent Issues: Project\1982



SOK!. What is Unemployment?, Unit III, Lesson .2

tree:I-1ms Marc aVs
.

:Questions .to.endourage the use of what - students already

know.

Q: Name. a few types of job's' that people might haVe, in this

country. (List all the jobs on the' .board. Choose one

Of these. jobS and folloWthe qUestions based on this,

example`;'

What, WoUld,

'factoi-y?

Joh in a' car factory see Notes to Teacher

person need to do in order to-start a

A. They: leed to buy macoinery, raw materials and:labOr

(people to work):

Where would the money come fr'om to get all those things?

A: A penson(s)_has earned/saved/inherited etc. the see Notes to Teacher

.money al ready.

What is this person/s usually called?

A:* The owner/s or the employer/s

Why do you think that an owner/employer would want to

spend all that money? What would they want to get out .

of it?

A: They want to make more money.

Q: What do they have to do in order to make More money?

A: They have to sell the product. (In this case the

cars.)

Q: But how do they actually come out with more money than

they started out with?

A: They have-to sell the car for more than it, cost them

to make it. For example: The price must be greater

than the cost of the machinery, raw materials, and

99



Dtrec-K0K5

labor. Mis.difference makes up the proftt.

How can the owner/emplciver try to make as muOh.mOney as

A. By keeping the cost of the product as low'as Obssible.

How can' the *ler keep the'tost,low?

A. Pay as little as possible on

and labor.

Labor and Unemployment

A. Explain

1 . Now we are going to concentrate on the labor part of

this process.

Why do you think we are going to concentrate mainly on labo

machinery, raw materials,

\ 1th
Who is labor? What is labor?

A. We are, labor. People do labor. Labor is work.

2. By,looking at labor here, we will better see how the,

economy affect's our lives.

Role Play activity

1. Introduce the' activity by saying' that -each one of us

is now` going to play different roles in the= economy.

trying to get into our parts and thinking .1 ike. the

people we are playing, we will be able to figure out

what is going on in the economy and where we fit in.

.2. There are many different ways to organize the role play

activity. Please see'the Notes to Teacher for options

and instructions.

Pass out the role cards. ENJOY' The instructor

should feel free to participate in the role plays, eithe
. _

with hi s/her 'cards or with input.

ti()

see Notes to Teache':
--Role Play options.,

any available props
and student role:.
play cards.

, ,0101pmwmumvirm--



SS O 114, What irs Unemployment? Unit III, Lesson

DisCiission

It is important that the role plays help the students

further understand the causes of unemployment. -This

uriderstanding,can be, helped by asking some questions
N

after each role play:0

a. "How will this person's decision affect the amount

of jobs available for people?"

b. Are there any, other ways° to deal with the 'situation

so that as' many people as possible' can have jobs?

c. How does this* role play relate to our economy?

Other discussion possibilities

Many topics of'discussion can arise, from the role

plays. It is helpful to anticipate some of the

possibilities so that you-can.deal with them in a way-

that further clarifies the concepts for the students.

See the Notes to Teacher for some ideas.
IV Evaluate the Class

41.

Materials
o

see .Notes to
Teacher:- '"Anti-
cipate discussiori"_-'

u



LESSON:What is Unemployme,t.

ROLE PLAYS

I. For six out of the eight role play cards there are adversarial roles, e.g.

federal gdvernment official 'and public school teacher; pizza store owner and

teenager; furniture storeowner and worker. There.are 2 (the garment factory

owner and the baseball mit factory owner) without adversarial role play cards-.

-.Encourage students to.uad_lib" the role of-worker who might be unemployed due

to the owner's decisions.

II. Options:

A. Pairs - The role play cardscan be kept in pairs; each member of the role

play poses a different view of the same situation: Students can role play in

pairs and debate the different points orview: For example,. factory worker

vs:factory owner; furniture store owner vs. worker..

The 2 students involved in the role play can;

a. try to agree on a direction

b. decidethatPno cOmPromise is acceptable, or

c. get the help.of the group in making a decision

OR

B. Singly -°Role play cards can be distributed randomly and each case can be

dealt with separately.
e

a Again the deCisions can be made by the,individual student or by

the group.

b.. With this option it is very impOrtant7,to disduss the ways in which

,

each of these case studies are connected.

III. Feel free to'iMake up more role play cards with other roleS in- the economy;
6

a4., self-employed worker, artist, hospital worker, etc.

(DLAdolescent)ssues Project 1982
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re a-c er

Topics of discussion which may evolve` from` the rolpTay:`

The following are possible topics that may arise from the role play.

There /are many opinions as to the answers to these questions. The purpose here i

t use possible ques*tions so that the- instructor is able to anticipate'and:think_

About them.

T

noney must an employer be: making in order not toay off workers?- I.s what the-Worke'r'

7%)

.FairneSs - Why:dosome people .have jObs'While?others don't; how much,

Jr owner, asking for fair?

b. Reality - Is It possiblefor everyone to e employed? What i
.

anployer didn't'care about profit?

, A N
c, Motivation - Is it .selfithness.that determines the decisions of'

..workers and bosses? Or is.it the Way' that this economy kirks? How much doeS a

erson really ng6CLto Tivd on?.'--How' muCh-does a IlUsiness needto make in order to

.-:-

survive?

d. Foreign labor - Whyare wages so much lower in poor countries?

Why do people accept such low wages?" Is it fair that companies move to other

countries?-

...

Adolescent Issues Project -,l982
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Role Play

PIZZA STORE NIA1'AGER-

4g41 6

My name .is' Tonny;Topper.: The .- other day thIs kid came into_4t
:.

-lookina-for a job.: Well , I just didA't know what to do, HiZ'name-.is

.,1Gerald. V-Veseen him hanging around the.street a lot'. At first I said,

,

"Why should I hi-re you, all I ever see you do is -hang around, on the street?"

But then .I :saw the look an his .face and saW.that he didn't want to do that

anymore. Then he said, "Well if I have a 'job I won't be hanging on the

street so much-, but riobody mill even give me e.chance:" Well . I can see

that, he has a good point. So I said that I don't have much money to hire
o

anyone, but I would think about it So I thoUght about it and this is what

I came up wi th:

, I just have a small .pizza shop. Sometiraes it gets real busy here and

there's .alwayka lot of cleaning up to. do, but I don't have enough, money;

0, .

to hire someone else. I barely have enough to. pay the rent on the store

and suaport-mi family. Then.; thought, why don't the big companies,' the

guys with all the money hire more teenagers. But they won't do it, cause

all they care about is money. Then r thought about what Gerald said ta me.

If nobody gives him or any kids jobs, they'll just hang around and feel

lousy and make :trouble: So what should I do? I Want to do what's best,

but ib's_SOhard .to get by nowadays.

QUESTIONS

1. What should Mr. Topper do?

What will be the consequences of his decision?
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ROLE

TEENAGER

My name i.?Gerald Washington. I'm '16:years old and I want a-job.

Everybody is alwayS saying, "Hey kid-;"WhY don't you get off the tetreet and

get a job?"

So I say "01<;.. IT1gOhna,ge't me a:.job. I wi 1.1 be out of 4thool soon:

and I'M gOing-.-o want some money:7So I'll do
. .

. , . .

. .

Well nObody ever tOldme. how *hard it would -be-to GET a job.-

says:

SOrry ,. you need. more experience or .

Sorry,:: You have to be -18 or.
.

Sorry; with all the-cutbacks, We\have no money..

:Everybody

, What-am I suppdsed to do? I don't even know if it is worth it or

what is going ,on. And I really want to do something with my life,'

QUESTIONS

What should Gerald dO.

N:

What will be the consequences of .his' decisions?

(E) Adolescent Issues Project 1982 .
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`Role Play

gi
FURNITURE. STORE WORKER---

My name is Joanne Emery I workin:a furniture store. Everyone here
. ,

gets paid Minim mmage and no ..more. IH:have tosuppott my family on .what

I'Make and 1 have-3-kids..- I cannot pay all my.bills,On%only $3.65/an)loUr.

--'But I don't know what to .do. I can't quit because is so hard ,to hnd.

.another job. . Some people-say.that we should form a union and tell the boss

that if he'doesn't raise our pay qat. we will go on strike. I think that f?. . .

thai-is A gobdi.dea. But Pheard the boss Say,-that .1.heJlears anyOne. .

talking about unions, he will fire them. can't riskthat.I've:got to

put fond on',the tabl'e. What should I 'do?

QUESTIONS( 4'

1.,What.dcies M . Emery want?

What should MsEmery do? Use the 5 step decision making model.



Role Play()

FURNITURE STORE OWNER

My nameis Kathy Brinn. I own a furniture store in Boston. You

probably know by now that some workers -in my store wanted to form a union.

A union' Just think of it We all get alohg well Why do they need a

union? Why can't they:just. talk' to the aboUt- things the way they.used
.

Oh I know, they want more money. . Well, i# I could pay them more,. I

. would. But if I did I would. lose profits on my sales. I wouldn't be in

business if I did that. I am insulted that they want to form a union. If

I hear talk of it, I will give a:warning. If I hear that' person say it
\. ,

again, I will fire them... Look, we owners. have to. look out fbn ourselves

too.

?,

QUESTIONS

1. What do you thitk-Ms: Brinn should dO?

2. Why does she want no iipion?

What are alternative ways to deal with her workers? (Use the 5 -step

decision making mOdel-.)

/
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Role Play

SCHOOL TEACHER

My name i Larry Sinn. I teach reading in,a school in Boston. This

year I have 35 students in each of my classes. 'That means I see 175

students each day. It is incredible. This has been-happening ever since

the government cut the school 'budget. With less money, the school had to

1 ay off lots of teachers. So, of course, I get some of the students that

the other teacherS had. It is very hard to teach now. It is. unfair. to the

students and the teachers. But I don't know what to do about it. Some

-people-say-that we7should-46-On-Strike and demand that they hire back all.,

the other teachers. But that means that we will have to close the schools
O

and the kids will suffer. How can we convince the people and the govern-

ment that education is important.

QUESTIONS:

Use the 5 step decision making model to figure out what Mr. Simon should

do.

0-Adolescent. ISsueS'Project 1982



Role Playa

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL

a 51

o'

My, name is Walter Harper. I think that it is very .important to give

young people jobs and an education. Our taxes pay for a'lot of public

education already.

But we have other needs for? taxes as well. IRghi. now we have to

build up our military strength. The Russians spend billions of dollars on

weapons. We have to let them know that we are just as strong.
0

Our defense experts know a lot about what is-going on inthe world.

They say We need more money for weapons. That means that we have less.

money for education and jobs.

Listen, we can't please everyone.

QUESTIONS.

1, What-does Mr.. Harper mean by:

a. Taxes

b. Public education

Military_strength

0.- Weapons

4.

e. Defense

2.. Wat do you think the government

pa°.ViriN

`svA4*

should spend taxes on?

3. What would the consequences be of that decision?

Adoletcent Issues Project 1982



Role Play 8

OWNER OF A GARMENT' FACTORY

.

My ,lame -!-s-Harik ArmStrong. I own and mahage a garthent-factory. As

you know, there are many different clothing producers around,.soi have. a

lot. of competition.. I had tOstart lowering the cost of production or.

,else I was going to go out oftusiness. I pay my workers well:'$3:.60

an hour: That's more than I started out with when I was working..--A.few

months ago I found out about this great sewing machine that did.the-krk',

of 10workers. So I bought a few of them and laid off 50 wOrkers. Now

I'm making the kind of money I need to stay in business Look, if I didn't

do that, I Would-probably go out of business and all the workers hete would

lose their jobs.

QUESTIONS

1. Why did Mr. Armstrong buy the machines?

2. What were the consequences of his deciSion?

3, . What do you think Mr. Armtrong should do? .Why?

03,
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Role ?lay

BASEBALL.. MIT FACTORY OWNER

My name is Frank Green. In a baseball mit factory. I used to. sell

a lot of expensive mits. But now that-the economy is not soAood, only-the::

pros can afford expensive mits. So I have to make )ess.of them. That means

that I had to. lay off some workers:

__Then I found out that workers on the island of Haiti' got paid less. than.

workers here. I paid:my workers,here at last minimum wage: about $4.00 -.

an hour. IrrHaiti,: you can pay people $3.00 for' an entire day of work. SO:

I moved'by factory to .Haiti. Now I am making a lot more money because-
.

the cost of labor is much lower.

QUESTIONS

1- Why did Mr. Green move his factory to Haiti?
. ,

2. What were the conseqUences of his. decision to move the factory?

To himself? To others ?..

-Adolescent-IsSues-Project 1982 ,
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1:>ect5i ors About 1,03iic.

GSSOK . .How to Understand Unemployment:l
Unit *III, Lesson 3

A Story.

gocas
0t re

1. To familiarize students with various reasons for unemployment

2. To enable students to reflect on the feelings involved in being

Materials
Lesson Introduction: Explain that We are going to

continue to learn more about what causes unemployment.

A. Optional: Review some of the causes of unemploymenf.

Remind students to keep these ideas in mind and recall

them when needed-for the story.

II. The Story

A. Pass out the story.

B. Ask for volunteers to read the story aloud.

C. Deal with any questions as they come up. Ask students

to define the underlined phrases if you think it would

be helpful.

D. As a class, answer the question's at the end of each

chapter, Remember, the most important activity here

is the activity of thinking and listening to one

another's ideas, NOT getting the right answer.

E. When Joe Newcomb is experiencing a difficult situn,

Student Handout: The
Job Hunt

See Instructor Guide
Underlined phrases and
Answer Key

- .

ask the class how' they might feel, in the same situation

and how they might deal with it.

III. Evaluate, the Class.

.
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Notts Teachers

(...C75.501A: Understanding Unemployment: A Story

Unit III, Lesson

1.. Underlined phrases in the story

Definitions of underlined phr'ases are provided here. for those that may pose,

some difficulty for the teacher. The others a're more obvious and may.,not require-

explanation,

Ask students what they think- are_ the definitions of the phrases. Then ask

other students if they agree with the definition.- The- instructor should contribute

his/her definition only to clarify misconceptions or confusion. ---

A. Ljneriplo.yreat- (Chapter 1, pg. 2 )

1. Dictionary defintion: The state of being_mnemployed;

involuntary idleness of workers

2. It might be helpful to first discuss the meaning of "employ"'

The dictionary definition of "employ": To make use of; to occupy.

time advantageOusly; to use or "engage the services of

3. Thus, an unemployed person is not being made use of, his/her
time is not occupied advantageously, his/her services are not being
engaged.

4. See What's Happenning to Our;%lobs, Popular Economics Press
at the'"Off ice of Dollars and Sense; Somerville, Massachusetts, fis.5-7

B. "You deserve a job" (pg. 4 ) - This phrase is clearly

an opinion . It maybe _helpful_to_ask-students-whether- or not , they

agree with this opirlsion. Why? Why not? In what case might

someone_not deserve a job?' These questions are to help clarify
student's present thought, not to change or correct them.

C. Competition (pg. 4 ) - Dictionary defintion: a contest

between rivals; the effort of one ce, partie acting independently 4o
.Secure the businesses_ of a thir6 v. by offering the most favorable

.for. some resource or
Adolescen.t Issues Project 198.



IVoies -fir Teachers
L.CS5014: Understariding Unem lovment:

Unit III, Lesson

A Story

57

D. "Competition mak6s the economy go round (p. 4)'- It would

be impossible to: clarify this issue: briefly. The phrase was intro-

.duced into the story in order to'increase consciousness of "compeT

tition" as an integral part of the American economic system, rather

than to explain its role.

It is more important for students to think,about ti4ways in
which competition plays a"role in the economy. You can ,ask clarify-

ing. questions such as 1. What might you compete for in the

3: How does competition between

hurt consumers?

economy?
.

-_ : .

. How-does 'competition between businesses
. thelp consumers?

businesses

. How does competition.relateTstounemploy-

ment and inflation', which are two signi-

ficant,economic problems.

.

E. "Without jobs kids get into trouble."- (p. ),- Again, this i

an opinion. This opirilon is dealt with in "Things to Think About".
It may be helpful here to encourage experience sharing or "Around.My

------ Way" -. --(See -General ProcedUraiLlianuaL)=.o_r_example_, you_c an a_1. Do kids get into trouble around_your way when_hey_don't
have jobs ?.

Would having a jdb help them not get into t ouble?

Have you ever had a job? Do you or)lave y u ever had

paying job? Does having ajob affect your behavior?

a



4r. Teachers Unit III, Lesson 3

Lxs$plel: Understanding Unemployment: A Story

7Y
F. "Lay off.some workers" (p.7 ). - The dictionary defini-

tion here says "the act of laying off'a worker or an employee" (not

much help). Laying off a worker is different than firing a worker.
Lay offS are usually due to insufficient funds, priority changes,

automation, etc. They are not clearly connected to the performance
of a specific employee. When people are fired from jobs,they get

a strike agairist them on, their employment record. When someone
is laid off, s/he loses a job, but does not gain a bad reputation.

G. 'We can't afford to pay them." (p. 7)- This statement
is also meant as an opinion. To- encourage the thought process about
the implications of this statement, you might want: to ask yourself
(and your students if you think it would be helpful):

1. Why does an,employer assume-that s/he should

_receive more money from the business than the

workers? What assumptions go along with owning"a

-.business?

2. Are standads of.personal income different for

employers and employees?

3 How 'might those differenCes impact-o the amount o

jobs made available by employers?

this case_a_labor_union)___.(-p_.
.

definition is an organi tion of. workers formed

a) -,-.71- he- dictionary

for the purpoSe:of
advancing its members' interes s in respect to wages,` benefits:, and
working conditions.

Oblescent IssueS7,PtOTec-t-- '1982:,-



re-achiPrs Unit III, Lesson 3

L- qv' Understanding Unemployment: A Story (cont)

51'

I. On Strike (p. 8) - The dictionary clefinition of strike:

a temporary stoppage of activities in protest against an act or

condition.

It might be helpful to ask students if they can remember any

strikes which directly affected their lives, were reported in the
.'.news, were talked age at home etc: 'What mere thestrikes about?'

What was the outcome?. See "Things to Think About" for more questionS.

J. "Money to Create More Jobs" (p. 8) - Companiesoften

determine a minimum rate of profit which they must reach bef&re

re-investing money into ...5heir business. Jobs are a possible by-

product of this re-investment-

Taxes (p. 8) - Make sure to clarify the meaning of taxes

before attempting to discuss this section.

7L. Government Spending (p. 9) It may be helgul to discuss

the following questions to, clarify. this section:

1, Where does the government budget come froM?

2. Who makes' the deci-sions 'abdut spending priorities?

3. What are the" options for government spending?

4. What are your Priorities? Why?

.- What Can you do to get your priorities met?, .

Invest (p,.°10) - Put back.into busialess (see "J" above),±_

Welfare r(p';'15) '7- Governmentsubsidy_payments to those

people who cannot work for physical and/or emotional reasons

cannot find work to support themselves and their families.

or who

Very often, when government officials need-to-cut-spending -dUe to

-deficit,..welfare is the first to.be cut, since welfare recipients have
Very little political pull. . 0
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r Teen ers Unit III,,Lesson 3
Understanding T.:nem-

LESSONploymenti A Story

Z. Story: The Job Hunt, Chapter 3 - Matching Excercise

ANSWER KEY:

1. e

2. Mainly c or b, or any of, the others

3. Mainly g

.4. Mainly a, d, or g

1.° Mainly f



-T-

Chapter 1

"The Job Hunt"

Joe Newcomb sat on -the subway. He was going downtown to apply for a job.

in a hotel. He had found the ad for the job in the paper thenight.before.

It said:

WANTED:

HOTEL BELL -HOPS AND ROOM-SERVICE

WAITERS AND WAITRESSES

Apply in perion to. Mr. Jones

between 9-5 at the, Pai-kside Hotel

325 North Main St.

He had never done this Find of work before.. 'As a matter of fact he never had

a job before. But .he knew it was time for him to supporthimself. His mother

was having a tough time,getting by He wanted to be able to help out A job

seemed like the best thing: And he knew that if he worked hard, he could do

this job well .

Joe got off at this stopand walked with the crowd up the stairs to the

street. "Well, here I gb", he thought. His watch said 8:55. "Great, I ' 11 be

the first one there and show. them how responsible I am. But first I'd better

check my

Joe looked at himself in a store window and did a little last minute brush-.

up. "NOt bad.," he thought with a smile. "I would hire me for sure:"

Joe walked quickly to the corner where he saw the sign "Parkside Hotel".

As he got to the door he said to himself, "Perfect Timing".

There was a sign on a desk in the lobby which said, "INFORMATION
o he went over to the desk clerk and asked, "Excuse me,.can you tell met

5.



Page 2

where I would find Mr. Jones?"

"Sure,"said the clerk, "just go down this hall and through the doors".

Joe said, "Thank You", and took off down the hall. But when he opened

the .doors,:, he could not believe his' eyes.. The room was packed with people.

-Ten, twenty, forty, yeS, it looked like fifty people, waiting.on line to see

Mr. Jones.

The last person on line could see that Joe_was confused. She explained,

"I know just what you are thinking. It's probably what I was thinking when I

got here, 'What 'are.all these people doing here?" Why you probably thought tha

you were going to be the firtt,one here. So did I. Well--,_son,_this_____is_what

happens when there is a lot of unemployment,. When one job opens up, it seems

like the whole world wants it.. I know, I've ,beenlooking for a job ,for 5 months."
I.



THINGS T THINK ABOUT

1. Why. were so many people waiting on 11n when Joe arrived at the hotel?

2. Was Joe' late?'
!7-

.3. Wtlat does "looking for a job' mean? How does a person "look for a job?"

4. What Is unemployment?

a.

0



_CHAP-TER-2--

Joe was still very confused. As he thought about the situation, more

-people Came into the room with the same look of surprise on their faces.

Joe decided to ask the woman who spoke to him if she knew more about, what

was going on.

"ExPuse me,".he said, "do you know. why so, many people want these hOtel
.

Jobs?" r
e 11

41f 6P- - ------
" It 1 S not that the Jobs here are any better than others," she replied,

"it's that there' are so.-few, Jobs to pick from-and so many people who want,them.

Many people dOn't'have much of a choice. They have kids to feed. 1.'11. bet.
.,

youthat most of_the people.on this line have kids.. Look at all the kids here
: .4.,. . . .. 4 .,.!

with their/parents now.. And -I heard that there's only about 8 jobs openings

here. Doesn't look good." .

"Well', maybe I should go. Those people need' the job more than'I de,"

e Said,

"No,' you should stay. You deserve a job just as much as.anyon, Wherever

youlo,.You 11 find thislicind ofcompetition..:It's what makes this lecorlma

.souTi. Besides, it's good to see a.ypdhg guy like you looking for a Job.-
if

-Without:JhUs, kidt-get into trouble. ".

"-"Maybe you're right," Joe sighed, "but I don't*think .I'll get it. With all

this competition, they /ill probably hire people with experience and i don't

hhve any

"You never know: Hey, my name is Brenda."

"Chi'yeah;'I'm Joe.' I gotta ask yo!. do you know why there is so much

un-employment?"
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"That's'a good question. Everyone wants to know the answer to that.

Some say it's the government, some say it is because of big. business. Some

say that workers areiasking for too much money. It's probably all these

things. The way to find out is to listen and read the news and keep asking

questions. That's the way to figure out what's going on. Well, good_luck,

Joe."
..

"You too, Brenda. And thanks for your help."

Adolescent Issues Project. 1982
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THINGS TO. THINK ABOUT
.

1. What did. Brenda mean by "Everyone deserves a job"? Do you agree?

Why/why not? (paragraph #1),

2y Do you think' that Joe deserved to get a job at the Parkside Hotel?

Yes No , Why?

. What do you think Brenda meant when she "Kids get into trouble

when they don't have jobs? Do you agree? Why':' .Why not? (paragraph #5)

. What do you think Brenda meant when she said that unemployment is caused

by the government (paragraph W9)/ or unemployment is caused by big

business?

5. If workers ask for higher wages, hoW can that cause more unemployment or

Make fewer jobs? Can you think of an example?

6.. What do you think causes unemployfient?

D.AdOlescent Issuesi,rojeCt 1982
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Joe could see that hewould be.standing on line fOr awhile, so he
\.

picked up a-newspaPer he saw on.a chair. Lo and behold, right on the front

page hesiw this article:.

Tbifs .43EEErgi

clads 1,0.4i 1r! n

cieevtorn Se -bp4

DAILY EXPRESS

UNEMPLOYMENT: A-DEEPER LOOK

latest government poll showS that unemployment. is up

to 7%. Seven ancLa half million people are out of woric

The,numberaof non-white unemployed people is much higher.

13.6% of the non-white population is unemployed..

Many labor organizations 'and community groups are very
-4.

angry about thiS. The president says thatWe must wait for the,

economy to ge
\t.better.

We. in e7iewed representatives froM businesS, labor, and

the:Iovernme t, and a few unemployed people to findout what they

think iscau ing the laCk of jobs.
\-

The following are some of the reasons they.gave.

1. A.business- executive' cites High Fuel, Bins.

-The Arab 1.ations keep raising prices of oil. When
. \ \

oil ills go up, everything-else goes up (like

heati sis and all the equipment we buy). 'So,g co.

--,, we hale to ,ay.off some workers. We can't afford,

to pa Lthem anymore
\ ° !
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2. An ex-worker from General Electridsys that or ar,..E

move to other. countries. "I used to work for GE. Our union

went on strike because we needed more lioney to support,,oUr

families. The company didn't want to pay us more. So after

we won the sWke they:Moved to a 'part of Asia where workers
.

have less power than u Those workers get'paid less and

can't live very well:. The company fired 800 workers, so that

they could. make more money."

3. An ex-worker from a textile factory cites "Automation".

"A lot of us, lost jobs because machines have taken our place.

I used to ,work a sewing maChine. Then the company bought

this big el edtric loom that- can make the same amount of

fabric with much fewer workers. They don't have to pay

out as much if they get a machine. You only have to pay for

,a machine once', and then' repair it once in a while : A

person needs to be paid so that she can keep living. The

company fired hundreds of us so they could make more money."

4. A companYowner saYs- that they don't have enough

money to create more jobs. "We can't be expected to keep

.putting out more money to ma -ke: more jobs. Why should we

put out.money if 'we already don't make enough money?

Do you know how _Much we have to pay in taxes? If we

didn't have to give so much to the government in

then we could *put more money, back into business and make

more jobs."

Adolescent Issues 'Pro ect_1982
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5. An ex-grocery store owner says that big companies are

squeezing the little guys out. "We just had a small grocery

store in the neighborhood where we lived. Then a big super-

market moved in the neighborhood. They could sell things

much che'aper than we could because you can.sell things cheaper

when you sell more. Theyjlso.could afford to buy one of

thbSe big money -saving cash registers.With that cash register

you doh't need as manyWorkers, so they..fired'a lot of their

workers. Now they can'chargeeven lower prices. We couldn't

charge lower prices. We were Just makingenough to get by

as it was: So:we had to elese the store'ind fire all our

help. Now we are out of work'too for the first time in

25 yeari.."

6. An ex-government worker cites ,government spending as

tWproblem: "I used to have a-CETAAob, That was a

program where taxes went towards jobs.for.peoPle who

_
couldn't get other. work. Now the e-government says they

don't have enough money tb employ me or any of the other;

people who had CETA job's.: The president says -they need

moremOneytollake our armies stronger. The mayor As

spendingMore money, to build another room for his office.

I,even heard that:the'presidents, wife bought; millions of

dollars worth of plates..-.But they don trthink that jbbs

are important enough to spend money on.'!.
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7. A government representative says it is the fault of the last

president., "The last president we had spent a lot.of money and

people were paying .a lot of taxes. We have to change all that.

Yes - we want there to be more jobs, but we are going to have to

wait. Business needs to have more money to invest. Now that we

. have cut taxes, they will have more money."

These are somof the reasons for unemployment.- The next question is:

what are we going to do about it?

Joetook a deep sigh. "Well," he.thought, I got alot'of information

fro.wthat article, but I feel even Fiore confused. MaYbe what.they say

true, 'Sometimes the more you know, the more confusing things seem..,

WS almost my 'turn.to be interviewed. Better get my act together."



THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

1. Many different opinions were written in the article. Each of those
a. .

opinions were giVen- by a different person. Each of' those peO01e is part of

a 'group. See if you can match up the group with some-of the:opinions they

, might have..-. (.Each. group can have more than one opinion).. Before you
,

begin help to discuss the roles these people play in the world of

Work, Then ti r., out what. they would say are the causes of unemployment

GROUP OPINIONS about causes of unemployment

. Small bilsiness owners a. High fuel bills

b. Companies moving to other countries \
. Factory workers

Automation (changing to using machines\

. Government representatives instead of workers)

I. Big business owners

Ex- government workers
.

Companies don't haVe enough money to

Make .more:jobs (need higher prices,

lets taxes)

e. Big businesses are squeezing the littl

ones out

Government cuts money for jobs

. It's the last president fault'

Adolescent 'Issues Project 1982'
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-CHAPTER 4 - THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

1. Why did Joe think that it was.important to be confident and polite

Auring the.intervieW? can you give an example of how a person might act

confident and polite? Can you give an example ofhow a person might

act who was not confident.or polite?.

Why didn't.Joe want Mr..Jones to ask if le.had:any_experience?,

3. Why did Mr. Jonei think that it was important that Joe was a good

.1i.stener?-

') .-
41: What will determine whether or not Joe getS the jOb?

/4
Will it/matter whether or not Mr: Jones likes.Joe? 'Why would that matter

0o all/employers like the same kinds of people? Can anyone please

all !employers?

Will it be Joe's fault if he doesn't get that job?

. -What:do:you think Joe could do now to keep looking:for a Job?'

Adcilescent IssliesProject 1982
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CHAPTER 4

Finally Joe got a chance to meet ,with Mr. Jones. The interview

went well, in Joe's opinion. He was confident, and polite.. He let.

1

Mr. Jones know that he was,a really hard worker. .Mr. Jones seemed to like

But theriheasked the bigAuetion, the oneJoe knew was coming...

"Do you have any experience?" Joe took a deep breath and looked Mr. Jones

right in the eye, and said; "Well,II haven'tjtad experiencsmorking in a

hotel,.but I can, assure you that I learn very quickly.u."
\ Then Mr. Jones said, "I 4o think that you wo.U14 learn very quickly

because are a very good listener. :YoU have to listen wellto follow

instructions. I will be in touch with you, Joe. I can definitelY:see that

you would be a\good wOrker,but as yoU can see;, we have plenty of people

here to choose from Many of these people do have:exPerience never

expected-so many people to show. 1 guess.that there arent many other

jobs around. But I will consider you because.I.like you Give-me a call

in a few- days and I'll let you know where you stand. But-keep looking

forYother jobs too. Good luck.":

Joe left the hotel feeling very mixed up. Mr. Jones liked him. That

was important. But what could.Mr. Jones dO\if someone else had more exper-
.

ience than Joe. Oh, well, he would keep trying At least he knew that it

wouldn't be his fault for not getting the job.

But Mr% Jones was right. He should keep lOoking for other jobs.

What he really wanted to do was go home and get something to eat.: Maybe

he could do a little more job hunting first and then take a break.

77.
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CHAPTER 5

The day was still young, so Joe decided to do d- bit more job

hunting, before he home.

He began by buying a newspaper,,so that he_could look at the want

ads: Then he strolled up and dov) few streets to see if any'stores had

"Help Wanted" signs in their window. Joe looked for an hour, with no luck.

But he did not give up. He decided to go into a store to ask if

they had any openings. First he went-into an office supplies store . The

people inside seemed pretty busy. He looked around to see if he-could spot

the manager, but he could not So he asked one of the workers if they

knew if there were any jobs available.

"I don't think so," he said," but maybe the manager would know, she

is over there with a customer."

"Thank you," said. Joe. He waited until the manager was through with

the customer and asked,"Excuse me, do you have any jobs available?"

"Have you finished high school?" asked the manager.

"I am almost finished," said Joe.

"Why would you want a job before you have finished school?"

"Because I need some money and would like to get some experience."

"Well, I only hire people who have finished, high school. There aren't

enough jobs for everyone and high school graduates are more qualified. Maybe

your should wait till you graduate,-then come back and we'll see if there are,

any, openings."

"OK, thank you, said Joe.

Joe left the store as quickly as he could. "I amLbummed'aut,"

thought. -"I don't know, if this is w rth--i- m just gonna go home and relax.'

AdOlescentAssues Project :1982
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Joe,tocik:thesubway.home and watched allthe people 'going and coming

fr m work; ."How did they'getthose jobs?" he wonddred,"and where do the

jobs come from? What causes all this unemployment? .That newspaper article:

made sense. I'll' have to think about that more.and ask.more questions.?

what Brenda said I should do. ":

When Joe got home, his mother wa's busy cooking dinner.

f

Mom," he

"How did it go Joe? Di&ybu get A job?"

Joe didn t)(now..what to:.say. What could he tell her?: "No, Mom,1I

didn't get the job and I'llnever get eny '.No, he couldn't say that. 'He

had to get a job. His mothe7 worked so hard her whole life. Joe hadit older,

brothers and sisters.,, All were out of the home and supporting themselves,.

except far. Orb.

His mother:was on welfare. .Welfare checks were getting so low thatit was

getting very hifdTfpt-her-tb support herself And Joe. He felt, So'bad for her.

He dto hell:1,' She was getting too old and 'tired to take another:Abb.:.

She 31-fr.ved to -rest

JOe's anger made hiM decide what to tell his mother. aid,

"I have something to tell you. I didn't get that job this morning. Toomany

people were.applyinb for it. You know, it is very hard to, get a *job nowadays.

Especially if you are still in high school and haven't had any experience. 'There

is a lot/of unem oyment. The economy 't doing very well. But I"m not gonna
t_,e------

e" that'get.me'down, Mom.: I'll get aAoLLeventually, And in the meantime,
,,

,.//

gdir/tgtO figure out what's going on with this economy and find, out -:what I can
.i;.., i;

/.

.7 , -
40-4bout it !It is notfatr.' Everyone deserVes to have a job .0oe-thoUght

, ,, .

again.aboUt,wfiat Brenda'said ,.and :You deserve:to hayefe.rest.P-i
. ,

I an
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s mother was smiling "at .him. He felt better now.

"Did I say all.that: thought. "Where did Oearn-all that? VIel

I may not have found a job today. But I did find a lot of knowledge."

Issues'Project
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THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

1. Name 2 reasons why the store manager did not give Joe a job.

2. Why do you think the store wanagrr thou if.thay. it was important for Joe

to complete high school?

3. When 'Joe got:On the subway, 'he asked hirtiself some qdestions. "How did all

these people get their jobs ?. Where do jobs come from? What causes al 1' this,

2..unemployment?"'
.

.

You can help. Joe answer these questions, by discussing some of the

information you read in the other+ chapters of the story. \

4. What is welfare?

5. What did Joe mean when he. said, "Welfare checks are getting so low". How

do welfare checks get low? Where do welfare cheeks come. from? 'Do you think
.1

t is easy fOr ejderly knd sick people tO l i.ye comfortably? Why? Why ,not?

Adolescent IsSuesProjeCt. 1982:
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lessons:

. To help students become more aware of actiyities they do

and do not enjoy.

To help students relate the activities they enjoy to

'possible jobs. -.

1. Work Interest Inventory--Assessme-:t

2. Job Choice and Job Inventory

3. Job Interests and Exploration: Matching Exercise

4. Do You Know Your Skills?. Assessment and Exercises

ar,..5. Sel.f-AN eness and Confidence

6. Self-Awareness and Confidence: ,Your Album Cover
, .

* * * *, * * * * n* * *

This unit has two assessments, and both are parts of lessons. The first

assessment deals with personal interests andiis a part of lesson 1 The Worko.

Interest Inventory", and is followed by a lesson which connects interests with

actual jobs.

The second assessment deals with being aware of one's own skills., This

s'..ssment is a part of lesson 4. We have found it helpful to follow up the

skills assessment with a more encouraging activity (see Notes to Teacher, lesson 4

for further ekplanation).

The Decisions About-Work Procedural Manual has more ideaS for how to

integrate learning ai;out- interests .and -skills and their applicatiOn to'jobs.



DecitprisAbodt..Work (At; c*,

skit area .e.ss.ph resoliros.

1. What are my skills?

2. What are my interests?.

3 How do interests and ,

,skills affect job

.choice?

4. How to apply an interest

and/or skill to a job

5. Practice; fetiing

confident about one's

Interests and skills

Decisions, About Work;

Unit.l,lesson 2

Career Choice; A Lifelong

PrOcess", Guidance

AsSociates filmstrip

Decisions About Work

Unit I, Lesons 2 .3

Decisions About Work,

Unit VII, Lessons 3, 4, 5.

See Introductory UnitResource

Sheet,

Adolescentfssues Project 1982



Decisi ohs , ,
vvons Unit IV, Lesson 1

e, SS 0 0 Work Interest Inventory

9 Ca S 1 a

# To increase awareness of one's own interests

Direci-jons Materials
Introduce lesson:

A. Explain:

1. Self awareness and confidence are skills that you

continue to improve throughout your life; Each day

we learn more about what we enjoy doing, what we are
,

interested in.`

. Today's exercise will help us learn more about jobs

we might be interested in.

Work Interest Inventory

A. Pass out packets and introduce the name: Work Interest

Inventory.

Do you know what an "inventory" is. Can you give

'an.example of-an inventory? (An inventory is an

exercise to help,a person find out about something.

For example, stores do inventories to see what-is in

stock. Schools do inventories to see what books

they have)

What will this inventory help you learn about.

Read directions aloud. The directions are explicit, but

may need extra explanation and examples. Read the

survey'aloud if some stuOnts need help but allow others

.

to'continue:at their own:pace.

103

Student PacketWork.
Interest Inventory

Issues P,roect `1982"



Worker Interest Inventory Unit IVi Lesson

trectiows crtericas

After each student completes page 57 ask.htm/her to write.

his/her 3 highest interests on a piece of paper,

E. When everyone has'completed page. 5, share ideas in a grqd0 by

by asking each student;

1. What are the 3 kinds of work that interest you the most?

2. Do they seem to reflect what you thought to be your

interests?

(If answer to #2 is "no ") How do they dfffer?

What are Your interests?etc. What did you learn about

yourself?

Can,you think of a Joh you "d like to have in this area?

Write it on your list.

III. Evaluate Class

.1;



DI,cisiorks A bout Wcrls
Unit IV, Lesson 2

110RK INTEREST INVENTORy.- JOBS

()GIs To think about job interests andjob possibilities

Dire mks

Introduce Lesson

A. Remind students of what was learned from the Work Inter-

est Inventory,

B. Explain that each of their interests is related to

This lesson will introduce a few job possibilities

our unit on how to apply for jobs.

II. Job Exploration

`t,

.

A. Pass out student packet.

a job

and

Explain that you are going to use this packet to

1 Learn about different areas of work

2. Choose-a' job to practice application procedures

. Ask° for vol unfeers to 'begin, n reading.

Stop reading when you get to theline "Some jobs

field "are.

Before reading the samples of jobs at the, end of each

kind of work, ask the group if anyone,chose this area of

work in the "Work Interest Inventory" last session.

1 . Ask each student who answers "yes" if they would lik

to do any of-the following jobs, and continue readin

in this.

the list of jobs.

When a student chooses one of ,the jobs s/he should

circle it and tell it to the class.

2

Materials

Notes to Teacher

Student Worksheet Packet-
"Learn More about Kinds
of Work"

Adolescent Issues Project 198



lessow Job Choice a.d ;:b Inventory

Dire c-norti ateridis

II. Job. Exploration Ccont.)

E. Ask students to fill out page 5 of ,pcket on .their own..

Instructor circulate room for assistance.

III. Appl icati ons

A. Pass out applications.

B. Ask students to fill themout as if the were a 1 in

inh thy listed on page 5.

IS for the

C. If 'a student does not have pe7sonal data memorized, try to

arrange more practice,

IV. Evaluate Cl ass

Applications



This lesson provides, a very good opportunity for learning about jobs

and job requirements. We recommend using pictures of different jobs during

the lesson to spark .more interest. See Resource Sheet for recommended, materials.



p. 1
JOB INTEREST INVENTORY

___ _2- LEARN MORE`-Atibur KINDS OF WOR1(

The Work Interest Inventory checked your interest in eight kinds of work.

These are described below. Each section ends with a list of jobs. Some

of the jobs may be open to beginners fresh out of high school. Others

require special schooling or on=the-job training.

Read the sections that interest you Or read them allif you would

like to know a little more about different kinds of work. After you read

each section, ask yourself these questions:

1. How might I feel about doing this kindt& work five days a week,

week after week?

2. Which of the jobs listed this section might I like?

O

0,3a01113

EIGHT KINDS OF WORK

CLERICAL

Clerical workers may file letters and forms, fill out forMs, keep records,

type, answer telephones, greet visitors operate office machines handle

money or take care of incorring7and-outgaing mail. Except for'cashiers

most clerical workers work in offices. 'They must often do very detailed

work.

Same jobs in this field are BANK TELLER, HOOKKEEPER;BUSINESS MACHINE

CASA1ER, NAIL CLERK ,TYPIST, RECEPTIONIST, SECRETARY ANDOPERATOR

SHIPPING CLERK.

Adolescent rtsues Project 1982
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SALES

The main task of people who work in sales is to get other people to buy

things Most sales venrkers sell directly to their custaners. But sore

people who work in sales may model clothes for buyers to See.- Others

show buyers how products

Sales uorkerS shoUld enjoy dealing with peOi)le. They should also

enjoy trying to get people to buy things.

Scrne jabs in this field are DOOR-TO-DOOR SALESPERSON; GAS STATION

mamma, MODEL, MUTE sATESPERSON; AND .RETAIL STORE SALESPERSON.

SERVICE \

Service wok!.tx inCltdes many different kinds of jobs. But all service

workers perfonn sane kind of service for the cuStcnar.
\I tfi

example,For xample, a service worker might clean people's homes or offices,

i .

.--prepare-or-serve food, protect people's property, clean or launder pebple's'

clothes, or take care of people!s children. Service workers should enjoy

doing things for other people.\
Sara jobs in this field are BARBER, BEAUTICIAN; COOK, CUSTODIAN,

1

, \
'DISHWASHER, FOOD 'COUNTER WORKER GUARD, .PARICING ATTENDANT, TELEPHONE\
OPERATOR, AND MITER OR WAITRESS.

I III RS

ti:10006/F;
lidArA
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Physical work involves a lot of moving, bending, lifting, and carrying.

Many jobs in this field require a lot of strength and stamina. . Some of



pRivING/OPERAMING.

!"1.1Wei

Drillers and operators both run machines. The difference is that,,. drivers

. -run machines that carry 'people and goods., from place, to' place. Operators

run machines that do sane kind 'of Work such. as drill or dig holes

logs, or lift heavy things. Drivers and operators should understand how

machines work. They should also enjoy running then.

Sane jobs in this field are BUS DRIVER; BULLDOZER OPERATOR, FARM

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR, MACHINE TOOL OPERATOR, TAXI DRIVER, AND TRUCK DRIVER.

to : Many places will not hire anyone under the age of 25 to be a_driver)

MECHMICWREPAIRING

Most .mechanical and repair work requires and training. Beginners

usually .start out as .helpers, Workers use hand tools and measuring tools

to canplete.their.asks: They have to .Understand how things work. And

Sometimes-the work calls for lifting and moving heavy thing

Mmes It.1;e\ work is dirty.
/

PeoPle who do this kind of work should enjoy finding cut how Scxne-

thingWorks, why it isn't working 'properly, and what. can be done to make

work again.



Some jobs in this field are: AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, AUTO MECHANIC,

APPLIAla REPAIR TECHNICIAN;, FTECTRICIAN, PLUMBER, AND RADIO AND TV
At' o

SERVICE TECHNICIAN. (Note: All the jobs,require extra schooling or

the job as they help skilled

USuallyieopie Who,.dO

may take care of people'who are too young, too °old too sick; or too' poor

to _take care of themselves. They may help people olio are in trouble.
I

they 'may just help people find how tip get Something they need.

Adolescehtlsiies Pi;ojec 1982:
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People who do this kind of work shouli.really ilike.people. They
,

Should care abOut w.1-iat. happens to people.

Some jobs in this field are AMELIANCE ATTENDANT, BABY SITIER, LIBRARY

.ASSISTANT NURSE'S AIDE OR ORDERLY, SOCIAL SERVICE AIDE, TEACHER'S AIDE,

AND YOUTH LEADER.

.CREATIVE 1-40-1101
To do creative work you must have talent as well as interest. You have

keep caning up:with fresh ideas. And you have to knaw how to express

those ideas in either works, music, dance or some form of art such as

drawing, painting,. or sculpture. People who do creativ /work should .

enjoy working on their own.

Some jobs in this field are ARTIST, ACT OR/R ACTRESS, DANCER,

CESIGNER, DECORATOR, TTTJTSTRATOR, MUSICIAN, SINGER AND WRITER.

)_Adolescent Issues Pi.oject: 1982:.



KINDS OF WORK - Exercise Sheet.

Directions: Answer the following questions .
w,

1. Mat were your three top areas of Tokirk in the "Work Interest Ithentory

L. Fick one area for which ou would like to practice applying.

Which is it?

3. What are some things tha.t a person do in this area of work?

,

4. Name a few po sible jobs a person might have in this area of work.

Chodse, one- of:.th

:..it. 'Which-job di

\
obs that you wrote in #4. Practice applying for

you. hoose?

A4olesentissues Project '1982'
\ J.



Decision% About' Worts

lessofro-Job Interests and Exploration Matching Exercise

Unit IV, Lesson 3

,===arli
\ ., 1. To' continue process of exploring one's own interests.

00a IS f .

.
2. To begin considering how personal preferences affects job choice.

h
.

,------1,-..., -------

Materials

Introduce Lesson

A. See Notes to Teachers for a framework for this lesson.

B. Ask:..

1. 'Why is it important to know something about what you

enjoy before taking a job?

2.How should personality affect job choice? Use

comical, obvious anecdotes to liven up discussion,

e.g., "Nervous Ned" working as a night desk Security

Guard.)

II.\ Review and Integration of Previous Lessons

\ A. Ask students whether or not they had personal preferences,

\' about the jobs viewed or read about ,in the last class.

\ 1. How would their personalities'or preferences aff'ct

\ their job choice?

Ask for specifics regarding the content of the film

or stories.

I

/III. Matching Personality with Job
.

See'Notes to-Teachers

A. Introduee Matching Exercise by explaining that -as the,/

year 'goes on, we will be learning a lot about work.

This exercise is to help sharpen decision-making skills

in choosing a job.
\

Student Worksh --"Who
'Janis What?"

Adolescent ISP;Ixes Pz'ojec',*. :19E2



b Interests and Exploration Matching Exercise Unit IV, Lesson 3

Detrectiows MaterfalS
Matching Personality with:Joh GmaiTti

B. Pass out worksheets and read instructions,

C. Students may work on the sheet individually,

D. After sheets are completed share ideas in class. Try to

play "devil's advocate in order to get reasons for answers,

e.g., "Why can't Sharon work as a tour guide?"

Ask: "Which, if any, of these jobs would you have taken?

Why?"

1, List the choices on. the board.

. Ask what is used to determine choices:.

a, What do you want to know about a job before Choosin

it?

What is important to you hours, money, heavy

work, weather; notsea

c. If a student has. difficulty answering, help Ath

questtons like, "Would you like a job changing

diapers? delivering the mail in winter? etc.).

IV, Criteria for Job Choice.

A. Ask: Based on what is important to youi what would you like

to know about a job before taking it?

What would'you like to ask an employer before accepting a job?

I. Make a list of these questions, In another-lesson a list

will be given out called-"Work Details': Add students'

ideas to this list, if not already included.



70

essowJob Interests an_LExplaration --Matt:king Exercise_Anit IV, Lesson 3
.

Direclioyts Material.s

V. When One. Caet'orboose.

A...Explain; There. are times when A person might not he able. tQ

wait for a specifiCjoh. or turn, down Jodi-they don Lt like,

1, Ask.; Name some of the times wher(people do not have the

oppOrtunity to 'choose' a job.

2. Teacher should offer some examples as well,

VI. Joh Interest Option

NI: If not used here, use it during another session.

If there is extra time before evaluation;

.Pass out ptcutreS of "Job Related Activities% Ask students

to check off those activities they do now or would enjoy

doing-and write the' name. of a possible' related job next to

the. picture.,

2. Share and discuss interests, and related jobs.

Evaluate the Class

see Notes to Teacher

Student Worksheet
Pictures of "Job
Related Activities"



Unit IV,. Lesson Job Interests and
LESSON: Exploration.

When can one ."choose a job?

The notion of "Choosing" jobs is often not applicable during times of hight
unemployment and social SerVice cutbacks,

We:introduCe the concept of "matchinepersonglity with jobs so that

students can, whenever possible choose jobs in which they would be most likely

to succeed.

It is important to introduce this lesson in a social context. There are

-'many times when one might not be able to "choose a job; times of.high unemploy,

men t; when one needs money to survive; when industry is becoming more mechanized.

Most' often', teens have very few jobs to choose from and have to compete with

many others for the few jobs that are available. But. the few jobs that are

usually available to teens do havesome basic variations. Some may require more

socializing (baby,sitting;camp counselor; sales Clerk) while others require

4$':

more phytical work. Wilding maintenance; shipping clerk, paper deliver).

ile:heyelound ..-hat students are able to-make better decisions.When they are

given.the chance to think about and discuts these often contradictory itsua

before_ they are faced with them,

. Skills. can. be learned. It is important-to remind the students that:although

one. may not have certain skills for a job now, skills can be learned. You may

want to talk about ways that a person can learn a specific skill.or even learn

to change .their preferences.

Adoletcentissues Project.



Who Wants What?

Directions : Draw a line from- the personality to the 'job ,n

be a good choice.

.c woul

Personality Job Possibilities

1. Sharon is strong,active and enjoys a. cashier

going from` place to place b. mover's helper

c, secretary ''s' helper

Arnold enjoys reading and drawing. a. sign maker trainee.

He has a lot of patience for sitting b, Mover's helper

and working long hours, c. day care aide

3. Les.ier is good. with_ numbers. He is a, garbage collector

very organized and responsible, b.' cashier

c. maintenance helper cleaning

and fixing things on grounds of

Debra is yery citgoipg. She i:s

friendl,y; enjoyital king

and meeting new people,

a building

a. envelope stuffing at home

b. cashier

c , -receptioni st' s. helper at a

heal th clinic -- phone

messages and receiving.

-Adolescent Issues Project 1982
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Persbnalitli

. Nana), Met to work. alone.. She

enjoys dotng physical and mechanical

work.

b. restaurant orkerL____

o. maintenance helper -

cleantng-and fixing

things on the grounds of

a building..

. Tony enjOy hutlepgmu4cles, being with a. nurse.'A aide
A

ohildren1 and playtng basketball. '15: messenger for an office .

c..1gyincoaCh



INTERESTS

Going to movie

Working with cars

Doing things with your hands

Drawing

Swimming

Camping

Writing

Dancing Going to School

Reading Sewing

Skating "Playing sports--which ones?

Walking Being alone

*Listening to Music-- Lifting heavy objects
what kind?

Woodworking

Using your imagination

Being with other:people

Talking with other people.

Tai king to people.

*Wataing TAre,:,wich. shows?

Singing

Helping people
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D -.c.i m. A klottt:..

1 e.sativ. DO You KnowYour Skills? 1:

72.

Unit ,'Lesson,

opals:
Dibec---1-fovts

1. To learn about his /her own skill.
2. To think aboUt peOple Underesti mate themselves.

fi! Materials

Introduce Lesson

A. Ask class if they know the mean

V. \For example, to put it more

/
ng of yiskills".

concretely, "If you

were talking with ajob counselor, s/he might ask,

"What skills doyou have?"' What doe s/helmean

byN'skil is
III. List your skills :(This part is the assessment.- Remember- to

\
collect pape;:es and keep record for post-assessment,)

A. Explain .,that this lesson is designed to help Ls learn-,

what our skills are.

B. Pass.out blank paper.

,C. Ask students. to;

1. Put your name and-date on the Itop.

2. List all of your sk-i-1-1-s-,-- Don't' worry-ab1 out spelling.
.

i
3, THINK: L

1 I

.

4. Instructor cannot give any. hints - this. is for you,
1 1

:'to .1 eath about you.
\

5. If student has difficulty thinking of ills,-reassur

him/her that. the second apart will helP, \

,

NI

1 '

6. When list is completed, ,count the skills\listed and
e

put the number on the top olf page. Girdl\e it.

'
:it,,,arik paper for each

'student

Notes Teache



essovv, Do You Know Your Skills?. Unit I , Lesson 4

Dim thioKs --I Matericits
.III. Discussion break

A. Encourage sharing around the followiYig questions;

1 "How was that? Easy? 'Hard? Why?"'

2.. What di:d the exercise. raise for, Yoti?

Pass out worksheet: "DO You Know Your-Skill s!'

/
Ode encourage teachers to type up.other versions

,.

1 . Skill s-Checkl i st

tf your students have more or lesS or different

those. listed here(

B.. Exp lain that this is the

*.s

of this sheet

skill s than

C. Tell students:

econd; part of the. lesson.

Put your name. and the date. on top...

Put

, .

':check next
.

to each skill' that you have.

(Either' read the l'ist' out .loud or circulate the room

/ / -
to ai,d in the reading. )

Add any skill you may have_ that i:-

Count each check.:(and your own additions) and" put the

-/1 /-
number on the top of the page. Circle it

Sel fr Reflection"

When all students hay., -,r,!mpleted

1. ist,to each student. 11-,e.

Di.scusSion: Ask:

Did anyone. iive a difference between their r first circled

part IV pass back the first

own' written list).

number and their second?-.

Would ybtriell,US the.differente?

3.1 Why there:WaS a difference? Why did you have

rbuble thinking o

e list?
°

aw

student worksheet
'Do YoU KnowYour'
Skilli?"



esstotA.: Unli IV, Lesson. 4

1-3treciioKs

4. What makes people underesttmate.themselyes t,e,, think

44,

they're notas ,good as they really are?
. .

5. _HoW dan we try to not underestimate ourselves?

How/wheb does it `help to know ancLaPpriectatelourown.

skills? (Posttble answers: to feel good aboUt yourself,

a. job tntervW, choosing.a'job that Yaii would enjoy).-

VT. Related Activity

A. Ask students to-ptck one skill offs their itits,andthibk of

.one.joh tbat requires that, skill,

Write eachApb and its sktll.on the boards

VII. Papers,

A. Collect the original wrttten$,liSt Oo be used as assessments see program Manu/ al

"AssesSmentsuY
and pre f.-tests,

B.. NI, other papers' 'n noteboo

s

6



Do You Know Your
Skills?

. The first part of this lesson. (listing your. skills) is often quite disturbing

to people With low self images.

2. We recommend comp eting this part of the lesson. despite .the negative reactions
.

it might raise, have found that- teachers and studentS can learn a lot about

themselVes by discussing the-issues and reactions that are raised here.

3. The moods often swing dramatically during the second part (Checking Off Your

SkillS) since. the number of skillschecked are so high. They might belittle some

of the. skills- on the list, saying, ."011 anybody can do that, -Yell can reply

.that that is not true and it is nonetheless -a skill that can be used:in a job.

It is important ''to remind studevits that:

a. self-confidence and

b, being aware of all your skills

are also skills whiCh can be learned with practice.

4
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SKILL S
Direci-fons:

1. 'Check the thinO that you can d
,

2. Then count the uUmber of checks /

Put- the number on 'the tori.

* * * * *: * * *

Ta 1 k onatel ep hone-- ---

2 Write.a message from a phone call

3. Deliver a message

4. Ridea bike

5. .Put groceries a bad

PlaCe objects on a shelf In' th

correct 'pi aces_ .

7. Move heavy objects

8. Tell time

9. Supervise one or more s all

children

10, Teach kids to ple7:r. -3/sport

11. Put a child 1....',..,,,;.4,'

12. Change .4 d -ja pe r /
/

\-

.,

13. 'ICook a meal
1

1

14. ,-/i4eke a salad/
1,

'15-': :--a-tahe
/

itl

16,; Dash dishes

17.. Clean uli a. kitchen

::.

1 8 . use a 'harmer

19 Use $aw

20. Nai screw pieces of wood

/ .

.'4ssues. Projec

7

MEL Ael"1111°

8

4



21.- Build box

22. Clean c house

23. Change a bicycle tire

24. _File in alphabetical order

25:. Use. a pocket caltulator

26. Add

Subtract

Multiply

Divide -.

,

27. Follow directions

28. Fill out a time card

-729. Work on a ladder-

30, Work, as part of a team

31. "Type. -
32. Use a computer

Use. trains and buses-to get around

34. Plant a plant

35; Water a garden or .plants

36;---Rake-leaves

37. Shovel snow

38. Paint rooms of a house
t

39,. Use a gasoline pump

40.' What else can you do?
. 6 ,

e) Adolescent Issues Projec



Decistons About kNoti

goad. S.:

Unit 4, Lesson

Self Awareness & Self Confidence:, Skills, Interests

. To think about the importance of self awareness and self\
confidence

\N

To\practice interview skills.

Directims MatericeLS

II.

NB: This lesson will probably take up 1 - 2 periods. Remember

.to evaluate class after each. period.

Introduce lesson

A. Pass out student packet;

B. :Instructor reads aloud the first par of the student

packet entitled "Self Awareness and Self.Confidence.

1. Use the questions as discussion starters to help

students think-abOut-why self-awareness is (or could

be) important.

Case Study

Student Worksheet '

Packet: Self Awareness
and Self Confidence
(3 parts: 1st page
intro., case study,
questions)..

A. Instructor reads aloud the first2 paragraphs of the case

study (page 2).

B. Ask for volunteers,to read the parts of Mrs. Carton and

and Tyrone.

C. Ask for feedback about the case study or go right to the

questions (g1-4) on the next page for more structure.

III. What Are. My Skills?

A. Pass-out blank paper and read #1 under "Exercises". blank paper

1. This exercise is very similar to that of the original

"Skills Assessment"

2. Encourage students to write their own list without

hints.

3 Remincrthem of their experience with this exercise

earlier in 'the year, i.e., "Can you think-of more

7,7.1 Adolescent Issues Project 1982
o



.1 1e.1SS;0100 Self Awareness and Self Confidence: Skills'and Interests
AIMIMM.1

III. (cont.)

B.

of your skills now than. you could then?"'

Piss out: the written list of skills if the student still feel'S

s/he needs help:

1. Read aloud the directions.

2 Encourage reflection on issues surrounding self confidence

i.e. "You sure can do more than you think you can Why

that? How can we work together to help you have more

confidence?'''

C. Do exercise #2. Encourage thought by asking leading and/or

direct questions,e..g. "What do jou like' doing in school? Out

of school ?. Do you like playing basketball?"

1. _pass out written list of interests and/or pictures of

student. worksheet"

"Skills"

student worksheet:
"Interests" and/or
pictures of inter
ests from lesson

activities for more ideas to add to their list's.

Iy. Interview Role Plays

A. Do #3, Re-do the interview as many times as you can with as

many volunteers as possible. Mrs. Carton's part may be

adlibbed along with Tyrone's (names may be changed).

1. Teacher may want to play Mrs. Carton in order to ask

student more questions. '\

Encourage students to read from their lists but to also

go on to any other issues pertaining to an interview.

3. Have funl

B..; Encourage class members to evaluate each other''s interviews..

Papers;.. Put all worksheets and.listsjn notebooks.

Evaluate Class

Program Manual:.
"Peer:Group and
Constructive.
Criticism'.'



SELF AWARENESS AND SELF CONFIDENCE

The next few lessons in your Working Class will focus on YOU. An

important part of Job Education is learning more about your interests and

skills.

So far we have talked about:.

1. The meaning of work -- by doing the lesson, "Stranded on on Island";

2, Job Possibilities - by watching filmstrips, doing exercises.

3. Our Interests and Skills

4. How certain people like certain kinds of jobs

Now it is time to learn more about ourselves -- to learn more about our

interests and skills, and to gain more.self-confidence. Being self-confident

helps in getting a job.

Do you know which activities you enjoy doing? Which you don't enjoy ?'

Is it important to know about what'you like and don't.like to do? Why?

b, 'Do you'know what all your skills are? Can you. write a list of all

your skills? Is ttiwortant'to know about yoUrskills? Why?

Think of an example of a job that would not be good for you, or for

-e

c,

thin9Is

it important-to )(now about the things that you don't do well the

somebodylse that youlmow. Everyone think of one,.and tell class.

s you need help with? Why?

e, Think of a job that would be good for you or for someone else you know.

f. When is it important to know about yourself and to have self Confidence?

Now read this story...
estrver,,,,,,remagemmr

aAdolescent Issues Project 1982



Self-Awareness and Confidence

CASE STUDY

Tyrone is 15 and z years old. He lives in Boston and heard about some.

jobs available at the ABCD office. He had a job before, working with little

kids during the summer, but he didn't enjoy, it too much. He wanted to

N.
get a different job this time.

He went into the office and = -Jas told to wait until Ms. Carton was

.fthished with her other interview. While he.waited,,he looked .thrco;gh the

magazines. Fifteen minuteslate he was called. This is how the iiitervieW

went;

Hello. Have a seat. Mhalts,s your name?

7;1 Tyrone\Smfth.

C; .Hi Tyrone, Ms, Carton.. How can I help you?
\

T; I' heard that
\
you had some jobs. like to apply for One..

.

C; Good: Do yod\know what kind of job you're looking for? .

, .

T; Well'., not reallY\-. take.anything,

C; you ever worked before?

.\

T: Yes.
.

DOing What?



2/

T: I took care of the little kids up at the library.

C: How did you. do at that job.

T: O. K.

C: Would yGu like another job like that?

T: No, not really.

C: So you don't really want a job in anything. What would you like to

do?

T: Well, IT1 not sure.

C: Have you ever thought about' it?

T: Not really,

C:' Well what are you good at? What do you like doing?

T: Um, I can (pause a few seconds),. I'm pretty strong and good at sportsf

C; O.K., anything else?

T; I can't think of anything right now

C; Why don't you. fill out this application 4nd come back tomorrow. In

the' meantime, try to think about what you'd like to do; and what

skills'you have to offer.

Ti (LK
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Questions for Case Study

How do you think Tyrone did on the interview? Why?

2. What do you think Ms. Carton thou-ght of him?

. What could Tyrone have done to prepare for the interview?-

4. What could he have done durtng the 15 minutes that he was waiting for

Ms, Carton to tmprove'his interview.

Exercises

Now, lees find out your skills and` interests. Make ijist of your skill .

Cr.fyoU.needlielP, your teacher will pass out a list for you to check-

after you.ftrsttry it yourself:)

2. Make a list of your interests--the things you like to do or know about.

(Againyou can have help if you need .it -after you try.it yourself).

3. Now we will do the interview again, but this time we ll do it better. We

will add your interests and skills. Anyone can volunteer...

dolescent IsSOes.Project 1982



Directions:

1 Check the things that you can d

2 Then, count .the number of checks.

3. Put the number on the top.

* * * * .* * * * * * *

1:. Talk on a telephone.

2. Write a message from a phone call

3. Deliver a message

4. Ride a bike

5.. Put groceries in a bag

Place objects on a shelf in the

correct places

7. Move heavy objects

8: Tell time

. Supervise one.or More small

children.

10. Teach kids to play a sport

11.. put_,a child to bed

12. Change a di:ape.r

13. Cook -a meal

14,. Make a salad

15. Set a ,table

16. Wash dishes

17. Cl ean up a_kitchen-

18. Use a hammer

19.. Use a saw

20. Nail or screw pieces of wood



,21., Build a bo'x

22..j Clean u a house

23.1 \Change a
\

bicycle ti re

24. File in alphabetical order

25.1 Use a pocket calculat r

,26. Add

Subtract

Divide

27. Follow directions

28. Fill out a time card

29. Work on a ladder

30. Work as part of a team

31. Type.

32. Use a computer

33. Use trains and buses to get around

34. Plant a plant

36. Water a garden or plants

36. Rake. leaves.

37, Shovel snow

38. Paint rooms. of a hous.e

39. Use a gasoline pump

40. What else can you do?

Adolescent IssueS Prbject .1982



esson 6

. .

Self Awarenes.s_ancLCcin_fidence-7,-- 1-bum cover0 PI

. To create "Something-which sympol i es one.sel f.
/

2. To pr.act.i:cewriting. basic perSona 1 i nformatibn.
.- .

Dt

, I. Intros ce Lesson

A, Ask:

1. ghat was learned.

nfidencel?

the last class (Self' Awareness &

I

H w can we apply what we've learned? When Might it/
be important to be confident about one's , interests

1 I

B . Expl ain ; i

1: This ctivity is a fun way to learn more about your-
_

self*, We are. going to try to make an albutif cover
----

turselves or about how we'd like tollbe, in the
, ,

same was that musicians do.
I \ '

Album Cover II
1

A,
.

Pass out -studnt worksheet, "Presenting...YoUn

./ Go over t he instructions with the class. t
.

I,

to write them on the board .v_ ____
I

I

ass out ipaper,, markers, etc.

. Students may look at pictures of ;interests ,

and skills?

about

may\ help

,6(notebooks from one of the previous sessions for ideas

Teachers'should feel -free to participatc: in the activity:

If possible, you May. want.to,laminte finis ed producea
1

,ti
/,

ea,rcover with clear plastic wrap. _ 1

/

;:in their

MaterictiS

Notes for Teachers:
Sample Album Covers,

/.

/ 'Student workshee :

"Present:ing,Yoki11

- IColored construction
paper, colored markers,'
other draWing mterials,
magazines for c011age,
scissors.!,

Adolescent Issues P/rOjeCt 1,9,82



I'

Seif:AolareneRsand Confidence-Album coverSSOK f.

a....7
I

I
unnimiumm

ntreci-tovt5

of
I/ .

Try to tte this acttytty to with otlier,facets te program.
,1 __.........._ \/

or the schoOli e: g. paste. 'them 'to frOnt,of 1061escent ISsUes'
,., . .

.

.. /

notebooks, Out them up on a bullettn board, print them in a
. 1 N

Materials

school newspaper.

III. 'Evaluate. Class



chers Unit IV, Lesson 6

SelfAwareness ane,!3

LESSON: Confidence; An Album
.e'riVer

11'0 help motiVite students to use their artistic/skills, we recommend bringing

in some\a /elbum covers suggesting that,students bring in album covers. they
. ,

parlularly like. /Disc6ss the album covers, "What'does this al,:upi say tc you?
\ t /

I

,

,
.

What kind of messatie to dyou think the designer-was trytng to give? What do you
,.. .

.

know ahou the performer based on the: cover ? "`

1

What,woUld you, like an album toyer.ta say'about yotal
o,



1

*PRESENT
-/

ING...,YOU!

I

. 1

This lesson is to help you get to kncW yourself better and /to remember

the good things about !yourself._The better you know yourself,. the better'
_

'.,

you can do in an interview and a job.
1 ,

,

'In this lesson, we are gothg'_to make something that stands for YOU'''
. ,

7--13estgn an album cover/about yourself:

A. You can destgn it any way you want but'it must have these things
/

1. Write or draw something about YOU -- your name, birthday,
6

zodiac sign, where you're from.

2. Write-or draw 3 words that best describe you.

. 'Write or draw your _favorite musicians or music group, T.V.

show or personality_ hobby or,sport, subject, in school.

Write or,draw what you would like to do in the future.

*adapted from; Witty, Gritty, How-to-Get-a-J b Book by Gwyn_ Brown

Alolescent Issues Project' 1982
177.
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Decisions About :Work

goats
tbrosmanmaloadir

Dip-Hun+, S+epts

To become.familiar with. the many,different ways to

look for a job,

2. To practice job hunting.

1. Steps19GetteingaSob

2: `Practising the Steps: Phone call role plays

* * * * * * *. * * * * * * *

The assessment for this unit is in. lesson 1, exercise 2 -- lis

all the ways you can think of to get a job.

179.
Adolescent Issues Project 1982



.Decisionc AboltWork; Tob-..1-1440

skill area veSSoh resources 4.1 colioitellts

'1, What are the steps? a. Getting kdob by Flores

Randall; FearOn-PitMan

Publishers, Inc,, 6' Davis

Drive, Belmont, CA 94002

b Job Interview Skills,

Foliett'Coping Skill's Ser-

ies, Follet Publishing:Co.

C icago, IL,

c. Finding Work, Follett

Coping Skills Series.

a, Wanting A "Job by

Richard Turner Career

Guidance Series, Follett

Publishing Co'., Chicago

b. Get Hired: 13 Ways to

Get A Job by Durlynn Anema

Janus Book Publishers;

2501 Industrial Pkwy West,

Hayward, CA 94545

e Elementary level exercises.

Nicely laid out.

:This, workbook has some good acti-

vities, but.canbe bogged dowh with

2-

--detaitrfe-gfdini754ern .behavior,

Good for'inOvidualwitten p.rac-.

tice-4t.dinussion-oriented,

Good for indhidual classroom work;

vocabulary building, etc..

IntereAing case studies, creative

exercises, good forinitiating,

discussions and role plays..-



D.e.ctsicrA Ai:I.otAt. Worts Unit
dr
V, Lesson 1

le-SS OK Steps Iri Getting a Job--Assessment and Practice

goalS
Ostreci-ioAs

To think about and practice_concrete-steps-in-getting ajob.

MorterCaIS
,I. Introduce Lesson

Tell students that getting a first job requires a few steps

before ypu ever get to the application and interview. Getting_

----a-Sob-i-s-rike other skills (basketball, bike riding): it

requirespractice and mistakes. Thilesson will help start

this 'practice.

Assessment--Ways to Get a Job

A. Pass out blank paper

B. Instruct students to list all the ways they can think_of

to go about trying to get a job. If more _instructions

4re.heceSsar:y; ask students what they could doif they

.just-moved-t&-a-new city and needed to find,P4all the

.wayt to look fon work.

C. Collect papers.oand-ute them as assessments and pre-test.

III. "Experience- Sharing " ..Discussion

A. Ask:

1. Has anyone ever had a job?

2. What was it?

3. -How dia you get i?:7

B. Write answers to number 3 on the board.

C. Encourage students to listen closely to each other's

experiences. The experiences will help them with the
.

next part of the le_

D. Instructor can contribute his/her own experiences if they

Will help with the next exercise. Ask: "How do you think

I got my job?"

182

blank papers
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eSSOw. Steps in Getting a Job \Unit V, LeSson 1

85-

4111111161mon.

11)1 re einiowsAen. Materfals
I ._ Steps in Getting a Job--Exercise

A. Options: .

(Choice should depend on what teacher anticipates to be the\

most successful structure for that day.)

1. Each student work on their packets. separately.

OR

2. Break class up into pairs or groups of no more than

OR

3. Do the exercise as a class.

.OR

4. Let the class vote on the above 3 options.

OR

5. , Play the family Feud Game Unit 1 lesson 1,

Notes for Teachers.

B.. Pass out student worksheet, _Now to Get that Job ". No

matter how the group.isbrok,en up,each student should.-

irite the steps on tiS/her sheet.

1. If the. class is in small groups, encourage them to

.choose a presenter'who can present their steps to the

rest of the class when they have completed the

exercise.

When most of the studehts have completed the exercise,

share the ideas as a class.

1. Use the 5 Step Decision Making Model to help solve

the problem of getting a job.

2. Encourage suggestions, criticism, evaluations as to

whether br not the plans will work.

103

Family Feud Game,

Unit 1, lesson 1,

Notes for Teachers.

Student Worksheet:

"How to Get That

Job"

5 Step.,Decision7

Making Model



essow ;
Steps in Getagg0 ,JLDitllkmLaSSCI;I1nftm.s.ws

0:trtc:H0.*.\S

IV....Steps :(cont.)

C. 3. There. are. many possible plans.,

examples of. first steps;

a. Meet with a joll counselor in a school or' employment

center,

b.. Look in the phone_ book_ and call all the fast food.

restaurants.

The following are

aterial.S

c. Look. through. the.. newspaper want ads,

d. Walk. around to restaurants if the. city/town is small

enough..

. Try to find out how your

and follow it up,

Contact your frinds who

worked in restaurants,

V. Eval uate Cl ass

fri'-nd. got hts/her .informatto

ate. working in or have.

o



How to Get That Job.

A ,
rtand has just told ,you that one. of 'the. local 1:,$:t food restaurants

needs part-time help. She is not s`ure. which one. it i's, A few friAnds of

yours have worked i,n fast foOd places and have said that they were okay,

You really want that job.. What should you do?

**List the steps you must go through to get the. job,**

aAdoleScent Issues Project 1982,
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412)*e-GI5I 01AS ki4i01,AIL V\10h. -Unit V, Lesson 2

_t Practicing the Steps -- Phone Call Role Plays

goals 1: To learn."helpful hints" for making Job Hunt'Phone Calls.

2. To practice Job Hunt Phone Calls
..

Direci-ions MaterfaIS

I. Introduce Lesson

Today-we-will-prattice ski-11S that are different than the

others that we've praCticed... We are going to practice

making. job-hunting phone calls.

II. Phone Calls

A. Pass out Student Worksheet, "Fabulous Phone Calls" and

B. Instructor reads the"Fabulous Phone Calls" Sheet.
C

C. Pass out "Phone Call Practice"
6.1?

1. Instructor facilitates discussion of Introductory

questions.

2. Explain that this exercise will help us practice what

to say .on the phone to an employer.

3. Use phone prop 'if possible.

4. Ask for volunteers to play "You".

Instructor read manager the, firstofew times.

5. Role play phone calls as,many times as the group

desires.

Feel free to improvise the manager questions as well

and let students take both parts when they have a

sense of the role

III. Interview Role Plays (if time),

If time, ad-lib intervip role plays

IV. Papers -- Put. in n.

V. Evaluate Class.

OAdolespen

Telephone Props (as

realistic as ,possible-

You can borrow phones

from the Phone. Company)

Student WorkSheets--

"FabulousPhone Calls"and

"Work Details"

Student Worksheet7-,

'Phone Call Practice"

cic 19



Fabulous Phone Calls

Introduction

You can* find out. a lot of information over the phone. And the person

you are talking to can find out'a lot about you. It helpsto practice

phone calls so that you can feel more_confident_wfien-you-make-them.

Try This:
1;

,

You have heard that there may be job openings at your local supermarket.

You know which. one it is, but. you do not know the phone number there: You

want to call thereto find out if they really do havkopenings: How shauNld

yob go about this?

Here are some ideas:

1. It is important to practice what it is you would like to say. It helps

to vactice this with other people.

2. This phone call has 2 puiToses:

*To find out inft^mation.

-*To-Make\a-good impression.
/ -

3. Use the "Work Detail" beet to help you figure out what you want to ask.

/, »

/
4. Practice answering the questions in the "Phone Call Practice" Sheet.

It helps to have'someone read the part of the employer And make lip

answers,

5,. Find out the telephone number ',..- how will you do thia?

6. Try to us.e a phone where it is pot too noisy,

7. Make your call,

0 Adolescent rssues Project-719g2 .\



\

, , .

i

These are some questions you May.wantto.ask. an .emplOyer:
/ 1

. . ./ /

may help you decide whether or not!,tO take ajOb.
._,

-
-.-- 7----

JOB.:

Theja savers

' I

1. What kinds of jobs are available?

' 2 . What kinds of things WOUld I
\

be doing
.1

3.Do. you provide train,ing for this j

I \

TIME:

1. What days and hours would yoU

MONEY:

. 1. How much A s 'the wage?

CONDITIONS:

I

.

1. .Whereare.you.located?

1 .
-.: Address:

I

.301131...1,111M1-116.".LIIP71.1Aa^

.

I?)
4 ,

Addle cent -Issues''Project 082
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PHONE CALL PRACTICE

on the phone?

What'is a "good impression"?

/

/ /

List-your ideas about what makes a 'g'ood Impression:

/

re

Practice: FINDING-OUT INFORMATION and MAKING 'A GOOD IMPRESSION i

goy

phone /interview. He e is a sample script. You fil, l it in

/
I

.

1*** Ding -1 i ng-a1 i ng*******,*****, Di ng-a.g ng-a4ing"

/
Manager: -.Hello. Sma Food Supermarket, 'Mana,ger speaking,:

.

\

,;



You: !,

Manager;': If yesH-what kind of job.' di

You:

Manager: 1.1.11Hne! of work did you d

/
You:,/

Manager: D

You:



Manager: Well, if you have no more questions, why don't you come by before

5:00'today and fill out an application.

You:

Manager: I'll see you later.

You:

.

O

0 Adolescent Issues Project 1982
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88,

Decisions About Wor

unit:
ti

Feesohal dcrici and Warri-ads

foals

cur)

1. To help students be able to write upon request.

information relevant to the job .hunt

2. To help students retrieve necessary information from'
.

job want ads.

lessons::

* *

1. Personal Data

2. Job Hunting Vocabulary and Using Want Ads

* * * * * * * * * *

The assessments for this unit are fn lessons 1 and 2. The exercises

in both lessons will tell,you how much practice the students need to master

these skills. The resources refer to workbooks which address these skills.

Adolescent Issues Project 1982 1_ 9 3



Decisions About Work um't#4, VI--Personal Data and Want

;kill area essoh resources comments
Filling out personal data

forms.

.Finding out information

about jobs from want ads,

phone calls, and inter-

views,

Getting a Jobby Florence.

Randall, Fearon Pitman

Publishers, Inc., 6 Davis

Drive, Belmont, CA 94002

9

Getting a Job (see above)

Reading Want Ads by

Benjamin Pitch, Mafex

Associatiates, Inc

90 Cherry St Johnstown,

PA 15907

Provides a range of sample appl

forms, practice with want ads a.

related vocabulary, and descrir

of a range ofjobs.

Pictures attempt tube non-sexi

but .ten&Moreoften.,toWard trac

al sex roles.

Very: basic facts and practice

students reading on lower eleME

levels,.

*Using the Want Ads by

Wing.Jew,. Janus Book

Publisher

Job. Interviews, Follett

Coping Skills

This workbook offers practice it

ing and gettihg.relevant .inform

from `a job' interview ancimaking
impretsicon. ShoUld be .used for

Adolescent Issues Project 1982
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cisi orks POz,oca WarK

e...ss 0 in, Personal- Data and 'Using 'Want Ads

Unit Vf; Lesson

Oa is 1,
To help students be able: o write 140on request information

-
relevant 6..job hunting.

DIrec-HoKs IsilaterictiS

Personal Data

A. This is an introduction to Writing out personal informa-

tion cards and/or applications. Look at this as an

assessment of, familiarity with terms, knowledge in ach

area and how longs li takes for student to complet,

b.

On index .card..Instruct stude

name, address,, phone:Wherg-t

school name; address, phone

preVious employment

at least one, reference

at'least 2 skills

at'least 2 interests-

is to write their:

ey can be reached,

n, ber

. Olitional--Use the "Practice for Index " Sheet

ndex cards

for more structure.
Student- wor ksheet

"Practice for Index'
. ,

For those who finiSh card: Introduction to Applications AppliCatioW
1. .Pass Out simple applications

2. eExplain that students should write out the applica-.

tions as if they were applying for one of the:jobs

they listed in their folders, or for .another job of

interest to them.

Collect all cards and applications.

A. Keep the cards and applications
0

as a record for -J Program Manual-.-.

assessment and pre-test.
Assessments

a

Oc AdolescentIssups PrOject 1982 136
-



,soiett Personal Data'. and Using Want Ads !Wit VT,....LaSSALL1.

Otrec-HoKs MaterCcaS.

Try to meet witf :. tutors; and teachers. to explain OfeA4-

wh.i.cri. students need to practice, This leAson proytde,s oine

importani' goal s for written. 1 anguage development,

4.44

,Encourage. cPntiAued practotce .and aemori.zatton Qf pe.rscmal

data

-0
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NAME (please print)

ADDRESS

4
CITY

APPLICATION EmatiKFOR EMPLO MENT

DATF

Last First Middle

No. Street . ;

STATE 7IP CODF TELEPHONE NO

SEX: Ci Male Ci Female AGF BIRTH DATE

HEIGHT It -In WEIGHT lbs. MARRIED? NUMBER OF CHILDREN

SOCIAL SECURITY NO

FATHER LIVI44G? AGF OCCUPATION

19

MOTHER LIVING? AGE - OCCUPATION

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

Name of school

. .

Years attended
troin to . .

Last grade
completed

EleMentary School.

Junior High School

High or Vocational School

WORK EXPERIENCE

Name and Address of Employer Kind of work Dates . Reason for leaving

Name

PERSONAL REFERENCES

.Address Occupation
0*

Signature of Applicant

.11*, .41,1. 00.r 6.1.1 a.... ..........0

1- " jr;t:54:nsf..21.%

200



APPLYING FOR A SOCIAL' SECURITY NUMBER

When yotiapPly for a Social Security number, ynu have to:fill out a white card.ABelOw is the informa7
tion you Will' be asked to put on theicard. Even if_you already have your SoCial Secdrity number, put the
information that.IS \asked for. in:the empty, spaces Print all the informnion. except. your .signature: If you
don't know the information that is nsked for in any item; write "Unknown."

,1

Mot FULL NAME
YOU WILL USE IN WORK
OR BUSINESS

Vita Noma! (Middle Nome of InitiolZif non.; draw . (Last Nam)

2
Pint FULL
NAME GIVEN

YOU AT BIRTH

PLACE
OF..
BIRTH

City) '(County if kno-wn) (Stotil

11MOTHER'S FULL NAME AT HER BIRTH (Her-maiden name)

.4 .

FATHER'S FULL NAME fltogordless of whetter living or dead!

YOUR (Month) (Dor) (toad
DATE OF
BIRTH

YOUR PRESENT AGE
/Ago on lost birthday)

YOUR SEX
(MALE FEMALE ,

AOUR'CTOELOR

NEGROGRARO OTHE R

0
HAVE YOU EKER BEFORE APPLIED DON'T II."YES" Print STATE in which you applied and DATE woo oppli.d mad SOCIAL SECURITY NUNIER a lament
FOR OR HAD A.50CIAL NO KNOW YES
RAILROAD;OR tAX ACCOUNT NUMBER?

11
YOUR
MAILING
ADDRESS

INumbie and Street, Apt. No., P.O. Box, or Rural Router (City/ . (Zip Code/

TODAY'S DATE

12

ONE NUMBER

13,

1.4
Sign YOUR NAME HERE (Do Not Print)



Date

_ 4._

Personal

Name. but

ApPLICATION'FOR EMPLOYMENT

f. (Please Print)

Job(i) Applied for:

First Middle
Telephone

Address
. Number

Social Security Number

Street at/ 7.1P

Education

School .Attended
Name

- Circle Last Year Completed: 1 2 3 4 5 ,6 7 8 4' 15 .16 .

Address
- .. _

9 10 11 12 13 1

__
Special Training/Skills/Licenses:

Experience

List your eRtployers, starting witgrthe last one first.

Period Employed Name and Address \
. \I..)

Job
.

Salary. rjr

From:
ro:

1
..

.

From:
ro:

3

.

From:
ro:

_

Health

Do you have Ohysical condition that maylirrilt your ability to perform the job_for which you are
. .

:applying? If-you ,answered "yes:' explain.

N
5

References

Do not Ott relatives or former employers.

Name 9 1 r

00

Address o Occupation Years Known

a.

Applicant's Signature

Janus Job Interview Kit. Copyright ©1976 by Janus Book Publishers. All rights reserved,



6

UNION CHEMICAL COMPANY

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PLEASE PRINT

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT'

Name

Date

Address'

FIRST MIDDLE ." LAST

NUMBER

Phone

STREET CITY ;,STATE

Social Security No. Draft Status

Hove you ever been.employed by us before? Yes No (Check One)

Male or Female (Check One) Age Height Weight

Date of. Birth Place of Birth

Month Day Year City State

5*
;..

Work Permit Number (if under 18)

Married? Yes No . (Check' One) No. of Children Other Dependents

..Citizen? Yes No (Check One).

Fathees Noma,

Is he living? El-Yes 0 No _.(Check One)

lskithees Name

Is she living? El Yes No (Check One)_

6,0)
Please complete reverse side of form also.



Sample Job Application FormForm 2

PART ONE

NAME

PERSONAL INFORMATICN

2 TELEPHONE

3. ADDRESS __-1.-- _.... CITY STATE ZIP

4. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER S DATE OF BIRTH

6. MARITAL STATUS 7 NUMBER OF CHILDREN 8 NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS

PART TWO EDUCATION

NAME OF SCHOOL ADDRESS

ELEMENTARY

JRTHIGH

HIGH SCHOOL

VOCATIONAL

BUSINESS OR
TRADE SCHOOL

COLLEGE

OTHER (Special
courses, military

-training, and so on)

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

DATES DID YOU
from to GRADUATE?

PART THREE REFERENCES

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

2.

3

..- PART FOUR JOB EXPERIENCE

NAME OF COMPANY ADDRESS

2.

3.

4.

PART FIVE HOBBIES AND OTHER INTERESTS

WORK YOU DID

OCCUPATION

DATES SALARY
from to

C.+

204 49
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Deptol --=
Labor and Industries

SAMPLE WORKING PAPERS

FORM PROMISE OF EMPLOYMENT

CHILDREN 14 TO 16 YEARS OF AGE

(G. L. ITER. ED.) C. 149. S. B7. AS AMENDED) 1

NUMBER

_NAME OF. CHILD _

EMPLOYER, FIRM NAME

'SPECIFIC NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT

BUSINESS ADDRESS

NUMBER OF HOURS PER OAY CHILD IS TO BE 'EMFLOYED. MUST NOT EXCEED 8 A DAY OR
WEEK. TIME SPENT IN CONTINUATION. SCHOOL MUST BE COUNTED AS TIME ACTUALLY WORKED.

. THE UNDERSIGNED AGREES TO EMPLOY THIS CHILD AS STATED ABOVE (AND IN COMPLIANCE..,. WITH

THE LAW).

SIGNED OATF

EMPLOYER OR AUTHORIZED AGENT_ _

.

FORM
SCHOOL RECORD CAWrincamrs Human ,

RIEGUIRED FOR CHILDREN 14.111_,YEARS OF AGE
Ey--=--Aponerome46114.14.../avNeN- y--critywtmayL--

. . O. L,. TER. CO. C. MIS. IL 87
NAME OF CHILD DATE OP NORTH

111111108.114CE or CHILD

LOCATION OF SCHOOL CITY OR TOWNSCHOOL NOW REGULARLY ATTENDED

YEARS . I STUDIES PURSUED IN COMPLETION THEREOF.LAST

_ . .

NUMBER OF WEIRD IN ATTENDANCE DURING
TWELVE MONTHS NEXT PRECEDING. THE'

GATE OP APPLICATION FOR THIS RECORD
DATE . OF
CATION FOR THIS
RECORD

HUMMER OP OATS OP ATTENDANCE AFTER
BECOMING IS TICANITOIT AGE'
1AT LEAST ITO OATS ARE REQUIRED ST LAWS .'

MANE or PARENT, GUARDIAN, CUSTODIAN. NUT ADULT MIND

THE FOREGOING DATA ARE IN ACC OROANCE-WITH THE FACTS AS SHOWN ON THE RECORDS OF 71418 SCHOOL

PRINCIPAL OR
maNto) TEACHER IN CHAADC
(SU 41.10 G. L., Tan. to. C. 149. S. S

}THIS SCI4001. RECORD MUST NOT IC ISSUED OR ACCEPTED UKASES TIM CHILD NNNNN MINION CAN MEET 711a
allowNNNNNNN FOR COMPLETION 01 THE STN GLADE OF THE FURLIC SCHOOLS OF THE CITY OR. TOWN IN WHICH
NE OR SHE names G. L., TIC CD. C TS. S. I, - .,( °VCR)



aecisioKs About Wavle-.

e.ss o Kt'

Unit VI, Lesson 2

Job Hunt Vocabulary and Using Want Ads

goals . To practice using "job hunting vocabilary"

. To practice reading' want ads'

Dire c+-1. °Ks

I. Introduce Lesson

. A. _Pass out student worksheet, "Good Ideas for Getting

Jobs"

B. Explain: We are going to practice some of these steps.

(You know what they say, "Practice makes perfett.")

C. Ask for a volunteer(s) to read the list-to class.

M ate r Ceti

student workSheet:

."Good Ideas for

-Job-Hunting-Vocabulary.

Getting Jobs"

A. Pass -out the 4 sheets (2 of vocabulary and abbreviations,

2 of exercise)- (Feel free to add more vocabulary words

or practice exercises:)

Read "Glossary for Successful Jdb-Huriting" together as

a class. Do'the vocabulary exercise sheet individually

sand correct as a group.

C. Read-"Abbreviations for-Job Hunting" together as acclass.

Do the abbrevfations,exercise individually and correct

as a group.

Want Ads

A. Pass out Student Worksheets "Want Ads; Bulletin Board

and 3 copies of "What-'.s In A Want Ad" to each -Student.

Ask. for a volunteer to .read the.first Want_ Ad out bud
. . .

(Delivery Perton).

-As- a-class-;-go-thr-cdglithe questions on "What'sin a

Want Ad" and answer them based on the first Want Ad.
.

D. Do the same for the next,tWo want ads

IV. Future Want Ad Pc-actice-,..

A. Try want ads from newspapers with the -'What's in 'a Want

Ad" sheet. If they, are too difficult, create easier ones

used in the previoUs exercise.
Eva] natp -thin Class

Adolescent Iseu---e Project 1 210

.student worksheets--

"Job.Hunt :Glossary"

"Abbreviations"

"Vocabulary Exercise"

"Abbreviations ExercfSe"

'student worksheets-

"WaritAdS, Bulletin,

.BoardS"i "What's in a

Want-Ad?" ---3-"For-eath

student.
)

Yemployment want ads froff,

newspapers..



GOOD IDEAS FOR GETTING JOBS

There are maRy different ways to get job. Some ways work-well for some

kinds of jobs. Others work better for other. jobs. It is best to be able,

to, try many different4ays tot .jOb.

Here are a few ideas. They are not in any special order. The more

, ideas you can try, the better chance you, have to get ,,a job. GOOD LUCK:'.:'.:'

2.7N

. Meet with. iota counselor in school or in-an. employMentmency.'

Look in phone boo for interesting places:. Call them to see if

there are zany openings.

Adolescent IssUeSLRrojed L-1982

No On to .next page.,
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3. Lookthrough the newspaper -want -ads.. Call, go, or write to the

'plates you are- interested' i

4. Walk around your neighborhhod (_town, city) -- ask around for openings.

, Ask your friends, family, neighbors, teachers ;classmates, old.

employers if they know of any openings, Follow these up by calling

or going to the places they suggest.-

Go to near -by schools or employment agencies. Ask if they have "job

boards" with listings of j b. openings.

Most of these ideas will require the following steps";

a. Making phone calls.

b. Fill ing_ out appl ,eications and/or writing down rsonal information;

name; date of birth, address, phone number, where you can be

reached, school name, school address,_reference.(teachers,'

counselors, principals, past employers), your interests, skills.

<5.

c . Interviews -- with .ajob counselor; a inanager, an employer

d. Getting plates on your:own -- using public transportation, walking,

biking, etc,

Adolescent Issues l?rojeCt 1982



Whole Word

Abbreviations for ,

Job Hunting

Abbreviation

between

assistant

bet.

assist., asst.

hour(s) hr. , (hrs. )

Monday Mon. , M

° Tuesday Tues.,

Wednesday Wed. ,

Thursday

Friday

54turday

Sunday

through--

male

female

'clock

experience

neca-sary

Thurs., Th

Fri., F

Sat., S .

Sun. Su

thru,--

5:00,

bec.

Adolescent Issues Project '-1982 213



I

.Job Hunting Vocabulary Exercises

Directions: Fill in the blanks. Use the ltst of_yocabulany-words

for help.

Which Word?

Per Within.

Wage. In person

Salary Contact

$3.00thr,

do

$25/week.

the. Manager



*Matching Exercise -- Job Hunt Abbreviations

Directions: Draw a line to match the word with its abbreviation:

. Monday a . exp.

2. between b. W

3. experience c. M

I. 'through d. asst.

i. Wednesday - e. Th

i. female f. hr.

hours

Thursday

. bet.

h. T

assistant i. f

10. Tuesday

Adolesceptjssues Project 1982



A.

\ :

\777*

The GOod FoOds Grocer, 19 Osborne St:

WANTED:

Delivery Person - to deliver

groceries by bicyold $2.50/hr. 4 hours,

4adays, Apply in person to Ralph at

Boston .

ri

V
Are you" reliable? Are you kind?,

,
Do you Ike kids? -Yes? Then you

our person! Bahysitter, 3 hours,

$2.00/hr. Call Mohammad

877-6592 after 5:00 1,Qekdays.

are

-

,N

CARE WASH ASSISTANT.

Must be fast and polite°

Apply betWeen .

at Shiny Chromes

11 Auto Ave., Motorville

No phone calls!

J.





HELPER

Make

cabinets.

3-5 M-F

$5.00/hr.

c Experience

needed

with.

tools

487-4921

DAY CARE WORKER

Like ,cbildren? Good

at games? Position

open with

Sunshine'Nursery

Call: Mrs. Robbins

222-0102

Mon -Fri - mornings

Pet store

Like animals? .

Afternoon, after-

school job availabl

M-F, 3-5 p.m.

Salary: $4 call:

.9992373

Must enjoy working

with animals and'be

responsible

J O B SHEET

.HOSPITAL WORKER.

Hours: 4-10 pm

Salary: $3.50/hour

Call :.Mr.: Joseph Saco

Mass. Gen.. Hosp.

'254-1001

Qual: No experience

needed.

yeslamew...e4,10.1110n.

PARK WORKER

Outdoor work 3 days

per week.

Salary: $3.00/hour

Noexperience needed

Call: Ms. Jeffers

495-1000

Call Monday morning

STOCK CLERK

Stop N'Shop

upermarket

in

Boston.

233 freMont St

444-2976

Mr. Rog(2.;s

Grocery Clerk

Hours 6-9

every night

except

Sunday

Salary

$3-5/hour

.CAR-MASH

Saturday; Sunday

1 -6:: p.m._

$3.50 per hour

No experience-needed

Call: Mr. Sellers

456-7890

DELIVERY FOR DRUGSTORE

Responsible, must have .a bike.

Work 3-5, Mon-Fri"

9-5 :Saturday

Salary: $3.00/hour

-Call Mr. Lee 969-1212

Pick one job. Fill out an application for the job.

Adolescent Issues Project 1982
218



WHAT'S IN A WANT AD?

Directions: Look at a want ad and answer these questions:

1. What poSition is needed?

2. %bat are the requirements for this position?

3. Do you qualifylor this position?

4. What must you do do to apply? (At what times?) -

5. Who is the person to contact?

. Address:

7. Telephone Number:

8. Latest date to apply?

9. (Optional) Wage or Salary?,

10. (Cptional)- Hours?

11. Do. you want to apply for-this.1,job?

Adolescent Issues PrOect 1982,





Pi.e-tei-ei.d.ris: About Worl

erpers' 0. ha ( Skit min

.9octis 1. To think about what employers are looking for
when they hire workers.

2. To practice interview skills

lessors:
. Employer Survey

. :EMPloyer Survey Follow-up

3. The Interview: An. Introduction

4. The Interview: ,Role play and Evaluation

5. Expectations

6. Work Expectations: Part I

7. Work Expectations: Part II

0, 221
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TeaCher$ Unit VII LESSONS

The assessment materials for the-Interpersonal Skillsjinit.consist

of questions about employee and employer characteristics, some matching

exercises,'and a dilemma between a boss and a'worker. pecause:the,lesson

addresses-social-skills;- pbSsible to conduct assessments of factual

information in-the same way that others may be conducted. Instead, the-

intent of f. assessment for this section,is to aid the teacher in discerning

students' abilities to take the perspective of the'employer and employee

and describe skills and attributes of ideal employers and employees. For
,

example, the final question of the assessment requires the student to list

both their positive ("skills") and negative attributes ("things I need help

with"). Examination of assessments will enable the teacher to gain a rough

impreSsion of changes in the students' interpersonal knowledge as it relates

to.employment situations.

Adoles cent



(Interpersonal Skills Assessment)

AS SESS MC NT

I.".John worksafter'school in a bakery. He is only.supposed to work10'hours

a week but his boss: keeps asking him at the last minute to work really late

on Fridays. Even_though_the-boss-pays-him for-his extra time John doesn't .

like being asked to work at the last minute. How can John deal with his boss?

Why would that be a good way?:

. What makes .a good boss? Please list fciUr things:

What makes a good worker? Please list four things:

1.

AdOletiCent ltsues Project



(.Interpersonal Skiils Assessment/2)

3. Match the word to::the definition:

1: Interview a. Boss talks with before hiring you

3. Application

4. Employer

5. Referral

b. Needs to be filled out before-getting

a job

. The boss

d. The worker,

e. Says thingS about you to help you get

a job

Name some things that you should NOT do during a job. interview:

Name'3 questions an employer might ask during an interview:



(Interpersonal Skills Assessment/3)

6. What things will you be looking for in. besides. money?

7. What do you think? TRUE or FALSE?

a. It is always better not to ask the boss quiestions

evenlwhen you are not sure what to do.

TRUE FALSE

It doesn't matter how you dress in, interviews

for jobs like construction or outside work. since

o know everything__

e. Good bosses tell their workers what they are doing

well and what they don',t do well

. What will you like as a worker? List some of your slillsandwhatyo

with:



De.c.siovts About Worts
IeSS Employer Survey

Unit VII,, Lesson 1

GO/.Cii.S

Dtreci-im5

To become more familiar with terminology of the interview process.

To practice taking the perspective of a'h other person (i.e: the
";Implayer

Materfais

Introduce Lesson

-A. Explain:

Whether or not a person ,gets a job is often determined

by their interview. How a person does in an interview

,often depends on what the interviews is looking for.

We can'fearn how to improve our interviews by thinking

about what employers look for in their workers. Today

we are going to look at an "Employer Survey" to learn

about what some employers are looking for.

II. Interview Vocabulary

A. Ask: What is a survey?' (answer: an examination of vale

95

ues or conditions. It is easier to explain, as the act

of "interviewing" many people as to their ideas, exper-

iences, etc., or as. a "p011" to find out opinions.)

Explain: There are other words that we will need to

ncw_in-order-to-do-thts-lesson.

Pass out Student WorNsheets, ."The Interview Worksheet"

and
/
.11Interview Vocabulary"

1. Discuss the meanings of the. words .at the top of the

. sheet entitled "J.nterview Vocabulary". /

2. Try to help students-come,to -the meanin4s themselves

by reflecting on their.own'experiences with the worc

" Adolescent Issues Project, 19.82

Student Worksheets:
"Interview Worksheets" and
"Interview Vocabulary"



erSSOrett Employer Survey
Unit' VII, Lesson 1

Di,re
II. Interview Vocabulary (cont.),

C. 3. If necessary, .use a dictionary.

4. Read the direCtions out loud. The fill-in exercise can

be done as a class o,individually. Go over answers as

a class.

Moteridts

III. Self-Reflection

Explain: Now we will try to answer some questions that use

these words.

Options: The questions on the "Interview Wonlesileet" should

be used to stimulate self-reflection and taking someone else's

perspective. They can be used in either of' the following ways

1. Volunteers read each question.' Afiew students give their

answers for each question. Try to elicit the thoughts of

each class member, Or,
,

Each student work on the sheet-separately by writing down

answers. The answers do not haVe to be in sentence form.
..

Utilize this mode only 'with-students whose thoughts will

not be hindered by writing.

-I-VT-Emisloyer Survey

A. Introduce the survey byexplaining that now we can learn more

about what some employers are looking for, and how.our ideas

differ from theirs.

B . Pass out the sheet entitled "What Employers Want"

C. Teacher read the ;2 paragraph's at the top of the page.. Some

° of the vocabulary is diffibult, so do not hesitate to read it

yourself , --if you- think-Nolunteers wi rhave

\

Student .Worksheet--,

"What EmployerS
ant"



Aloim for Teachers Unit VII, Lesson 1 ,

',LESSON: Employer Survey

Additional ActivitiN'

a. Interview employers

Students can learn a lot about eMployers, jobs, and interviewing skills

by interviewing employers. Tape recorders cameras, video tape equipment,

etc. increases the interest level'of the activity.

Possible products of the, activity can be'a booklet or school newsletter

of employer pictures and interviews, or a videotape. Parents can be

'involved as well -- as potenti'al.interviewees and people to receive

or view the finished product.

b Interview Workers

c17.

See above for ideas.



Interview Worksheet

. What would you want to accomplish at an interview (after you have

submitted an application ?)

. What kind, of. impression would you like to make on an employer?

What .would you like s/he to think of you after you. leave?

What would you like a reference person ta say about you?

4. What kinds of -improvements do you need to make? What kinds of things

in - yourself 86,..ou think you need _to work on?

What qualities would you want someone who is Work'ng for You to have?

Are those different qualities than you would want in a friend ?` -

I

F el ,

What kinds of qualities do you think an employer would look for?

What kind of person would,an employer like' to hire?



Interview Vocabulary

interview impression improvements

submitted employer qualities

application reference

'DIRECTIONS: Fill- i n the blanks using the words listed above.

1.- I would like to make a good

on the new student in our class.

I am s This is'one of my good

T;.e store owner asked me to put,my name sand address on this
.

. The students made some

skit; su that -it would be perfect.

. A perSon who runs a business is,_an-

44.

on their,

The_opinion someone gives about you to an employer is-an

WaitinTCo hear about the job because I

. my application last week.

8. Before you can hired, the employer will *want to sit down and7taik

with you in an-111
Adolescent Issues. Project 1982
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What Employers Want

A few years .ago, a group of people went to many employers and asked

theM questions. they-recorded all the answers they got and put them into a

report. This is called a survey: They asked the employers what they thought

uere the most important things a person should have to be successful on a
'7,

job. After much thought', the employers listed the following things they

thought made a good worker.

If you do not agree with some of thesequalities, talk about why.

These are things that employers are looking for

Personality -- Being honest, respectful, and concerned about other people.

Being'able to accept compliments and criticism. Listening to other

,people's points of view.

Enjoyment -- Enjoying the work you do, looking forward to coming-tO\wor

Initiative -- Wanting to learn how to do something better or more quickly.

Wanting to do a job well.

4. Awareness -- Keeping your eyes open to what's going on around .you.'

. Judgement -- Using tommon sense. Being able to make good decisions on

yOu'r own.:

.AdOles'Cent Issues: Project 1982



6. Getting along with other people' -- Remembering that we are all people.

Listening to directions, not arguing on job,.

7. Good health -- Taking:care of your body.

1

8. Good appearance and good manners -- Dressing neatly; speaking politely.

9.- Ambition -- Showing that you care about your future that you want to

get ahead.

10. Social and community responsibility -- Doing things to help make your;_

neighborhood and community a better place to be

Adolescent IssueS:..PrOject 11982
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Dectstohs . About Work-__ , _ Unit VII, Lesson 2

leSSOKt Employer Survey Follow-up ,

gs 1. To understand whit an employer is looking for in an employee through

discutsion and role -play.

Voy.,-42:1-iows

Introduce Lesson

A. Explaimthai today we are'going to try to use what we

learned from the employer, survey that we read last,

session-

. :-Review- employer survey..

1. Ask students to take Out the employer surveyi."What

Employers Want" fromtheir notebooks.

2. Ask: What can you remember about,whitthe :survey.-`

,

tells us? What kind of "personality" are employers

looking for? What kind.of appearance would they

like their workers to have; etd.?..

II. Employer Survey Activities

o

A. Introduce the activity sheet by explaining that many

things can be learned frOm the employer survey. In

order to make sure that what we have learned can really

help us, we are going to disCuss our ideas about the

survey and practice some of the suggestions.

Pass out the "Employer Survey Activity Sheet"

Ask.for volunteers to read each question.

D. ,Questions 1 2:. Encourage as much.discussion as possi-

ble for 1, 2.

235
:AA eITC C rnr4

Materfals

Student Worksheet --
"Employer Survey Activit
Sheet!"



o '0

'Cmployer Survey Activity Sheet

Did the employer survey tell you what all employers think?

2. Compare and discuss what you thought employers wanted with what the

survey says..

What are the differences and similarities?

Which parts do you agree with and which don't you agree with? WHY??

. By yourself, put a check next to those qualities on the survey sheet

that you think you have

If you checked at least five,then you should not have trouble_on your job.

***If you checked less than five, look to see which things \you would like

to improve. Talk to the job couhSelorat school. Set some goals for

,.

yourself,PraCticethese goals.

. 'Act out (role play) wTiat someone would be like if they were good at one

of the requirements.

Do the same thing for someone who wasn't .good t these things.

5. Role Play'or Discuss What kinds of things would make an employer mad?

Try this If you know someone who is an employer or a manager of

workers, ask her/him what kinds of things they look for in their employees.

Adolescent Issues Project 1982



If you think you don't know any employers, her^e are some ideas:

Ask someone in your school, or in a neighborhood store, to introduce

you to an''emplpyer. Do you know anybody who has.a job? As them if

they :have an eMployer. jf.theY do, maybe you-can.ask.her/him some

Adolescent Issues.Troject: 1982
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aecisi arts kaout Work- Unit' -VII, Lesson 3

1.e..SIS4,1e0 The Inneview:. An IntrOduction

1. To determine the criteria for a good interview by evaluating
0(14t):US t a role play.

_.....Taptactisiinterview skills.

Direci-iows Materials

.Today we are going to practice "how-to act" during a job

interview in order to better your chances of getting a jo.b

We are going to use some of the ideas we-learned about

from :the employer sqrvey.

Determine the Criter44 (Evaluating an' Interview)

A. Instructor introduce this exercise .by telling students

to watch and listen carefully to the folldwing role

play -- try to pick out good and bad thing'i about it

Ask for another instructor or a student to play an.

employee.

. Teacher role play, a "poor" interview.

1. Exaggerate poor behaviorsie.g., chewing gum,

slurring language, talking too, much, not

listening, sitting slouched.

Ask students the following queitions and record'

answers on blackboard:

Was this a good interview? -Would I g

2. Try to think about each behavior that could have

been improved. What shouldn't I have done? List

these under the heading "Don't".

List positive 'feedback under. "Do".
. /



lessow. The Interview: AN Introduction Unit VII, Lesson 3 102

tre clic)As ate r ais

O. (cont.)

4. Try to elicit criteria by asking:

a. Is it impressive to chew gum?

b. Was I listening carefully?

c. Did I care about my appearance?

d. Was I respectful?

E. Explain. Now we are going to make up a list of what TO DO in

an interview, based on your comments. This is very important

becduie it helps,teach about alternativeS.

1. We will print your "criteria

ways refer to them.

ipaper so that we can.a

Label the paper "Good Interview Criteria" "Do' " or any

variation. Try to change the "don ts" to "d ' " if

possible), e.g. don't slouch = sit straight.

. It is not necessary to list all possible criteria. Future

lessons will generate more.

III. Role. Plays

A. If possible split the clase into 2 groups with one adult each

so that more students have time to role play.

Students or teacher may play the interviewer.

Notes to the,_

TeaCher

Poster board, or
large construction:
paper and marker.

1. If you need more structure,'use the "Intriguing Interviews" Student Worksheet-
"Intriguing

VieWs"worksheet.

. -Students may role play "good" or "bad" interviews.

1. Record those' who role play and whether they chose "good"

or "bad".



ytitsboit The Interview: An ntroduction Unit VII, Lesson 3

Directiovt.s

. Make sure that every student has a. chance to role plaS,

a "good" interview in another session if the time runs

out.

Students may:chobse which job they are applying for.

These interviews are wonderful on-videotape, if equipment

is available.

-IV. Evaluations -- Peer Feedback

A. After each role play, refer to the list of criteria printed-

on.the Pa Per to determine the success of the' interview.

. Read each criteria out loud and ask whether the student

fulfilled it

. Make sure that there is positive feedback for those who

attempt positive role 'plays.

. Always ask for positive suggestions what could you (or s /he
--

do to improve your role play?-

.Evaluate Class,

24u
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Teachers L SSON: The.interview An
intrOductionUnit VII Lesson 3

I. .Determining the Criteria

It is important that the students go through the proCess of.determining the

criteria for a successful interview. The process will help them to understand

the rationale for the criteria and to feel more invested in trying to meet

those criteria.

-It is difficult to learn from a list: The experience of creating a list as

group will be more educational in'the long run.

It may be easier to generate the list by thinking of "what not to do " .based

n the instructor's presentation of a "poor" role play. Ask the students if

hey can change the list of "don'ts to do's". Some of them will be hard to, change,

e.g% ."Don't eat or chew gum. But positive alternatives to "failure behaviors"
°-

ortarit to talk about and practice, even though they ace difficult to/learn,

I. Use_hUmor_ to alleviate anxiety

This leon may aroUs3anxiety for students who lack confidence in their interview- /.;

in skills. We\reConmend ligkening up the' lessons with humor particularly by

playing up the "po r" interview behavior. Bothstudents and teacher, should get

I\
a chance to exaggerate_the-"poor" interview.

III. Peer groups and constructive feedback -- Evaluating Role Plays

Many activities in this curriculum, especially role-play, and the Five-Steps,

r.

may be new to students. Each f these\activities fnvolves evalUating behavior,

opinions, values and_skills -- one's own as well as others In general, the

teacher's role is to facilitate constructive feedback' -- by establishing safe limits,

modeling positive criticism and support, and helping students come to a successful

end of the session.

The role-play activities Provide a useful illustration for guidelines to

facilitating constructive peer feedback.

.

i
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1LESSON:
Interviewiny5i

rodUction

'Try to includethree.components in peer evaluation o

a. evaluation (what was performed Well?);

role- plays:

b. recommendations (what would.YOU.change next time? and

summary.

Provideia model for constructive feedback. Mist students have exPerienced

feedback as equivalent to grades; criticism as equivalent to blame or rejection.

Positive peer feedback changes the evalution process fromHone 'of ranking (where

some win and some lose), to one of group-learning. This it a difficult change,

a convincing teacher model.

Ficilitate peer feedback by setting liMits and anticipating problems;

Be aware of feedback that is.irrelev'ant, destructive, or lacking recommendations

for improvement. Help students take responsibility for the feedback.theyi give

AdolesdentAssuesjirOjett.



intriguing Interviews

\ E : Hello Have a sea . W at: is your na e'

'You:

E: SOYou: e Interested in a job here,. What are4ou'lookiog for?

Your. 1

-Have you ever had a job before? (If you have had a,job, answer

the owing :

What-job/s have you had?

What. did yoU_do?

Did you.enjoy

What was the name of your, supervi sor?

IDd yOu and s/he get long?

Did you 'have: any problems?



You:

What kinds of skills do you\have?

You:

E: Mow many hours per Week' would you like to work?

You:

.E: What 'days and hours would You like to work? .'

You:

E: DO you have:any questions?

You:

: Would you please fill this out with your name, address, phone contact,

schoolname, address, and reference. Take your time and let me know

iiihen you're done.'

You:

E: Thank you 1 will be in touch.

You:

Questions to ask'youi"self:',

'How do you you -:did?
u

Did-theeMploYtjrthink You would be 'ood worker ?-

Did. yob find all-the-information you wanted .to? If no, `what

- °

would you like to know?

!

AdoleScent Issues' Projec
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Unit yI1)\, LessonlieCiS101A.S. AbotAt Worts

less 0 PO The Interview: :More Role-Plays and Evaluations
I

11010

1. To practice and evaluate interview skills.

are ov\S Mat.eriats
I. Lesson Inoduction

The next 2 lessons are continuations of the role play

process. If possible, use them both in this sequence

If not, utilize that Which will best help your students

to achieve good interview sk.:11s. .

II. Continuation.of role-play process from'previous lesson.

A. Each student role-plays "good" or "bad" interviews, but

each .student should get-at least one chance to play

, :.

a "good" interview.

B. It might be helpful to specify the job for whicnthe

student is applying to make the activity more realistic

Role-play cards can be used to specify the character.

(5ee\sample).

She 'General Questions for Job Interview Role-Play" for

suggested questions to be asked by .the\interviewer.

D. See the Student Worksheet entitled "Work\Details"

to help interviewees structure their questions for

\interviekr. ,

I.

E. Students evaluate each othi.:x according' to .the Class' List., of criteria from
.

. / . Unit VII, Lesso '3 Program
criteria determined In ',Nit VII; Lesson 3. ,

/
Manual Introdu ion7-

"Peer Group Construc-
1. Remember to encourage positive feedback.). _ tive Criticism:

2, Try to help students come up viithre criteria

as they evaluate role-plays. Add these to the list 1

/ . I\
i

the.

7.
Sample Role-Play- Cards.

. '

General Questions for Job'
Interview Role-Play

Student Worksheet
"Work Details"
(Unit V, Leston 2)

.

Adolescent Issues Project 1982 245



esSOKt The Irterview: MOre Role-Plays and Evaluation -unit VII', Lesson

Di re c+-i ons Materfalg---,

II.. "F. Students may play interviewers, y'well as adding more

characters ,,to the role-play,/ e.g. the secretary or

receptionist who admits the interviewee.

III. Evaluate the Class



Sample Role-Play Card.

Job Descriv6on

Collects-admission tickets at movies and other events. Examines tickets

and passes to make sure they are correct. Turns away people without correct

tickets or passes. May tear tickets or passes, giving stubs to patrons. May

direct patrons to -their seating areas. May count and record the number of

tickets and passes collected. Good eyesight and well-groomed appearance''

required. May work evenings, weekends, or an irregular schedule. Training

is given on the job.

Interview Situation

You are thessistant Manager of Stadium -and Theater Enterprises. You

ran .an ad in Yesterday's'.0aperfor ticket takers, Thi morning there are a

few dOzePplicants outside your office doorit Memorial iadium. The job

\ pays $2.90 an hour. Ticket takers put in anywhere from 20.,t hours a week

\at thestadium and one orMofe--"Of-yourtheaterS.You areinterviewfh in a box
. .

in the,stadium.



General Questions for Job Interview Role-Play

I. Personal Information.

A. How,o14 are you?

B. Where do you live? How can I contact you?

C. Do you have ,a Social Security Number?

II. Work Historj

A. Which job are.you applying for?

B. What made you interested in this job?

C. How many hours do you want to work:

D. Have you ever had a job like this before?

E. -Have you ever worked before? Where was that?

F. How did you like your previous job? Why did you leave it?

G. Can I call for a reference.?

H. Did you have any problems with your employer? Co-wore:

III. School Historz ,

A. Are you in school now?

B. What grade, are 'you 10

C. What is your favorite 'Subjectt:

b... How is your attendance? ,Do you get to school on time?.

E. Anyone t can call at school for a reference?

IV. Personal Interests and. Wrap-up-

A. What do you like to do in your spare time?

/B. Any questions you want to 'ask Yo,e?

C. When can you start working if I hire you?

D. Where can I get in touch with you?

V. Specific Job Questions

VI. Do you have any questions?.

0 Adolescent issues Project 1962
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Decisioys About Woric

le_ ss 0 tet Expectations

Unit VII, Lesson 5

1. To explore one's expectations/and the reasons for those expectatiol

ota0Ct-Isr, 2. To look at the various ways in which expectations can be both
helpful and harmful.

Detre cliows MaterfalS
I. Introduce Lesson

This lesson should be seen as a way to help students focus

4
on expectations about work, by introducing them to the

concept of expectations. Feel free to shorten the lesson

by leaving out some ofthe case studiesi

A. Explain: Our expectations (what we think will or will

not-happen) can often influence whether we will

succeed or fail at something. Today we are going to do

two things. ,First we'll look at some of our Personal

Expectations and then we'll try to find out whether

expectations can be harmful or'helpful or maybe even

both.

II. Personal Expectations

A. Discuss the meaning of the phrase personal expectations

Ask: What does the word expectation mean? (answer:

something expected or something that one thinks is

likely to happen. It is easier to explain by giving

specific examples. For,instance, when it is hot-`gout,

Pexpect to perspire, or when I tell my friend a secret

I expect her/him not to tell anyone else).-

O.
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eSSOK; Expectations Unit VII, esson 5
109

Directions
III. Exploring the concept, Personal Expectations

A. Explain: We often have expectations. Let's take a few

minutes to find out what some' of our expectations are for

friendship, school and the future.

Handout worksheet: Indicate to students that there are no

right or wrong answers. Their answers will reflect their

unique personalities. The, choices presented here are -just

examples. If students expect something else or if they

don't know what they expect, they can write in their answer

Under "other".

. Discussion:

1. Pick one or two of the first three questions and ask

students:to share their answers (their expectations)

with the other students.

2. Write a-summary of their answers on the board in a

Column labelled "Expectations". As `a group, have

students help each.. other figure out the reasons for

their expectations. Write their reasons in a column

next to .their expectations.

3. Pick out one of the last 2 questions and ask student's

how.these qUestions are different: (Hirt:. These

things have probably never:happened.to these students

before)..

Materict1.5

Student Worksheet:
"What are your
Personal Expec-
tations?"



essov1 E4ectations

rr
Unit V.II,, Lesson

110

Dire ci-ioK.s Materials

. ASk: How-can we have expeCtations for'thit t have

never happened to us before?

Have students make another list of reasons for this second

-set of expectations. This list will probably be based less

on students pm experience and.more on what students have

heard and seen:

,L11-How-do our expectations affect us?.

A. Explairi: 14e-have'seenthat we have eXOeCtations for.thing we

have\done. before and even for things we, have never dohe. Now,

we will look'at whether our exiiectationS help us or get in our

way.

Ask: Do any of these statements sound familiar to_studehts?

"I've always beep'bad at and I never. expect to be

any 'good."

"I've always been really good at and I alWays-expect

to be."

C. Hand outworksheet: Divide the class into lroups of 3 and ask Student WOrksheetH
"pcpectations: Are
They Harmful Or:.,
Helpful?"

each group of students to read'one

3 questions:

1. What does the person in the story expect? What is her/his

'expectation?

2. .What is thereason for'her/his'exp'eCtatiOn?

Were this person's' expectations harmful,or-helliful?

of the situations.and.aniWer



iii

ssoK: Expectations drift VII, Lesson

Dire cHows MatericaS
D. Discussion:

Prepare-by writing 4 column headings on the board entitled

"ExPectatioW,"Reason(s) fOr ExpettatiOns", "Helpful

Expectations" and "Harmful Expectations."

2. Ask a representative(s) from each group-to read their

situation to the class (optional, depending on students'

reading abilities), and answer the 3 questions: Write

students'- answers.on the board.

3. Continue until-all the groups have disCbSsed their

Around My Way

1. .Ask students to,share expeHenCes when they or someone: 1

else they-knew had an expectation that turned out

Or wrong,

Summarizer We all have personal expettations. We've- also seen how

our personal.expectations can be helpful and harmful:_

VI. Supplementary Activity

Explain Let's look at how expectations can influence a.

worker's behavior and-perhaps even her/his job..

B. Handout worksheet

C. Refer. to IV C and D for a description Of procedure.

Evaluate. class

See "Notes:for'
Teechert""for.
additional discus
sion questions.

Student Worksheet:
"Expectations: Do\
they\affect these
workers?"



Discussion Guide for

Expectations: Are They Harmful or Helpful?

1. Does Tony's expectation make it harder or easier for him to go to
the dentist?

2. What would happen if Tony changed his expectations? (Hint:

a cavity because I've been taking care of my teeth.)

MICHAEL:

I. Why is Michael's expectaiion so helpful to him?

2.--Why-is Michael so Self-confident?

RANDY:

may not have

1: Have you ever been..fl t doWn" by.a friend? How did you feel ?.

What did you do.?

If you were Sharcn, would you thinkilandy'S reaction was fair?.

'Does Randy's expectation help her.with.her friendship?

JUANITA:

1. Why is Juanita confused?

Lit

''2. Have yoU ever:thought you.couldn t do something and been able to 'do it
once. you tried?

Have yOU'eVer 'not tried something beCause.YOu:.thought you couldn't
do it?

SUMMARY QUESTIONS:

1. How do we find out'if our expectations are, true?
_what_really:happens).

(Answer: We check out

. What.are some waysWe can test out or expectations? (Hint:. trying
something out, talking to'other-pepple,..etc:).

AdolescentAssues:,Projett: :19432-'.
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WHAT ARE YOUR PERSONAL-EXPECTATIONS?

When :I tell someone a,secret, -I expect that-person t OP"
a. only tell `,their good filends

.

b: not to tell\anyone

c. to tell everyone. W friends don't

know how to keepecrets.'-'

d. other

. When I haiie an easy \test at -School, -expect to
a. flunk

-b. get an "A"

C. do we

d. other

When I listen to the rac* I expect: to....

a. enjoy myself..: I love music

b. be bored.: MUsic puts. me tcYsleep.

c: deperids on my mood. Sometimes I like listening

to music and sometimes I don't

d., other

When I finish high school, I expect o....

a. hang around for a few years

b. get a job

c. .go to school

d. other

When I ' m o l d enough to buy a car,Iexpect to...
a. buy-Atorand new oneas'soon as I have the money

). do nothing. Irdonitwanta car'.

c. buy a used one - just -good enough. to get 'around in

. Other

Adolescent Ise as_emie4--
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A\

EXPECTATIONS: ARE THEY'HARMFUL OR HELPFUL?

Tony:.

Tony has to go to the dentist tomorrow and he doesn't Want to Every time

he goes he has a cavity. Every time ihe has a cavity the dentist has to put

in a filling and every time the dentist puts in a filling\he has to drill....

And drilling means pain!!! Tony gets- so nervous-the-night before his appoint

ment that he can't think of anything else. Tony knows what to expect from

the dentist:'.

lichael:

c.

Michael has always been a good dancer and he's very selfconfident about

his 'ability. He practices hard every day and !las been improving a lot

lately. There's a' dance competition next week and Michael is going to be

in it He's nervous and he doesn't know' whether he'll win, but he expects'

to try his best.

Randy:

Randy has beenexpecting to go to, the 6ovies with her friend Sharon all

week. They made plans last Saturday. Randy had even turned down some plans

with another friend, so that she could go with Sharon. But now her plans

are all [off. Sharon can't go.. When Sharon called she explained that her

mother was sick and that she is going to have to help at home tonight. /As far

as Randy is ccincerned, that's a poor excuse. She's'angrY and disappointed

and at this point, onsiderS her friendship with Sharon-over. You-caniit even
expect your friends to come through:

Adolescent IssuesProject- 1982-
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EXPECTATIONS: BARE 11HEY HARMFUL

I. OR HELPFUL?(4ont.),

Juanita:

115

Juanita has never done well in Math and Science and didn ' t believe she

would ever do well. So she never tried. She figured it wasn't, worth

trying when she already knew she couldn do it Therefore,/she never

spent more than a few minutes studying f r a test in her Math and, Science

classes and usually' did 't do her homewo k. Juanita's_brothers.Were

just the opposite. Her brothers hive al ays' aone well in Math and.N

:Science and Juanita alwa s thought thatithey/had some natural talent that-

she didn't have. But she isn't sure a4lore. Yesterday she took tests in
Math and Science rd todI her teacher old her that she had done better

than anyone else. Juani a is confused. She thought-she knew what to
expect!

: -

a
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Sharon:
..:

Sharon doesn't expeCt to be friendly with everyone at work, /but...she does

expect to try her best to get along with everyone-.. Sharon' beep/ told

O thousand times how/important it is to get along with the eople you
1

work Pith even when you don 't like them. It Was even ment Oned when s
,

,

1

was interviewiiig /for her-job as a bank teller'. The told Sharon'

-.- that people had/been f :' for not being oh-kelt° get alon with the other
,

workers. Sharon has no ,otten what the supervisor saiia'. However,

Margaret, of the other employees in the bank is rea1y pushing her/ -

}

/1 7/ , . . -
Margaret ,is',a pain in the 'neck. She never leaves Sharon alone. She's

always making fun of Sharon in front of the other yorke s. *At first,.
1

...,

Sharot ItA:-. hurt and 'then really angry. ,But now she's /iecided not to let 2

Margaret, gz,t: the best of her.' Every time Margaret tea es her, Sharon ignores.i\T /
H.

hei,r and, continues working. Although Sharon realizes she'll probably never

be friendly with Margaret, Sharon expects to keep doi g her''beeM get

along with Margaret.



'EXPECTATIONS: DO THEY AFFECT THESE WORKERS? - (cont.)

Derri ck :

Derrick has always been very igood at repairing bicycles. He s.never'l

had a problem he 'couldn't figure out himself. In fact, he's 'never had

to ask anyone for help. and he doesn't expect he'll evereverhave to. Last
I

week he started a new job at a-bicycle repair store and has.been,doing
1 .

a great job. That is, he was untii today. He started replacing the

brakes on a fancy 12=speed racer. four' hours aga and still hasn't been

.able to.put the new brakes on right.,. DerriCk is so frustrated and

angry. He' sure there must be a piece missing. There. must be. It

-certainly can't be his fault. He's never gotten stuck before. He's

Besides, when it comes tcy repairing bicYcles, Derrick has always ktiown

-what to expect,

' dole.scent';-issues. Projec ,!,



Decisioteks About War's . Unit VII Lesson 6

le,ssolett Understanding Work Expectations: Part -I

a
1. To explore ones expectations of work \1 e 2. To, examine some specific reasons for those expectations` and whether

they are harmful or helpful , \

Z. To p actice taih a the employer's perspective
,

OtrecfIPAS v4 MaterfolS
I. Introduce Lesson

A. Explain: Yesterday we talked about personal expects --

tions. Today we-are going to discuss our work expecta-t

tions and look -at how work, expectations can be harmful

or helpful -- or both to workers on the- job.

o.

II Work Expectations

A. Introduce Activity: We will have many new experiences

-at work. Let's look at what we expect some of .these

experiences to like. Let's take a few minutes to

look closely at our work expectations In four areas:

the job, the boss, the other workers and finally, let's

find out more about what we expect ourselves to -be like

B.

as workers.

Hand out one of the four worksheets. We suggest

starting\ with "The Job" workSheet and ending this

activity `with-, "You as the Worker'. Again, explain to

students-not to carry about writ-kw -the con-ect

This exercise may be easier for students if you exp.:i, in

that i t`:s. al \ight not to have expectations for work

If students d6n!t have expectations, ask them to draw

from their ex0\e-ieri\cei. See Notes for TeaChers. /

C. Discussion: Ask each student to state her /his expecta-

tion and the reason for that expectation. Also ask

students how their expectations might be to

them on a job. And ask them if there are any ways in

which their expectations may not be helpful and may

even get in their way at work: The last part of this

exercise may be difficult\ for studeQts. EncOurage them

to be open and honest: Also encoLfrage other students

StudenfWorksheets:

1 The Job

2: The Boss

3. The Other. Workers...

4. You-as the Worker

Notes for Teachers
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lessow
, ..

Understanding Work Expec - Part /. Unit VII,\Lesson
1

Dtreciiows

,(II. Cont.)_

to be .supportive. of their- peer's. personal

III. Worker and EMployer. Ekpettaticint

A. Explain: Let's look. at 2 kinds of expectattons at work.:

employer-expettattanS and Worker expectattons,.

1. Ask: Do employers and-work rs h ve the same work,
I

expectations?

2. Hand out worksheet: Expl in hottrthe employer's and the

worker's lioini:\of view a7d diSOS. the importance of
underttanding both. Un erstanding both what you want

1 1 -

riik_'taking,

and-What-your:hots want can. Op yOu.be:successful at

I.,work

, Yocahulary: Review word 'skills" and have students
, j

identify-some of t e. skills an employer ts looking for.

Discuss, the meani g_of\therd2needs"' and kinds o
fl

d

needs a worker. has; . emotio al, social: etc

(Igl: An expinati n.of word me ning can he incorporated

tnto A. 2.) /

/ \
IV. Takint:' Employer's Point of View l

/

A. Introduce activity: At work we h ve to meet our emplioyer's

_ expectationsii, order to keep our' We also havelto meet
i

our own expectations'in ordr to Cl\ do a 'good job, (2) stay
/ 7 I

/' at the job, (3), and he ,"happy" (satisfied) on the job. Let's
1 \

begIn by looking more closely at what an e7,ploer-eXpects.

1. Hand out we sheet'' Go over the dire,-,ilcnt. They're--

a(little complitated. Remind stucients that the employer,
i

1

/has a definite point of view. Expfain that the employer-

knows what sl he is looking for St dents maylwant to

refer to the student worksheet, "Work ExOectations: Two

Points of Vi w", while doing this exercise. i

\e..Discussion: The goal of this exercis is toihelp student

understand both wh/at an employer expec s and' identify
i

specific skil
I

ls workers\have-or need t

an emto meet s expectations. \1 ' '

develop in order1

I VI

A

AerialS

Student worksheet:

"Work Expectations

Two Points of View

Student Worksheet:

'.!As .an Employer,

What Do, You Think



eSSiiiiv% Understanding/hork Expectations -- Part I
Unit VII, Lesson 6

120

13yrec, ovs- Matericas

(IV: Cont.) A.

3. Write on board; Worker Has and "Skills Worker

Has to Learn" Cto meet employers expectationsl.

Optional: You-may want to keep this list for tomorrow's

discussionl.

4. Ask students hovithey rated the worker. If students gave

a worker.an excellent rating, ask them to identify the

skills the worker has If'students rated the worker

either .#2 or J32 ask them to identify both the skills the

worker already has and the skills the worker needs to

deyelop,

5, Hand out Worksheet; Ask students to write their ratings- Student Worksheet:

for each worker on a summary sheet. Collect these;you "Summary Sheet:

will usethem.tomorrow,
1

the Employer

Conclusions: Today.we'learned.more about what an Rated Six Workers"

'employer expects, :Tomorrow we'll look at What.workers.

expect,

V. Evaluate the class

261



Ae(reit Ale 711147M091; Unit VII , Lesson 6

Nome, 'Ow "ftine

Answers: How the employer rated six workers:

Ramona:

Marty:'

Calvin;

Rtta:

Manuel: , 2

Sarah:

, -Understanding Work 12

LESSON:
Expectations:Part I

Adolescent-Issues Project 262



Understanding Work 122

Nat& * Teachers Unit VII, esson 6 LESSON;Expectations: Part I
-----_-----

If your student :' 1.- having difficulty stating their work expectations,

the following questions might give students some ideas and get them going.
.

suggest reading them to students as they are doing each worksheet.

THE JOB°

1.. Do you expect to work hard at your job ?. Or do you think it will be easy?

2. Do you expect to find a job you really like?

Do you expect to be paid well at your job.?

- THE BOSS

1, you expect your boss. to be helpful and teach. you new things?

2 Do you expect your boss to give you orders all day long and. yell you

when you make a mistake.?

3.. Do you expect your Loss to like you? Do you.expect to like your boss?

,
THE QTHER WORKERS

I. Do ybu expect ,the other workers to be: friendly and .accept you?

-2. Do you expect the. other workers to compete with you or to work with you.?

3. Do you expect the other workers to be-your age or older?

OU AS THE WORKER

1. Do you expect to be responsi6Je and hardworking?

2. Do you think you'll take an interest in your work and enjoy it

Dry/ill your job. be a-drag?,

3. Do you expect to' be a perfect worker or do you expect to.make

mistakes sometimes?

Also, share your own experiences with students. 'Do you remember any of your own

initial expectations for work?

(D'AdolescentAssues Project 1982 263



I EXPECT WORK TO BE

THE JOB

IMMIIMM1113la

You are starting a new job tomorrow. You're glad you got

the job, but you are not sure what it is going to be like.

I 2. 3 5
fs 9 to. 12311-

ISM t-41*rtr

What do you expect your like to be



THE BOSS

You are starting yoUr new job tomorrow, You are happy you got

thejob, But you'se not sure what to expect and 'you don't know what
N,

your boss will be.like..

What do you think? What are your ideas?

pick out some words to describe what you expect your boss to
be like. OR think of your own.

0.Adolescent Issues Project.



I EXPECT WORK TO

THE OTHER WORKERS

Yoti are starting a new job 'tomorrow. You are glad you got the

job, but you aren't sure what the_other workers will_ be like.

What do you expect, the'other worken o be like?

VIR(FRAI?

ik0.0..t0ke?
°Ider Man 44

good workers
brag ?

What do you think the other workers will be like? What are your

ideas? Pick out some Ts to describe what you expect the people you work.

with: to be like. OR think of your own.

&Adolescent Issues Project 1982
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I EXPECT WORK TO BE ?"?'

YOU AS-THE WORKER

THAT'S YOU What will yob be like as a worker?

What will behard fo you as a worker? What will be. easy for you to d

Pi:ck out some. words to describe what you-Will be like as a worker.
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Employers'

Expectations

WORK EXPECTATIONS: TWO POINTS OF VIEW

WORK

What is-n employer looking foe?

Employer's Point of View:

. ( . .

An employer e4ects workers to.have,skills..;.

An employer asks. :,

Worker' s

Expectations

030
1. / Does the worker have skills?

2. Is the worker using those skills

a good job?

What is a worker looking for?

WOrker's roint of View:

A workerexPects the job to meet her.orliis.needs.,. _
. _

A worker .asks:' I,. Is.this job meeting my:needs?'

2. I getting what I need from my job?

NEEDS??? WHAT ARE THEY?

Hint We have many, needs: :We` need money$$$_tp buy food, clothing,

to payrent, and all our.otker bills, We.also need to feel"

good.about:ourselves, have good.friends,:contribute

sOciety. and

AdoleScent,Is'sues Project 1982_ .268



AS AN EMPLOYER WHAT DO-YOU THINK?'

In Your Opinion...
.

Pretend ou are an employer. .You -have 6,eMployees (.workers) working.at:

your company. As:a employer, you halm learned .what .makes a good worker

:and what makes a b. worker. Can you tell us?

RATE YOUR EMPLOYEES n301 to 3 and tell us how bad or good your worker is:
: \

#1 -- pve this rating to an EXCELLENT warker,.the;71!bosss-dreeeH

jE give. this ratlng to an'overage/O,K., worker
I

. I ,

#3 -- giVe:thls rating to a- bad Worker, the "boss' headadhe"

Meese read aboutyoUr employees below. Remember, yoU are the boSs. 'Tell

us what you. think your workers. Write a 1, 2,,or3 after each-.

_worker's name. Remember you can decide' You are the boss:1

Ramona.,

Ramona works.as a computer programmer,for a large-business. Her job

isn't easy, Mit she triesiler best and works hard all day long. When,she has

a 'problem with_her work, she tries to figure it out on her own first.

Eventually, if she-can't do it herself, she asks for help. Doing a,good.j b is

very impbrtant.to Ramona.

Ramona's rating

Issues Project



Marty,

You've noticednoticed h Marti doein t m to care very much' about his

'job. comes into work, late every day a always has a reason for leiVing

early. Marty may -not,make it as a carperit is -helpei.. He never seems

concerned about the quality of work he does andihe often doesn't get all

his work done. Marty al so 'thinks i t' s' per ectly al right `to take tool s, from

/

../

' ,'
/

work.w_hene-ver-J he. wants and use them,:_at

Cai v n
Il

fl11alvin is one of the most dependable workers that you haVe
' Istore.' comes in on time, works hard and always listens tO your

1 /.
and criticisms. Overall ? he's a terrific .'cashier. But that's all

'11A Ido,- -He doesn't like to try new things' often have to 'explain
, . 1 I 1

/
are'

, , 'ibere are other things to do as well. But CalVin likes to cashier

'getting other things done is more impo tant. i

I i

home

Marty's Rating

t your grocery

suggestions

he ;warts to

tohim that



atuol-K...4.7,.

Rita

Rita is one of your twi.,x-,st office' workers.

She's tan C typist,' targ sas had a very
II

difficult time learning how to use the word

processor. She still makes cp.iite a few

mistakes. But she tries hard and ;really

keeps at it until She gets it. Sometimes

she,eveh comes' in early.

Ri ta' s Rat' ng

I\

Sarah

11,

Manuel is an excel 1 ent hospi tal orderl

/when he works by himself. The patient

on 'the ward really-flike him. But he

doesn!t work well with the rest of the

staff. He always wants .'to do things

his way. He never listens to ahyone

elseks suggestions, nd as: a result,

he often getS into arguments

ManLi 1 's Ratinc

Most of the time, Sarah is a great
/
i

electronic assembler. Everyone says shag

does her work perfectly. But every time
1

/

er superVisor comes over to check herf ,
ork, Sarah gets very nervous.' Her hands

tart- shaking.and she makes a thousand

mistakes. When her supervisor leaves,

\

,

Sarah is fine.and doe,' Her work again.
1

,/' . ,.

(a

Sarah'tingras
/

9.;-°
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orns. ALocit+, Woris Unit VII Lesson 7

ss 0 Understanding Work Expectations: Part II

1. To become familiar with one's expectations as a worker

2. To practice taking the perspective.of both the worker and the

employer in order, to resolve problems and conflict on the job.goals
Dire ci-i0K5

I. Introduce Lesson:

A. .Explain: Understanding your expectations as a worker as

well as your boss'.expectations may help you to-be

successful at your job. Yesterday we discovered that

t'

_.4Mployers.are looking for workers with skills. Today

we'll.find out what workers are looking for.

Worker Expectations

A. Review: 'Workers and employers .have different work

expectations.

Ask: 1. What does an employer expect from his/her

workers?

2. What does, a worker expect to get out of work?

B. Introduce activity:

Meeting our boss" expectations is

But we can't

forget ourselves as workers. It will also help us, as

workers, to know and.understand,our own work expecte-

tions. Let's spend,some time finding out what workers.

expect.

MateriaIS

1. Hand out worksheet: Go over the directions for this

activity. Remind students that this time, they are

taking the worker's perspective and not the employer's.

2. Discussion: This time the purpose is to help students

understand what workers expect and to delineate

specific needs that can be met by twgpoints of view.

Students may want to refer to the student worksheet,

"Work Elxpectations" while doing this exercise.-

(C) Adolescent.Issues Project 1982

Student Worksheet:

"As a worker; what

do you think?

Student Worksheet:

"Work Expectations:

Two Points of View"



lessw .,. .. Understanding Work Expectations: Part II Unit VII, Lesson 7

Direci-'DAs

iz4

Matertals
S.cont1_

9 3. Write: on board; N.Prkers. Needs Met and Norkeril

Needs not Met'", or l`Positive'adMegativ0.,

.4; Discussion; Ask students how they rated the. emppoyer.

If students gave. an employer an excellent rating, ask

them to identify the worker's needs the employer met

(e-g.i.giving praise for work that was well done) , or

What-they-like aboutthem. f the students rated the

worker ether 42.Or #3, ask them to identify both the

needs that Were:met by the employer Of any). and the

needs that were not met by the employer..

5, -Hand'oUt Worksheet; 'Askstudents to write their ratings

for each. boss /employer on,their summary:sheet.

Qpttonal Integrating Worker and Employer Expectations

N.H.: The following exercise may be difficult for some,students.

It can be simplified if. desired.

A. Introduce activity; Let's put employer and worker expecte,

tions together and see mhat happens, That is, let's see if

we can ftgure out: 1. how employers might help workers get

their needs met and 2, how workers might develop the skills

employers want, This is going to require us to do-some

problem solving.

1. Have students take out their employer and worker.

summary sheets.

2 Write on board the name of an employer-worker pair

(erg., Ramona - Michele) and their ratings, Have student

refer to their summary, slieets. If students disagree

on the ratings, the class can d6cide by voting.

3. Review, Have students (or the instructor) read both the _

employer and worker'points of view.

Student worksheet:

"Summary Sheet: How

the Workerstlated

Their Bosses"

1

Student Worksheets:

"Summary Sheets:

1. How the Employer:

Rated Six Workers;

2. How the Workers

Rated Their-Bosses.'-

Student' Wroksheets

an EMployer.

. As a Worker..."

2



leSSOK, ° Understanding Work Expectations: Fart II-
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Unit VII, Lesson 7
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III. A. (cont.),

4. Ask:

a. What is Ramona 's rating as a worker?

b. Do you think Ramona is a perfect worker?

c. How did Ramona rate Michele.?

d. Does Ramona think Michele is the perfect boss? (or

good boss)

e.. IS there a problem between this worker_, and employer?

5. Hand out worksheet: Explain to students that we will do

the worksheet as-a group. Studeht Worksheet:_

6, Discussion: Use the worksheet to guide the discussion. there a Problem:

See Notes for Teachers,

7. ,Continue.Dtscussion of other worker - employer pairs.

125
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Unit VII, Lesson 7
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L2.

Understanding Work
LESSON:Expectations: Part II

This exercise requires students: (1) to understand both an employer's and

a worker's points of view and (2) to apply that understanding to specific

work situations in order to resolve conflict and problems between workers and

employers. The goal is to help students to see both sides of a problem and,.

to come up. with a solution,'

It may be helpful to refer to 1pt "5 Siep.Decision-Making Model" in

Lesson Four.. .Tt has beerl'adapted for this, lesson. The worksheet "Is there a

Problem?" is intended ,to be a step by step guide for solving thedproblems-between
a

workers aniti employers. You may want to do several-Worker-employer pairs With

the whole class first. Later perhaps, students can try working in small groups or

by.themselves.

Role playing.can be an important part,of this lesson. Let students test
- .

out theirsolutions-and see how they work.z.,7he purpose is to 'experiment an

see what works and what doesn't; you may have .to go- first.

Adolescent. Issues Project 1982
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AS AN.EMPLOYEE,.WHAT DO YOU THINK?

In Your Opinion...

Pretend you are an employee (worker). You have'been\talking to 6 friends

of yours. who, are working. You ask them what they think of \their employers. This

is what they,tell you.

Rate. Your Employer from 1 to 3,and:tell us how bad or good your boss is:.

--.give this rating to an excellent boss, "a worker's.dream"\\

#2 -- giVe this rating to an average/0.K, boss

#3 -- give this r'tfng to a terrible boss, "a worker's headache"

Please read about your friends' employers below. Remember, you are the

expert: Tell us what you think about these employers. Write a 1, 2 or a 3 at

the end of each worker's description of his/her boss. You are the worker'

You can decide!!

Michele

Michele is Ramones boss. This'is what

Ramona has to say about her boss:

"Michele is a very reasonable boss.

She never makes me feel stupid when I ask

her a question. She's always around when

I need help.

Your rating of Ramona's boss
0
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Fred

Fred is Marty's boss. Martywas glad to-tfk

to you about his boss. 'This-is.what he said:

"Fred is a slave driver. 'Work, work, work....

it's the only-thing he can talk about. .1-came

in a few minutes late and.he was on my case

for hours. And that's not all. Everything

has to be perfect or else. Wheh I make a

mistake, he gets so angry. You know what he=

did last week, he accused me of stealing some

tools. I had only borrowed them. Fred is

the most difficult boss that I have ever

worked for."

Your rating of Marty' boss

Valerie

Valerie is Calvin's boss. When you ask

Calvin-whether he likes his boss, he

thinks for a minute and then says: I don't

know what to think of my boss. Sometimes

Valerie likes how hard I work. She tells

.

Pe I am one of her Most dependable and

7'"'"-hard-working employees. But sometimes...,

can't stand her. I can't:tell

you how Many times she has asked me to do

sor ;thing new and then left wiihmit both-

,.7:icig.to'show me how to do it: -'Last.week,

for instance, she asked me to clean the
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(Valerie -- cont.)

meat freezer and then left me on my own

to figure out how to clean it. Everything

went alright, but I hate it when she does

that. I like being a cashier and don't

understand why she won't let' me dc:rit,all

the tine,".

Your rating of Calvin's

Derrick

-Derrick is Rita's boss. Rita is happy

Ito talk to yd.u. about her boss, but

?e seems a little. shy is she says:

post of the time. I think Derrick is

a great boss. He's really helpful

when I'm having a hard time with the.

word processor. Last Tuesday I

asked him if it would be. alright if I

wrote down some of hisinstructions.

It'helps me to remember what I'm.

',.supposed to do. And I'll tell you,

I needa-1-1-4he-he-4-1--dangetwi-th------

that word processor. You know, Derrick,
D

only does one thingthat upsets me.

Sometimes when I don't understand him,

he raises-his voice and talks to me' as

though I'm a child. All the other

workers can hear him. 'I get so embar-

rassed when he does that."

Your rating. of Rita's boss



.

Sylvester'

Wanda

Wanda is Manuel's boss. Manuel has mixed

feelings.about hi's boss and says so: "If

only Wanda would'learn, she'd be terrific.

She,tells me I'm great with the patients

and I appreciate that. But she doesn't

help me out when I need her. I don't like

working with the other workers. They don't

take care of the patients, They sit, around

talking and chatting. When I workWith one.

Qf them we always get into anargument be-

cause IWant them :to work. So I've - .asked

Wanda `1) let me'work by myaelf. I can't

take. care. Of all the patients on the ward,

.but at least I can take care of my patients..

Your rating of Manuel's boss

.Sylvester is Sarah.'s boss,: Sarah seems a little nervous, but sheagrees

to talk about her boss and.says:- "I, know. Sylvester is trying to be nice, but

At only makes-thing's worse. I know have .very self,confidence,1-Out---:-

Sylvester doesn't haveto remind me all

the time. Whenever he comes to my work

station, I get nervous. My hands even
.

shake,'but he tries to joke about it.

He says things-like, "I won't bite," And

then tries to be 'super-sweet' and .

-understanding---Iget-sd-ups-et. Ii' only

Sylvester would.tell me,what I do well.

Most of. the 'other workert telLme-I am

but Sylvester never does. Your rating of Sarah's boss6
SWCEMIC.
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-1-o/v*Ica,le. decisior)

TheN a Problem?

ker''s Name

lrlorker-Empl oyer Pair'

Eriproye r s Name

Is there) a problem?- Yes No

1.; What is the problem(s)?

List some '

I.
Wh4t can tieworker do to help

/ solve the problem?
TI

H ,

Some conseq

os'Sible consequenCes:

4
uOnces for' theworker

4111111171.

What can the emploYer do

help solve \the probleM?.

,;

4. Try out the

5. Evaluate yo

/
. , .

8ome con' e9uences for the

employe

"bestn=, sol u-ti on " do .a role 01 ay.;anid see what happen
,/ ,,f/ ' \ "/ .. '. .

J sol Litel'on . : How well did- ',Ft wor10 ,1 '' .1' .. ' 1, -.:

_ .L..1 . . _ /.. .' / 1.
I ..,

:. Tf .YOU need to -start aciain.
.

-' , .0- 1, i
.0. .. .

..'.. ,..
4,' ),

ii,,.,
..,.

...-.,....,,,,,:-.. . '-',/'.;. ,. fi......: 1
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